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ABSTRACT

American Indian sovereignty and identity, the rights of political and economic self-determination and self-definition, have suffered numerous blows since the time of First Contact. Under the policies of various European nations, and finally the United States, indigenous residents of North America have struggled to maintain political independence, as well as cultural and social integrity, while adapting to changing conditions over which they found themselves, most often, to have little direct control. Such is the history of the Potawatomi people. This dissertation examines the historic responses to these continuing challenges of one band of Potawatomi, the Pokagon of southwestern Michigan. It argues that, far from being vanished generic Indians, the Pokagon Potawatomi have continuously strived to maintain and enhance a cohesive tribal identity. As a case study, the problems faced by the Pokagon, both historical and contemporary, reflect not only upon the Pokagon and their non-native neighbors, but offer insight into common experiences for Native peoples across the country.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

American Indian sovereignty and identity, the rights of self-determination and self-definition, have suffered numerous blows since the time of First Contact. Under the policies of various European nations, and finally, the United States, the indigenous residents of North America have struggled to maintain their political independence, as well as their cultural and social integrity. They have adapted to changing conditions over which they found themselves, very often, to have little direct control. Such is the history of the Potawatomi people. This dissertation examines the historic responses to these continuing challenges of one band of Potawatomi, the Pokagon of southwestern Michigan, providing the opportunity for a detailed case study of these issues. This dissertation argues that, contrary to assertions by many scholars that they are vanished generic Indians who asserted an ethnic identity only when politically convenient, the Pokagon Potawatomi have continuously strived to maintain and enhance a cohesive tribal identity. Unique among the Potawatomi of the Great Lakes region in legally avoiding removal, the Pokagon nevertheless have weathered attacks upon their sovereignty and distinctive identity, as have countless other Indian Nations. The problems facing the Pokagon, both historical and contemporary, reflect not only upon the Pokagon and their non-native neighbors, but offer insight into common experiences for Native peoples across the country.
The challenges faced by the Pokagon began even before they existed as a recognizable band within the Potawatomi Nation, with the seventeenth-century invasion of their ancestral homelands by Iroquoian tribes eager to expand their territory to capitalize on the fur trade. Subsequent experiences within refugee communities in eastern Wisconsin, and contact with the French, further challenged traditional ideas of sovereignty. Yet, I argue, the Potawatomi quickly adapted with new skills and new tools to resist both the French and the Iroquois, eventually allowing them to reestablish their claim to land in Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan.

By 1795, the French had abandoned their claim to their North American territories, and the British, who succeeded them, had lost a war of independence waged by their rebellious American colonies. The new United States of America began to exercise its authority in the Old Northwest. The Potawatomi, by virtue of their remote location, long managed to avoid direct intrusion by the Euro-Americans, and continued to practice the skills learned during their long years of displacement. However, following an unsuccessful uprising by the tribes of the Western Confederacy (of which the Potawatomi were active participants), the Potawatomi sued the United States for peace, and were forced to cede a considerable portion of their territory to the United States in the Treaty of Greenville (1795), the first of many treaties that culminated in the removal of the bulk of the tribe with the 1833 Treaty of Chicago.

During these latter treaty negotiations a distinct Pokagon identity emerged with the Catholic Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley. Taking their more common name from leader Leopold Pokagon, the Catholic Potawatomi alone would legally avoid government efforts at removal. Leopold Pokagon’s alliance with the Roman Catholic
Church is historical fact. However, his motivations and machinations, I argue, have been misunderstood and misinterpreted. The discussion should not only examine Leopold’s religious devotion, or his quest for spiritual power. What remains inadequately explored is how Leopold Pokagon invented a new way of being Indian, a new Pokagon identity, and how that choice shaped the future for his band. Leopold Pokagon’s manipulation of the value placed on Christianity by the Americans, his adaptation of what it meant to be Indian, as well as his shrewd choice of Roman Catholicism, allowed his people to successfully negotiate the U.S. policy of land cession treaties and removal. Pokagon’s actions not only preserved their right to remain on their ancestral homeland, but also created their distinct identity as the Catholic Potawatomi.

The U.S. federal Indian policies of civilization and assimilation, education, reorganization and acknowledgement, similarly challenged the Pokagon Potawatomi. Each event and circumstance would not only form their identity, but fire their resolve for continued self-determination. This project, however, goes beyond an examination of historical events and actual changes, to consider the erosion or expansion of the Pokagon sovereign condition, delving into how the very idea of what constitutes sovereignty changed over time, and how these meanings have affected community identity. Certainly French, British and United States policies had a significant impact on the changing definition of American Indian sovereignty, but the Pokagon’s persistent pattern of cultural unity, preservation of a distinct identity, both within and outside of their community, and the choices they made to protect their sovereign rights are distinctive and worthy of study.
Historically, the Potawatomi were united with the Odawa and Ojibwe in the Council of Three Fires. The Potawatomi were The Keepers of the Fire, responsible for maintaining the sacred council fire: a vehicle for prayer, a way to commune with the Creator, to ask for guidance, blessings and healing. The sacred fire held a central place within the ancient traditions of the People and although at times burning down to faint embers, remains an important source of strength today.

While their definition of sovereignty and self have necessarily changed over time (after all, the Pokagon are no more mired in the past than are any Euro-American group), the Pokagon Potawatomi still identify themselves as the Keepers of the Fire. Having weathered repeated attacks upon their identity, their sovereignty, indeed upon their very existence, the Pokagon have withstood intra-, inter- and extra-tribal challenges, negotiating each with the determination to remain. This dissertation then, is the story of how exactly one group of Indian people, although tested, creatively managed to maintain their unique identity and their tribal sovereignty, ensuring that their sacred fire was not extinguished.

The project covers over 350 years of Pokagon history, necessarily focusing on those key experiences that brought change to the community. For while the struggle to maintain that community was, and continues to be, constant, change was driven by discrete events. Such an episodic approach to history is favored by many historians, but can leave readers without an understanding of how these events are connected to a larger historical narrative. The two overarching themes of sovereignty and identity provide a framework for analysis, bringing order to a complicated jumble of events, allowing the
reader to see the long arc of development, the continuity as well as change experienced by the Pokagon.

This exploration of the changing nature of Pokagon sovereignty and identity often counters the conclusions of other scholars. A project with a scope as large as this must necessarily cover a broad range of literature, but speaks most specifically to five bodies of scholarship: 1) American Indian sovereignty; 2) American Indian identity; 3) the general history of the Potawatomi and Pokagon; 4) American Indian spirituality and Catholicism; and finally 5) United States Indian policy.

A historical contextualization of the concept of sovereignty is an integral part of this dissertation. Sovereignty is certainly a Western construct, deriving from the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia which granted leaders of proto-nations the right to exercise power within their national borders. The term’s first overt application to American Indian tribes was announced in the 1830s with John Marshall’s decisions in the Cherokee cases. The concept of tribal sovereignty and the boundaries of the unique relationship between the tribes and the United States government became more fully developed through court decisions over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For their part, American Indians thought more in terms of self-determinism: how they would continue to control their own destiny, politically and economically. The term ‘tribal sovereignty’ was not significantly incorporated into Native political dialogue until the 1960s. A complex and multi-faceted issue, a basic understanding of sovereignty, both applied and in theory, is essential to fully inform this project.

Literally hundreds of volumes have been written pertaining to American Indian sovereignty. Perhaps the best of these were written by Vine Deloria, Jr. A brilliant
scholar and activist, Deloria was also a lawyer by training, bringing his legal expertise to the topic of American Indians. In *The Nations Within*, Deloria and political scientist Clifford Lytle argue that American Indians are “the only aboriginal peoples still practicing a form of self-government in the midst of a wholly new and modern civilization that has been transported to their lands.”¹ The authors briefly trace the development of theories that were used to justify the taking of Native land, and thus the contours of sovereignty, always from the Indian point of view. In examining Indian perspectives on early treaty-making, for example, they argue that the concerns of Native peoples were not a political assertion of nationhood, but a “concern [for] the preservation of the people.”² Deloria and Lytle define what they believe are the principles of 'peoplehood' and nationality (clearly distinguishing between nationhood and self-government), and the implications of this differentiation for American Indians, particularly in their dealings with the United States.

Further examining the evolution of Native American political realities, in *American Indians, American Justice*, Deloria and Lytle consider how American Indians “once completely independent of all external influences, have adapted their institutions, customs, and values,” as necessary to survive the changes imposed upon them from the time of First Contact.³ Neither wholeheartedly adopting Euro-American institutions, nor resisting change absolutely, tribes adjusted cautiously, preserving what was best in their

---


² Ibid., 8.

traditional culture, and adopting only those things that helped them deal with the new realities they faced.

Deloria and Lytle see sovereignty as dynamic and evolutionary, defining the most important characteristics of a sovereign nation as the ability to “determine its own course of action with respect to other nations,” and “regulate [its] own internal functions in the field of domestic relations.” In *Retained by the People: A History of American Indians and the Bill of Rights*, John Wunder elaborates on their definition, introducing his theory of “collective entitlements,” or the assertion of rights outside the native legal system, e.g. treaty rights. Covering the period from before the ratification of the Bill of Rights to the late twentieth century, Wunder traces the fluid and controversial application of Native rights within the unique system of diffused sovereignty established under the United States Constitution. Wunder’s periodization, and the challenges faced by Native Americans during each, aid in contextualizing the actions of the Pokagon as they negotiated changing federal Indian policies.

The challenge then is to apply these principles to the specifics of Pokagon history, identifying how they have adhered to, or departed from, each model. In their early interactions with the French, British and Americans, the Potawatomi were treated as a sovereign nation, signing treaties with each of these nations in turn. The analysis

---


6 Ibid., 9.
becomes more complicated when reviewing the actions and objectives of Leopold Pokagon at the Chicago Treaty of 1833. I argue that Leopold acted not only to protect the sovereign rights of his people, but also, like Deloria and Lytle argue, as an exercise in simple preservation – the right to remain.

Equally important to this dissertation is an exploration of the development of an American Indian identity. In the twentieth century, Deloria wrote, Indians were “not distinguishable from other Americans except” when donning their regalia to perform ceremonial dances. How, then, do Native Americans differ from non-Natives? Europeans certainly defined the indigenous inhabitants of North America as ‘the other.’ Native peoples, including the Pokagon, reacted to that definition in many ways, including, at times, a rise of a pan-tribal awareness. However, this has seldom superseded a tribal, or band, identity. This is certainly the case for the Pokagon, who established their unique identity in opposition to both tribal and European definitions.

Both Phillip Deloria (son of Vine Deloria, Jr.) and Robert Berkhofer, Jr. have written on non-Native perceptions of Native Americans. In Playing Indian, Deloria examines non-Indian’s fascination with Native Americans from the earliest days of the colonies, to the incorporation of ‘Indianness’ into such modern institutions as the Boy Scouts and Campfire Girls. Deloria argues that, seeking to legitimize themselves, white Americans co-opted qualities that they attributed to Native Americans – individualism, freedom, naturalness, liberty – while at the same time loathing those very Indians which

---

7 Deloria and Lytle, The Nations Within, 2.

they purported to be emulating. Deloria’s *Playing Indian* contextualizes white’s imaginings of Indians, even while their distaste for Indians led to policies designed to eliminate Native peoples from most of the continental United States and to assimilate those that were left into U.S. mainstream society.

Berkhofer, too, is interested in the history of white/Indian relations, focusing on the sources and forms of commonly held misconceptions. In *The White Man’s Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present*, he argues that images of the ‘good’ or ‘bad’ Indian have changed over time, with substantially different interpretations of identical characteristics dependent more upon changing values within the dominant culture than on any discernable difference in Indian behavior. What is constant, maintains Berkhofer, is a failure to recognize the heterogeneity of Indian groups, in favor of the monolithic Indian. He traces this phenomenon as it affected Spanish, French, British and American Indian policies, noting a cohesive imagery throughout. Berkhofer’s analysis, particularly his detail of French interaction with Great Lakes Indians, help to contextualize Pokagon relations with Europeans and Americans alike.

Additionally, to understand American Indian self-perception requires an understanding of the American Indian mind, as differentiated from that of Euro-Americans. In *The American Indian Mind in a Linear World*, Donald Fixico juxtaposes the linear thinking of the Western tradition against the circular thought processes of ‘the

---

American Indian.” He argues that unlike the American mainstream, which places the individual at the center of any analysis, Indians value the community, seeking to understand relationships and maintain balance in all things. Such values as seeing relationships, visualizing connections, of patience, silence, and listening, fully inform Native thought processes. Fixico maintains that Western culture emphasizes progress, whereas the Indian thinks in terms of cycles. In his analysis of these differing perspectives, Fixico offers a framework for evaluating the processes influencing Indian actors in their relationships with non-Indians.

While the Pokagon emerged as an identifiable band during the nineteenth century, their early history must be examined as part of the whole of the Potawatomi. Several volumes exist on the history of the Potawatomi generally, focusing on those bands that were removed to Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma. Fewer texts, however, address the Pokagon specifically. Celia Bain Buechner’s, *The Pokagons* and Cornelia Steketee Hulst’s *Indian Sketches* both fall victim to the dominant attitudes of the early twentieth century, romanticizing the noble savage and perpetuating the myth of the vanishing Indian. And although written in what might be assumed to be a more enlightened era, Everett Claspy’s two volumes on the Potawatomi of the Dowagiac-Sisters Lake area of southwestern Michigan, published in 1966 and 1970 respectively, betray a racist bias that

---


still condemned the Pokagon to some imagined primitive condition of the past.12 Nonetheless, all are helpful in explaining the circumstances that form the setting for the actions and reactions of the Pokagon, and their non-Native neighbors, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

In looking at the early history of the Potawatomi as a whole, the main topic must be the fur trade because of its considerable impact on the tribe – from the diaspora caused by warfare associated with Iroquoian territorial expansion (itself a product of the fur trade), to the ‘middle ground’ of early interactions with the French and British, and finally to attempts at cultural and political domination by the United States. This dissertation will examine the impact of the fur trade on tribal sovereignty, and how interactions between the Potawatomi, other tribal nations, the French, the British and the Americans either expanded or constrained self-government.

Especially useful in interpreting and refuting the traditional interpretation of the nineteenth-century history of the Pokagon are the works of James Clifton, as well as historians Richard White, Susan Sleeper-Smith, and R. David Edmunds. In *The Potawatomis: Keepers of the Fire*, Edmunds offers a history of the various bands of Potawatomi, including the Pokagon, from the time of first contact with the French through the middle of the nineteenth century.13 Edmunds work follows the conventional declension model of Indian history, ending with the removal of most bands of the Potawatomi from their traditional Great Lakes homelands.

---


Richard White’s *The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Regions, 1650-1815* describes the diaspora of many of the Algonquian tribes, including the Potawatomi, confronted by Iroquois expansion motivated by the fur trade.\(^{14}\) He explores in depth what he terms the refugee villages that formed in what is now the Green Bay, Wisconsin area, and the effects, political, social and cultural, that arose from the close contact of these many different Indian tribes, as well as from their interactions with Europeans. The “refugee” characterization of Richard White has been challenged recently in *An Infinity of Nations*. Michael Witgen makes the case that strong indigenous sovereignty in the Great Lakes region lasted well into the nineteenth century, and that White's thesis is better supported by events in Minnesota than further east in the region, such as in Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio.\(^{15}\) Michael McDonald in *Masters of Empire: Great Lakes Indians and the Making of America* (New York: Hill & Wang, 2015) also takes issue with the concept of the Great Lakes as a “middle ground” and especially White’s characterization of the Anishinaabeg as a “shattered” people in the wake of the Iroquois wars.\(^{16}\) Finally, in her work, *Indian Women and French Men: Rethinking Cultural Encounter in the Western Great Lakes*, Susan Sleeper-Smith explores the role of Native women in the Great Lakes fur trade, focusing on the conversion of many to Catholicism, their intermarriage to French traders and the resultant

---


Métis (mixed-blood) kinship network that facilitated the integration of French and Native cultures. ¹⁷

In her study of the fur trade, Sleeper-Smith contends that it was the women of the St. Joseph Valley who were responsible for converting the men, such as Leopold Pokagon, to Roman Catholicism. Her contentions regarding the influence of Potawatomi women notwithstanding, it was the men, particularly Pokagon, who wielded Catholicism as a political tool, and as such, Potawatomi spirituality generally, and Pokagon’s use of Catholicism as a resistive strategy requires more attention than she has allowed. Additionally, Sleeper-Smith argues that, during the nineteenth century, the Pokagon Band was “hiding in plain view.” ¹⁸ Certainly as American society became more racialized, “anonymity proved more conducive to survival…than visibility.” ¹⁹ However, to imply that the Pokagon deliberately concealed themselves, that “hiding” was “a deliberate and conscious decision” ignores the realities imposed upon the Pokagon by their non-Native neighbors. ²⁰ Rather than hiding, I suggest that invisibility was thrust upon the Pokagon by a government and general populace uncomfortable with the very identity the Pokagon staunchly maintained. This forced anonymity took its toll on Pokagon cultural patrimony, which was nearly lost in the twentieth century. However the Pokagon intent was never to hide, but simply to remain in the face of relentless pressure to be absorbed into the dominant culture.


¹⁸ Sleeper-Smith, Indian Women and French Men, 116.

¹⁹ Ibid., 162.

²⁰ Ibid.
Richard White maintains that Potawatomi political expertise was the result of intimate contact with Europeans, painting a picture of consensus among the Potawatomi, and a negotiated “middle ground” between American Indians and the French, British and American colonists of the Great Lakes Region. He argues that that diplomatically negotiated space collapsed with the withdrawal of the British following the War of 1812. In reviewing nearly 400 years of Pokagon history, I contend that White’s middle ground never disappeared. While negotiations were constrained by the shifting balance of power between the Pokagon and the United States, there remained a space for diplomacy, which the Pokagon used to their advantage, although with varying degrees of success.21

The foremost authority on the Pokagon is anthropologist James Clifton, whose *The Pokagons, 1683-1983: Catholic Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley*, traces the history of this band of Potawatomi from 1500 to the modern age, focusing on their cultural evolution as contact with non-Natives increased.22 Written specifically to aid the Pokagon’s efforts to achieve federal acknowledgement in the 1980s, Clifton is generally thorough in his recitation of the ‘facts’ of Pokagon history, demonstrating the continuity in tribal self-government and distinctive identity, but offers little in the way of analysis of those topics. This dissertation takes Clifton’s work as a jumping-off point, but expands

---


his simple recounting of events to examine how these have affected the self-definition of the Pokagon.

This study challenges Clifton’s assertion that modern Indians have two “fundamental, conflicting…goals: obtaining absolute political autarcha while perpetuating utter fiscal dependence.”23 Rather than vanished generic Indians who asserted an ethnic identity only when politically convenient, I contend that the Pokagon maintained a continual, if evolving, ethnic identity. They undertook political activism not when politically expedient, but when politically necessary to protect their interests and their community. Although this study explores their reactions to specific United States Indian policies, Pokagon self-governance was constant, and aimed not towards “fiscal dependence,” but instead towards the goal of economic self-sufficiency.

Religion, specifically Roman Catholicism figures prominently in Pokagon history. In the nineteenth century, Leopold Pokagon rose to prominence within his community as the movement toward establishing the policy of Indian Removal gained momentum within the United States. He has been credited with nearly single-handedly preventing the removal of his band of Potawatomi from their territory in southwestern Michigan by his actions at the negotiations for the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. An addendum to that treaty emerged, specifically exempting certain bands of Potawatomi living in “the Territory of

Michigan” from removal to land west of the Mississippi River “on account of their religious creed.”  

Clifton’s 1984 treatment of the Pokagon describes in detail Leopold’s participation at the treaty council, as well as in subsequent interactions with the United States, and various religious institutions. He points out that the treaty addendum does not specify to which ‘religious creed’ these bands of Potawatomi adhered. To understand why Pokagon eventually affiliated with the Roman Catholics, rather than the Methodists or Baptists with whom he had also had extended contact, requires further investigation of the nature of Potawatomi spirituality, pre- and post-contact.

Prior to contact with Europeans the indigenous inhabitants of the Great Lakes area held a deeply rooted spirituality that infused all aspects of their existence. The arriving Roman Catholic Jesuits came to realize that American Indians possessed “a complex of…religious elements…firmly embedded in a way of life.”

Prayers for successful hunts or harvests, offerings to the spirits of the departed (human or animal), and healing ceremonies were all important elements of Native spirituality, practiced not only to appease the spirits that could bring either power and prosperity or ruin to humans, but to maintain balance within the community and the cosmos.

These spiritual traditions were tapped by Algonquin leaders such as Tecumseh and Tenskwatawa, as well as Pontiac and Neolin, and a whole host of other Native


leaders, whose resistance to European and American incursions inspired a movement described by Gregory Evans Dowd in *A Spirited Resistance: The North American Indian Struggle for Unity, 1745-1815*. Dowd examines the prophet-led religious revivals and rebellions of this period in the Great Lakes region. These messianic movements were born, Dowd maintains, from the rise of an awareness within Native communities of a pan-Indian identity. Indeed, the object lesson of these movements, he contends, was that “all Indians were of a single people…required to perform special duties.” The failure of Indians to fulfill these obligations brought about their loss of power. These movements inspired “a religiously charged struggle for unity.” If, as Dowd theorizes, “Native Americans acted in a world beyond the locality, that they explored ranges of possibilities and traveled widely to do so, and that they taught [and] learned from…each other in the process,” then the actions of Potawatomi leaders a generation later, specifically Leopold Pokagon, must be seen as part of this larger search for meaning.

In additional to their traditional religious beliefs, the Potawatomi were long exposed to the teachings of Christian missionaries, beginning with the French Jesuits in the seventeenth century, and continuing with Protestant missionaries from the Methodist and Baptist denominations. The Pokagon were no exception. George E. “Tink” Tinker roundly condemns church actions in *American Indian Liberation: A Theology of*


27 Ibid., xiii.

28 Ibid.

29 Ibid.
In his argument for the development of a distinctly American Indian theology, Tinker, an enrolled member of the Osage Nation, begins with the premise that within the Native community, politics and spirituality are “wholly intertwined,” acknowledging the “deep connection between the culture and the religious traditions of Indian peoples,” which has existed for centuries. While his focus is on the contemporary American Indian community, Tinker posits some basic historical ‘tenets:’ that European political domination of American Indians is rooted in canon law and that in pursuit of the goal of ‘civilizing’ the savage Indian, the missionary became “the most efficient means” of “destroying indigenous cultural structures in order to replace them with … european [sic]… cultural patterns.” The arrival and proselytizing of the missionaries, he contends effectively divided Indian communities politically, a division the proved “genocidal.”

Since religion and culture are never separate in any Indian community, the arrival of the first missionary forced members of the community, for the first time in their lives, to make a choice between full participation in the culture of their community (including religious and ceremonial participation) and participation as an individual in the new religious tradition brought by the colonists.

This irrevocable choice is repeated by Christopher Vecsey in *Paths of Kateri’s Kin*. In a synthesis of many existing secondary sources, Vecsey examines not only the
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processes by which Jesuit missionaries in the Great Lakes region sought to convert indigenous peoples, but describes the different forms that Catholicism took among the various tribes. He too acknowledges that religion was totally integrated into American Indian lives. The Jesuits, realizing that American Indians possessed “not only religious structures but also a way of life that resisted Catholicism,” indeed tried to drive a wedge into Native communities, separating the converts from the ‘pagans.’ To bring ‘salvation’ to the ‘savage’ required nothing less, the priests believed, than a complete disassociation from “their kinsmen and compatriots.”

James Clifton claims that Leopold Pokagon allied himself and his people with the Catholics because of Native traditions, rather than in spite of them. He argues that Pokagon was searching for a powerful, protective Manito, to access this spiritual power, as the Potawatomi had done for centuries. While Clifton maintains that his discussion “is not intended to suggest that Leopold Pokagon pursued such relationships in a consciously mercenary fashion,” I suggest that may be exactly what he did. However, there is no need to question the religious devotion of Leopold Pokagon, because there is no reason to believe that a devotion to God, or the Great Spirit, explicitly contradicts the use of religion for political gain. What bears examination is how the traditional Native union of politics and religion shaped the man and his actions.

35 Vecsey, Paths of Kateri’s Kin, 23.


37 Clifton, The Pokagons, 66.
Finally, Clifton documents the historic role of the Potawatomi as negotiators between the tribes populating the refugee communities of Wisconsin, as well as between the Native community and the arriving Europeans. He also acknowledges that Leopold was “one innovative leader of a hard-pressed band of Potawatomi in a rapidly changing frontier region.” When interpreted in this light, Pokagon’s actions may well be read as another in a series of tactical maneuvers calculated to maintain tribal unity and a modicum of self-determination, perhaps the only tactic available to him when confronted by an opponent as powerful and resourceful as the United States. By re-reading the primary source material, documents produced by missionaries at the Baptist Carey Mission, from the Methodist Indian missions, and from the Archdioceses of Detroit, as well as Leopold Pokagon’s correspondence with influential representatives of these three religious traditions, what emerges is a picture of a politically astute man who used religion as a powerful tool, not only to subvert the objectives of his enemies, but to unite his people, as well. The question is not simply between the search for traditional spiritual power and the abandonment of tradition in favor of assimilation, or even the use of religion as an effective defensive shield, but is much more subtle. Attention must be paid to the process, as American Indian leaders such as Leopold Pokagon struggled to find a balance between “accommodation to changing circumstances and protection of…traditions…mak[ing] use of [available] resources,” to preserve their communities.

38 Ibid., 56.
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More difficult to interpret are the repercussions upon the community of the actions of Leopold Pokagon’s son, Simon, who also came to lead the band of Potawatomi bearing his name. Simon Pokagon was a prolific author and well-known, but controversial, personality of the late nineteenth century. While lamenting the treatment of Native Americans at the hands of their ‘white brothers’ and authoring *The Red Man’s Rebuke* of white actions against Indians, he also maintained that Native Americans must give up their traditional cultural practices and adopt the lifeways of the dominant culture in order to survive.\(^{40}\) Clifton’s work on the Pokagon contains an especially brutal condemnation of Simon Pokagon, maintaining that he was banished from the community because of his egocentric actions. In the scant existing literature, Simon Pokagon is characterized as at once thoroughly Westernized, portraying himself as Indian in a manner consistent with non-Native societal expectations for his own personal gain, and as resisting, at both the personal and tribal level, the forces of assimilation. Simon Pokagon thus provides insight into late nineteenth-century policies of assimilation, and one of its primary components, Indian education. Additionally, the story of Simon Pokagon allows an opportunity to examine growing factionalism within the community.\(^{41}\)

This dissertation also engages an important body of literature on Native American dissent, particularly that of the first generation of those that had been educated in


In his work, Carlson addresses the juncture of “legal models of self” and the autobiographies of Native American writers, from the American Revolution to the early twentieth century. Apart from contributions to the methodology of analysis and the generic definition of autobiography, Carlson addresses the issue of authenticity in American Indian autobiographies. While acknowledging the concerns surrounding textual production (often Native American autobiographies have been entirely written by non-Natives or written in a very unequal collaboration), Carlson’s primary focus is on the problem of distinguishing the Native voice within these texts.

Carlson examines such extreme views as those which discredit any written texts as an assimilationist departure from an essentially oral tradition, which radically decreases the number of so-called authentic texts available for study. Another equally extreme stance is the uncritical acceptance of Native American autobiographies as “insightful, complete, and varied means of entrance into the private and public worlds of the American Indian.” This essentially anthropological approach, however, does not allow for any variation from a preconceived notion of what constitutes a ‘real’ Indian,
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excluding Native American writers, like William Apess or Charles Eastman (or Simon Pokagon for that matter), whose sense of Indianness is as informed by contact with Euro-American institutions (such as the Christian religion and Euro-American common law), as by oral tradition and tribal memory.\textsuperscript{45}

Carlson argues for a more moderate approach, suggested by Robert Allen Warrior in his book \textit{Tribal Secrets}.$^{46}$ Carlson’s compromise is to look at how Native American autobiographers ‘perform’ their Indianness within specific contexts. To simply focus on what is authentically Indian precludes any possibility that Indian self-definition can change, fixing Indian identity in the past.$^{47}$ In this light, an analysis of Simon Pokagon’s writings focusing on both the rhetorical and political strategies available to him, as well as available models of identity within what was still very much a colonial context, sheds light not only on the process of Pokagon self-definition, but also on the cross-cultural contacts under which these works were produced.$^{48}$

In \textit{Talking Back to Civilization}, Hoxie explores the various means by which American Indian writers promoted cultural survival in the early years of the twentieth century. In his introduction to the text, Hoxie argues that this first generation of boarding school-educated Indians, removed from their traditional homelands, were exposed to

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid., 12.
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“new institutions: schools, courts, art museums, publishing houses and newspapers.”

Contact with these institutions inspired Indians to explore new modes of expression, whether that was through social commentary expressed in books and articles, or lawsuits brought to correct treaty violations. Although Simon Pokagon’s *Red Man's Greeting*, delivered at the 1893 World’s Columbian Exhibition in Chicago, is the first entry in the book, this was written at the end of a long career championing Pokagon band, and American Indian, causes. In many ways Simon Pokagon was a precursor to the authors more typically associated with the Progressive period such as Charles Eastman and Zitkala Sa. The numerous articles he wrote, and his leadership during the Pokagon nineteenth-century Court of Claims suit, demonstrate what Hoxie refers to as “talking back” to the dominant culture, but several decades before most of the authors referenced in the work. Indeed, the Pokagon exemplified what Hoxie calls “a middle position,” extending Richard White’s metaphor from the era of First Contact to include this period where American Indians used their traditional values to resist federal policies, restoring “the confidence of Native people in their cultures without retreating to the past.”

In this context, Simon Pokagon is too easily dismissed within existing scholarship. A complex man, Simon’s actions significantly impacted the future of his band of Potawatomi. By employing a textual analysis of Simon Pokagon’s writings within the context of the norms imposed by a hegemonic society, as well as his actions during the Court of Claims case, I argue that, while a controversial figure (even today),
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Simon Pokagon actively manipulated available, if sometimes conflicting, genres and identities to further protect the autonomy of his people. His very public persona within the dominant culture as the “best educated and most distinguished full-blooded Indian…in America” certainly lent credence to the claim that his band was “the farthest advanced in civilization of all their race.”

Unlike Clifton, who argues that Simon Pokagon was "ego-centric, autocratic, and self-aggrandizing…a small-time, would-be satrap,” I argue that Simon Pokagon’s actions provided a necessary, if underappreciated, shield behind which his band could continue their pursuit of self-determination. By ‘playing Indian,’ and fulfilling the white man’s expectations of exactly what a ‘civilized’ Indian should be, Simon’s so-called antics provided political and cultural space for a hard-pressed people struggling to maintain their sovereign identity as Indians, no small feat under U.S. policies that continually assaulted such efforts.

In the study of Pokagon persistence in the twentieth century, the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act looms large, but more for what it did not do than for any accomplishment. What is explored in this study is the process and impact of the Pokagon’s exclusion from participating in the legislative programs. Clifton very briefly sketches the Pokagon efforts to obtain acknowledgement and to secure a tribal land base. Their failure to do so, he argues, “came from altered economic…circumstances.”
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resulting from intensification of the Great Depression. While this is certainly true, to a point, a deeper analysis of economic and political realities faced by the Pokagon are a part of this study. Other landless tribes in Michigan received recognition, as did other bands of Potawatomi Indians in the Great Lakes region. Why the Pokagon were denied, and the effects of this Bureau of Indian Affairs decision on the tribe, have yet to be fully explored. This study examines the legislation of identity - how it was taken from, and eventually restored to, the Pokagon Potawatomi, and the effects of federal actions on the community.

In the 1960s a renewed ethnic consciousness and a political renaissance swept Indian country and impacted the actions of the Pokagon people. Leaders of the tribe were actively engaged with the many American Indian organizations that lobbied Congress for legislative reform, and many individual members participated in the acts of political theatre staged by such groups as the American Indian Movement (AIM). Tribal enrollment soared as the attitude changed from one of apathy to one of increasing tribal identification. This growing awareness of an Indian identity, of pride in being Indian, in being Pokagon, impacted tribal as well as individual actions in the last quarter of the twentieth century.

Clifton’s work on the Catholic Potawatomi is just one manifestation of the renewed political activism of the tribe. Written at the behest of the tribe, Clifton’s work was used to demonstrate that the Pokagon qualified for tribal acknowledgement under the guidelines established by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1978. Their efforts to navigate
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the complicated process, designed as much to protect the interests of recognized tribes as to facilitate the recognition of new tribes, were ultimately unsuccessful (and would later literally require an act of Congress). However, because Clifton’s work ends in 1983, questions surrounding the Pokagon journey through the process, questions concerning the contours of their particular definition of self-determination and economic development are topics that have heretofore not received scholarly treatment.

My analysis offers historical context for Pokagon actions in the late twentieth century, as well as the motivations behind those actions, examining the extent to which the prospect of Indian gaming entered into the debate surrounding their petition for federal acknowledgment.\textsuperscript{54} Certainly the Pokagon share some similar experiences with other tribes navigating the legislative acknowledgment process, but they experienced a unique set of obstacles to be surmounted. By taking a detailed look at their multi-year struggle to achieve acknowledgement a clear picture emerges of the conflicts faced by the Pokagon reaching beyond self-government, to the necessity of often having to ‘play Indian’ to a host of audiences to ‘prove’ their continuing indigenous identity.

The results of this investigation into the social, cultural and political effects of European and United States Indian policies on the Pokagon Potawatomi provides much needed insight into the ways in which one tribe has successfully maintained their community and unique identity, and re-established their sovereignty. The very real problems encountered along the way, issues of relations within the Pokagon community,

with government entities at the municipal, county, state and federal levels, as well as with members of the local non-Native community are important in establishing the contours of indigenous sovereignty and the identity of the Pokagon Potawatomi. This study provides a much needed reconsideration of Pokagon history, and is a necessary addition to the historiography at the band level for Great Lakes American Indian tribes. Most importantly it conclusively illustrates that through the centuries, as the band sustained attacks upon their culture, their sovereignty and their very identity, they were not assimilated into oblivion. While the council fire the Potawatomi are charged with tending may have burned low within the Pokagon community, it could not be extinguished. Indeed, it burns as brightly today as it ever has.
CHAPTER TWO

IN THE BEGINNING

In the summer of 1653, faced with an impending attack by the Five Nation Iroquois on their village at Green Bay, the Algonquian tribes, along with the remains of the Neutral and the Petun, were assembling a force to meet their enemy. This was a battle for survival; the Iroquois had pushed the Algonquian to the eastern boundaries of Sioux territory – there simply could be no further retreat westward.

The allied Algonquian forces, led by Potawatomi warriors accounting for more than forty percent of their total, met the Iroquois at Mechingan, a large, well-fortified village located on the western Lake Michigan shore, north of present-day Manitowoc, Wisconsin. Scouting parties returning with the location of the enemy provided time for the scattered villagers to move into the safety of the fort. Although armed with firearms provided by their English and Dutch allies, the Iroquois were unable to breach the walls of the fort, and were not equipped to sustain a protracted siege, so far from their own homeland and base of supplies. In their retreat, the Iroquois were pursued by the Algonquian; few returned to their New York homes.\(^1\) As a result of this stunning victory, the Iroquois threat was neutralized. The refugee villages of Wisconsin would never again
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be invaded by Indians from the east.

Potawatomi leadership in this conflict exemplifies the role the tribe took in the new world order wrought by the arrival of Europeans in North America. For while they brought with them conflict as well as disease, the Europeans also brought new opportunities for wealth and power, chiefly from the fur trade. The Potawatomi took full advantage of these opportunities, emerging from their contacts with the French not as a shattered people, but as a proud, independent tribe, with an expanding territorial range. The Potawatomi did not become dependent upon their European ally for protection and sustenance, but rather used the European presence to advance their own ends.

**Early Potawatomi History**

Only in the early nineteenth century did the Pokagon emerge as an identifiable band within the larger Potawatomi Nation – whose ancestors so successfully led their people to victory in 1653. Prior to this, their history, along with their ideals of identity and sovereignty – political and economic self-determination – were part of this larger group. European accounts of the Potawatomi are rare, thus the use of oral tradition, as well as linguistic and archeological evidence, are essential for establishing the early history of the Potawatomi.

Potawatomi oral tradition describes a prehistoric migration from the shores of a great salt sea.\(^2\) The Potawatomi traveled along with the Ojibwa and Odawa peoples, eventually separating from their kin at the upper end of Lake Huron to establish their own ‘fire,’ or community, in the area along the southeastern shore of Lake Michigan. Ojibwa
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tradition places the time of this migration/separation at approximately the end of the sixteenth century.³

Linguistic and archeological evidence, however, suggests that this migration and separation may have occurred at a much earlier date. Linguistically, although the Potawatomi language is closely related to Ojibwa, there are certain significant differences which imply that the tribes divided long before they reached the Great Lakes area. Additionally, archeologists maintain that Potawatomi economic and settlement patterns more closely resemble those of the “prairie” cultures than do either the Ojibwa or Odawa. They suggest that the Dumaw Creek culture in west-central Michigan may actually be the proto-historic ancestors of the Potawatomi.⁴

The Dumaw Creek culture flourished along the banks of the Pentwater River around the turn of the seventeenth century, in semi-permanent villages of domed, round shelters – the birch bark covered wigwam that came to be associated with the Potawatomi. Their clothing was made from animal skins, decorated with such items as tubular copper beads and marine shells, obtained through intertribal trade. Practicing a mixed economy based on hunting, gathering, and horticulture, the Dumaw Creek people cultivated corn and squash, with the protein in their diets coming from fish from nearby streams, or elk, deer, beaver and bison from the surrounding countryside. Villages disbanded into smaller groups during the winter, subsisting as best they could on the


meager resources the region provided.5

However they arrived in the lower peninsula of what is now Michigan, it was this territory which the Potawatomi occupied at the time they were first mentioned by the arriving Europeans. In 1616, Samuel de Champlain, wintering among the Huron Indians along the southern shore of Georgian Bay, recorded information relayed to him by his Huron hosts about a tribe living along the shores of the “Great Fresh Water Sea” to their south and west. Although contact would not be made for another twenty years, Champlain’s account contains the first mention of the Potawatomi in European literature.6

These people, whom the Huron called the Asistaguerouons, and who called themselves Neshnabek or the Original People, came to be called the Potawatomi. Inhabiting the lands that lay south of Mackinac, along the eastern shores of Lake Michigan, from what is today the Indiana state line north to Ludington, the heart of their tribal territory was the St. Joseph River Valley. The Potawatomi were technologically well adapted to their habitat, combining innovations from both the northern and central Algonquian groups to exploit their surroundings. Like the Chippewa and Odawa to the north, the Potawatomi were masters of the framed-up birch bark canoe technology which facilitated long distance travel via water. By the early 1600s, (no doubt a legacy from their Dumaw Creek forebears) they had also mastered the art of horticulture, human powered farming, a skill as yet unknown by their northern neighbors. The Potawatomi
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hunted the plentiful game in the region, and harvested fish from the lakes and streams. Their diet was supplemented by gathering seasonal nuts and berries. The Potawatomi were fully adapted to the local habitat, which provided them with a secure livelihood. Historians assert that, however well adapted to their environment, the Neshnabek/Potawatomi were no match for invading Iroquoian tribes from the east, arguing that the Iroquois, seeking to expand their territory, and their participation in the European fur trade, launched brutal attacks against central and northern Algonquian tribes, driving refugee Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, Chippewa, Odawa and Mascouten, as well as the Potawatomi, west in their wake. Their experiences in this war as well as the fur trade significantly affected Potawatomi identity, as well as their political and economic status.

**The Beaver Wars**

From the time of First Contact, Europeans sought to harvest the natural resources found in the “New World,” for personal gain, and as part of their mercantilist philosophy. In New Spain, conquistadores and the Spanish Empire grew rich from the gold and silver extracted from the earth. In the French and British North American colonies, the most abundant resource in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was fur, considered an expensive status symbol in Europe. Of particular value was the beaver. Long extinct in Europe, beaver pelts were shaved and pressed into a pliable, waterproof felt, used to manufacture highly desirable hats in a seemingly endless variety of stylish shapes and sizes. In short, “the demands of fashion commodified North America’s animal

---

resources.”

In return for their harvest of pelts, Native Americans received items considered ‘common’ by European standards: metal knives and pots, steel flints for starting fires, woven wool blankets, glass beads for ornamentation, guns, and ammunition. Although trade for alcohol was officially prohibited, it was steadily supplied through the black market, to the detriment of Native peoples. These European trade goods eventually became the catalyst for the reorganization of tribal territories, the development of new alliances, and extended, devastating warfare.9

Tensions existed prior to 1634 between the Five Nations Iroquois of New York (the Seneca, Onondaga, Cayuga, Oneida, and Mohawk) and Iroquoian Huron and their Petun allies, who inhabited the Ontario peninsula. The New York Iroquois were allied with the English and the Dutch, while the Huron were allied with the French. The westernmost Iroquoian people, the Neutral, acquired their name because of their ongoing trade relations with both the Five Nations and the Huron. However, their neutrality did not extend to the Atsistachronon, the Central Algonquian tribes of Lower Michigan.10

Inter-tribal raiding little affected Native populations in the 1630s. However, in the 1640s, assaults by the Neutral against the Algonquian evolved from hit and run raids by small groups of warriors to sustained attacks by larger war parties. By 1641, many tribes in Michigan, including the Potawatomi, began to reestablish themselves along the
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western shores of Lake Michigan and Lake Superior, in what is now the upper peninsula of the state of Michigan and Northern Wisconsin, especially along the shores of Green Bay: the *pays d’en haut*, the “upper country” surrounding the Great Lakes. 11 In the *Jesuit Relations* of 1642, Father Jerome Lalemant reported on an invitation extended by the Ojibwa to visit them “in their own Country” at Sault St. Marie, and how the priests were eager to do so “especially as we learned that a more remote Nation whom they call Pouteatami [Potawatomi] had abandoned their own Country and taken refuge with the Inhabitants of the Sault [Ojibwa], in order to remove from some other hostile Nation who persecuted them with endless wars.”12

At the same time that the Neutral were attacking the Algonquian of Lower Michigan, the Five Nations Iroquois campaign against the Huron and Petun also intensified. Their intentions were nothing less than the elimination of their rivals in the fur trade, and the acquisition and control of Huron and Petun territory. By 1650, the Iroquois had totally destroyed both tribes; survivors were incorporated into the Iroquois or fled west to Lake Superior and Lake Michigan, joining with the Algonquian tribes of the area. In the spring of 1650, the Iroquois turned their fury on the Neutrals and the Erie. As a result of these attacks, the Ontario Peninsula, the Lower Peninsula of Michigan, and a good portion of Indiana and Ohio were depopulated; it would remain Iroquois hunting


territory until the “Grand Settlement” of 1701 established peace.¹³

**Potawatomi and the Middle Ground**

These so-called Beaver Wars, involving the various Iroquois and Algonquian tribes, as well as their European allies, “divided tribe from tribe and colony from colony” as each attempted to monopolize this lucrative exchange.¹⁴ Certainly the wars contributed to the settlement of the pan-tribal community on the shores of Green Bay described by Perrot, but so too did the ready availability of beaver for the fur trade. The established historiographic interpretation of this era was first argued by Richard White. In his classic study, *The Middle Ground*, White described tribes fleeing the eastern reaches of the pays d’en haut before an Iroquois onslaught as “shattered peoples.” In White’s dramatic but highly problematic language, the Great Lakes tribes were refugees from the “Iroquois hammer” which struck “Algonquian glass,” whose only hope to build a new world was “an imported imperial glue” with which to “reconstruct a village world.” There is a danger in speaking in generalities. To say that all Algonquian tribes "shattered" when faced with the Iroquois onslaught is to oversimplify and disregard the specifics of history. The Neutrals and Petuns, the Hurons and the Erie, those tribes who sustained a head-on assault by the Iroquois, lost their headmen, their warriors, and a good percentage of their elders, their women and children. Their societies collapsed and the survivors fled in disarray. Evidence suggests, however, that the Potawatomi, were not one of those
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shattered tribes.15

Certainly in a definitional sense the Potawatomi, along with their Algonquian neighbors, were refugees, “forced to leave their country in order to escape war, persecution, or natural disaster.”16 After having first been mentioned in Champlain’s 1616 memoir as living along the southeastern shore of Lake Michigan, the Potawatomi are next mentioned in the European literature in 1634 when, in the summer of that year, Jean Nicolet was sent into the far western reaches of the Great Lakes to settle a trade dispute. Arriving in the area of Green Bay, Nicolet found a number of tribes, including the Potawatomi.17

The Potawatomi were not the only tribe that left Lower Michigan in the wake of first Neutral, and then Iroquois, assaults. In fact, one consequence of the Beaver Wars was a massive population dislocation. Tribes that formerly called Michigan their home migrated to the western shore of Lake Michigan, or the southern shore of Lake Superior by one of two routes. Many tribes took a pedestrian route, travelling around the southern tip of Lake Michigan by land. The Potawatomi (and Sauk), skilled in the use of birch-bark canoes, and accustomed to long-distance travel in them, took a northerly route, travelling first to Sault Ste. Marie, a center for the fur trade and the location of a Jesuit
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17 Nicolet himself left no journal of his voyage; the only record of his journey was recorded second hand, by Father Paul Le Jeune, in the Jesuit Relations of 1640. JR 18:231-33.
mission village, and finally to the Green Bay area.\textsuperscript{18}

The territory surrounding Green Bay had long been claimed by the Winnebago, who were unwilling to cede their lands to these incursions by ‘foreigners,’ and repulsed the first attempt by the Potawatomi to settle in the area. However, a series of disasters struck the Winnebago in the 1630s, leaving the tribe reduced to a small fragment of their original number. No longer able to exercise serious power in Wisconsin, the area around Green Bay became open for settlement by other tribes, such as the Potawatomi.\textsuperscript{19}

Although removed from their ancestral homeland, the Potawatomi never acted as if they were a broken, shattered people. On the contrary, the evidence suggests that they did not so much flee in a panic-stricken fashion, as did the Huron, as much as remove themselves in an organized, strategic relocation. For the Huron, retreat came in 1649 following a series of coordinated attacks by the Iroquois which killed hundreds. Huron resistance crumbled; abandoning their capital at Ossossane, those that had not been killed or captured fled north and west.

The Potawatomi traditionally increased their territory through division and relocation, whether to resolve a specific conflict within existing settlements, or when their communities reached a size beyond which it became difficult to maintain peaceful relations. When facing the near certain prospect of war with the Iroquois, the Potawatomi chose to move beyond the threat, rather than succumb to it, a strategic decision to avoid

\textsuperscript{18} Clifton, \textit{The Prairie People}, 38.

conflict and preserve the political structures and cultural integrity of the tribe.\textsuperscript{20}

Secondly, population numbers from French references suggest that the Potawatomi maintained a strength that simply cannot be ascribed to a “shattered” people. In 1653, faced with the previously described impending attack by the Five Nation Iroquois on their villages at Green Bay, the Potawatomi mustered approximately forty percent of the Algonquian fighting force. The \textit{Jesuit Relations} lists the number of warriors provided by each tribe:\textsuperscript{21}

400 Ondatonateni (the Huron pronunciation of Potawatomi; 40\% of the force)  
200 Outawak, or cheveux relevez (the Odawa; 20\%)  
100 Awe\textsubscript{e}atsiwaen\textsuperscript{'}ronnons, and people from the Nation of A\textsuperscript{h}awwi (the Winnebago; 10\%)  
200 Enskia\textsubscript{e}ronnons (the Saulteur-Ojibwa; 20\%)  
100 Awechisae\textsubscript{e}ronnons and Achirwachronnon (the Missisagi and French River Algonquians; 10\%)

That the Potawatomi took the lead in successfully blocking the invasion of the Iroquois, providing forty percent of this fighting force, is an important indication of their relative power in the area, as well as their strength in numbers. Their victory, and the number of warriors the tribe provided, also contradicts the perception of the Potawatomi as a “shattered people.” Anthropologists and historians conservatively estimate that for each warrior in the French enumerations, there were an associated five additional persons – children, adolescents, adult women, the disabled, and the elderly.\textsuperscript{22} This would denote a total Potawatomi population in the Green Bay area of approximately 2,000 persons. Also of note is the relative lack of Winnebago warriors present. In an earlier conflict with the

\textsuperscript{20} Clifton, \textit{The Pokagons}, 6.  
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\textsuperscript{22} Clifton, \textit{The Prairie People}, 454, footnote 6.
Sauk, in the 1630s, the Winnebago lost 500 fighting men. Even for such a critical battle, and even after a twenty-year period of recovery, they could muster no more than 100 warriors – a reduction in force of at least 80%. The Jesuit Relations documents the devastation of the Petun and Neutral people, as well. Nothing in the historical record – neither in French records nor Algonquian oral tradition – suggests that the Potawatomi experienced such a devastating population loss.23

Potawatomi leadership of the allied Algonquian tribes in this battle with the Five Nation Iroquois is also central to refuting the argument that “an imported imperial glue” was necessary to “reconstruct a village world.” The strength of a unitary Potawatomi identity and an equally strong political organization, both developed prior to contact with Europeans, reinforces this argument, as well.

Evidence that the Potawatomi established a unitary tribal identity prior to the arrival of Europeans is demonstrated by the numerous references to the tribe, rather than specific bands, in the French sources. Unlike the Ojibwa or the Odawa, who were identified as separate, smaller, autonomous groups (clans, bands, or villages), the Potawatomi were always identified and called by a single tribal appellation, both by the French and by other tribes of the Great Lakes area, irrespective of clan or village affiliation. Potawatomi migration from Lower Michigan to the Green Bay area of

23 Although the 1666-1668 Jesuit Relations records instances of Potawatomi deaths to a “contagious disease that was prevalent” in the Green Bay area, the first documented substantial population loss due to disease within the Potawatomi community occurred in the wake of their territorial expansion and war with the Fox in the 1730s. Increased mobility and contact with other tribes and Europeans increased the spread of epidemic diseases; the Potawatomi, along with the Miami, fell victim to a smallpox epidemic in 1733, in which they “lost many Persons.” Charles de Beauharnois, “Letter to the French Minister, May 1, 1733,” Wisconsin Historical Collections, Vol. 17, accessed June 28, 2016, http://content.wisconsinhistory.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/whc/id/12542/show/12155/rec/1; Also see Clifton, The Prairie People, 38-39.
Wisconsin did not alter their identity as a single, unitary, cohesive tribal society. In spite of, or perhaps because of, the assemblage of so many different tribal peoples in such a small area, at the time the French first made lasting contact with the Potawatomi in the Green Bay area, they were acutely aware of their own tribal identity. They had no difficulty contrasting themselves with other societies.  

Additionally, prior to their migration, and long before contact with the arriving Europeans, the Potawatomi had developed a stronger and more complex political organization than that characterized by the smaller, more scattered bands of Ojibwa and Odawa to their north. While continuing to reside in small villages (finding it easier to keep peace within these smaller groups), like the Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo they had developed a more unitary tribal identity, recognized by friend and foe alike. Strongly vested in equalitarian values, the Potawatomi had synthesized their small bands into a systematized whole, without a paramount ‘chief,’ but with a structure that facilitated group decision-making based upon consensus of the whole. Power was widely distributed, within each band and across the tribe in its entirety.

Each village had its recognized leader, or Wkama. These positions, however, were never hereditary and each Wkama knew that acting unilaterally, without consulting the group on important decisions, could result in chastisement or disposition. In addition, each band elected a Kiktowenene, or Speaker, accomplished in the arts of oratory and rhetoric, careful listeners whose job it was to synthesize and verbalize the consensus of

\[\text{\textsuperscript{24}}\text{For examples of various references to the Potawatomi, see JR 18: 231-33; Perrot, I:188; la Potherie, I:291-92.}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{25}}\text{For an overview of Potawatomi protohistoric societal organization see Clifton, The Pokagons, 2-13.}\]
the group in village, as well as tribal, councils. Organizations such as the Midewiwan and Wokitchita acted to integrate the villages into a whole.  

Having learned through experience within their own tribal structure, the Potawatomi utilized their skill as careful negotiators to make themselves essential, moderating the disputes that often arose from the close quarters of the refugee camps. In fact, the Potawatomi’s role as mediators made them the most influential group at Green Bay.

The old men are prudent, sensible, and deliberate; it is seldom that they undertake any unseasonable enterprise…They have made themselves arbiters for the tribes about the bay, and for all their neighbors; and they strive to preserve for themselves that reputation in every direction.

Thus, far from needing an “imported imperial glue” which Richard White argues was critical to the creation of a “middle ground,” the strength of the Potawatomi – in numbers, in their unitary identity, and in their political skills – was the only glue that was necessary to bind together these diverse Indian villages to face a common foe at Mechingan. These strengths, however, were challenged and compromised by the Potawatomi’s expanding relationship with the French. For the “imported imperial glue” – however unnecessary for the viability of the Algonquian “village world” – would come to be imposed by the French as they expanded their control of the fur trade in the Great Lakes area.

---

26 Clifton, *The Pokagons*, 5-6. The Wokitchita was an association of warriors, organized at the village level, but coming together at the tribal level in times of war. Similarly, the Midewiwan, or “Grand Medicine Society,” was also a pan-tribal organization, responsible for the spiritual, as well as physical, health of the People. Most specifically associated with the Ojibwa, the Midewiwan also served a vital role in other Algonquian societies, notably the Odawa and the Potawatomi.

27 la Potherie, I:302.
The Potawatomi and the French Alliance

Expanding their sphere of influence across the North American continent eastward to the Mississippi headwaters, the French first encountered the Potawatomi at Green Bay. Migration from their proto-historic estate brought the Potawatomi fully into the realm of the fur trade. Their involvement in that commerce and subsequent involvement with the French affected changes social, economic and political, forever altering traditional cultural patterns.

By 1653, the French fur trade was severely disrupted by Iroquois attacks on trade flotillas from the western Great Lakes. In that year, only two canoes of furs reached Montreal. Ten years prior, more than one hundred canoes successfully made the voyage. This disruption of trade seriously threatened both the economic and political viability of the colony. However, the Algonquian victory at Mechingan, and the resulting tentative peace with the Iroquois, allowed the trade to resume, much to the relief of the French. 28

In 1654, the western tribes (led principally by the Odawa) took advantage of this respite in hostilities to assert themselves as the principal intermediary in the trade between New France and the interior tribes. Their trading mission to Montreal in that year was a great success; they returned to their villages along the southern shore of Lake Superior with an abundance of European trade goods. On their return, they were also accompanied by two young Frenchmen whom the governor sent to establish relationships with the tribes of the upper lakes region, Pierre-Esprit Radisson and his brother-in-law,

28 Kellogg, 103.
Having traveled to the Odawa village of Chequamegon on Lake Superior and seen firsthand the bounty accumulated by their involvement with the French, the Potawatomi were envious of not only the wealth, but the power and prestige accrued by the Odawa through their domination of the fur trade. As the strongest tribe in the Green Bay area, the Potawatomi were determined to insert themselves into that trade, at the expense of the Odawa. Equally determined to maintain their dominance, the Odawa turned to their allies, the French, seeking military support in their contest with their Potawatomi rivals.

In 1658, Radisson and Grosseilliers accompanied the Odawa to the northern end of Lake Michigan, there to confront the Potawatomi. But the Frenchmen counseled diplomacy, and opened negotiations between the Odawa and their challengers, making it clear to both sides that if peaceful negotiations failed, military action would follow. Recognizing the power of the Odawa/French alliance, the Potawatomi once again chose to avoid conflict. In coming to terms with the Odawa, not only did the Potawatomi avoid the initial prospect of a potentially devastating contest with the powerful French, but they also laid the foundation for a far more lucrative relationship with the French than they originally imagined. They were not yet ready, however, to abandon their desire to monopolize the fur trade with the French.

When the Potawatomi retreated from their Michigan homelands, they settled at a very strategic location. Not only was the area rich in fish and game animals, but unlike

---
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the shores of Lake Superior to the north, the average 150-day growing season in the Green Bay area allowed for the reliable cultivation of corn. Father Claude-Jean Allouez later reported that “Their country is excellently adapted to raising Indian corn, and they have Fields [sic] covered with it, to which they are glad to have recourse, to avoid the famine that is only too common in these regions.”

In terms of trade, the Potawatomi had also situated themselves strategically, at the entrance to one of only three water routes from the Great Lakes to the Mississippi River, through Green Bay to the Fox River, then the Wisconsin River to the Mississippi. An important trading center for indigenous peoples from prehistoric times, the site only gained in importance with the coming of the French and the fur trade. What the Potawatomi could not know at the time of their agreement with the Odawa was that changes in the administrative policy of New France, fueled by political changes in the mother country, would only increase its significance.

Prior to 1660, New France was largely a trading outpost for the French. Little emphasis was placed on colonial development; imperial policy stressed commerce over expansion. However, with the 1661 death of Cardinal Mazarin at the French court, King Louis XIV finally assumed unmitigated control of the French government. Louis quickly began to implement a series of administrative and fiscal reforms, one of which was the appointment of Jean Baptise Colbert as minister of the colonies. Colbert immediately turned his attention to the development of New France, which he persuaded the King to make a royal province in 1663. By 1664, New France was under the direct control of a

---
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royal governor, Louis de Baude, Comte de Frontenac, as well as an intendant, Jean Talon, a personal representative of the King. Thus began a decade of unparalleled colonial growth.  

The population of New France swelled with the arrival of agricultural settlers, as well as thirteen hundred soldiers. In 1689, Frontenac dispatched this regiment into Iroquois country, meeting the mighty Iroquois “hammer” with one of French design. The blows they struck were so severe that in 1694 the Iroquois arrived in Quebec to sue for peace. News of such import traveled quickly in Indian County; it was word of the Iroquois defeat which that same year brought the Potawatomi to Chequamegon, along the southern shore of Lake Superior.

The Potawatomi journeyed from Green Bay to Chequamegon to meet with Claude Allouez, a Jesuit missionary only recently arrived in the upper lakes. However, their motives were not altogether pure; they still had hopes of becoming the primary middlemen in the fur trade, and news of the Iroquois defeat only fanned the flames of their desire. To that end they invited another Frenchman that they met at Chequamegon to come to their villages in Green Bay – Nicholas Perrot, principle agent for the governor of New France in the Upper Lakes, and soon to become “the most influential of all Frenchmen among the tribes of the Upper Lakes.” By bringing Perrot to their villages, the Potawatomi hoped finally to secure the advantages of the fur trade previously enjoyed.

---

32 Kellogg, 118-123. Louis XIV ascended to the throne of France in 1643, at four years of age. Cardinal Mazarin essentially operated as co-regent, along with the Queen Mother, Anne of Austria, until the King came of age. However, Mazarin continued to heavily influence French policy until his death in 1661, long after Louis had reached his majority.

33 Kellogg, 245-53.

34 La Potherie, I:308.
by the Odawa.

Securing the position of middlemen in the French fur trade had numerous advantages for the Potawatomi. In addition to the prestige inherent in the political alliance, acting as middlemen brought wealth to the tribe in the form of French trade goods, which the Potawatomi would in turn trade with tribes located further west and south for more furs, as well as items not readily available to them (for example, buffalo meat and hides). By excluding these tribes from direct contact with the French, the Potawatomi sought to secure their own ascendancy over their neighbors. Profit, power, and expansion were the Potawatomi’s primary goals in establishing their relationship with the French.

Changes in the focus of French trade greatly aided the Potawatomi in their efforts. The interests of New France shifted from Lake Superior to Lake Michigan at approximately the same time as Perrot’s arrival at Chequamegon, based upon directives from the new intendant to penetrate the far interior reaches of the continent, which they would accomplish via the Mississippi River. The French soon discovered that there were only three routes to the Mississippi from the Upper Lakes. In 1668, the Potawatomi already sat astride one of these, the previously described route via the Fox River at the base of Green Bay. Additionally, they sat beside the second route, along the western shore of Lake Michigan to the Chicago River, then the Illinois to the Mississippi. The Potawatomi would eventually claim the entrance to the third route, as well, via the St. Joseph River, but this would not occur until the 1690s, when they reclaimed their
protohistoric estate.\footnote{Clifton, The Prairie People, 45.}

In the meantime, the Potawatomi focused their efforts on controlling trade between the French and the interior tribes of central and southern Wisconsin. The French, however, were no longer inclined to conduct their trade through middlemen. Perrot had just such instructions from the intendant – he was to establish relations directly with the tribes west and south of Lake Michigan, and to encourage them to deal directly with the French traders at Green Bay. Perrot arrived at the Potawatomi villages in Green Bay to find that a large group of Potawatomi had already departed for Montreal with their winter’s harvest of furs. In their absence, he began visiting the surrounding tribes, developing his own influence, negotiating inter-tribal disputes and establishing the diplomatic contacts necessary for successful trade. He also began to build his influence among the Potawatomi.\footnote{Kellogg, 123-25.}

The Potawatomi trading expedition was a great success. They returned to Green Bay flush with trade goods from Montreal. Encouraged by their first direct exchange with the French, the Potawatomi sent messengers to the surrounding tribes - the Miami, Illinois, Fox, Mascouten and Kickapoo - that they were ready to conduct business, and advising them of their ample stock of French goods. The reply brought back by the messengers was not exactly what the Potawatomi had hoped for; in the fall of 1668, these tribes sent envoys, not trading parties, to the Potawatomi. They asked the Potawatomi to visit – but to bring the Frenchmen with them.\footnote{La Potherie, I: 322-34}
Still hoping to monopolize the fur trade for themselves, the Potawatomi concealed these invitations from Perrot, made the visits themselves, and returned laden with diplomatic gifts. Unfortunately, several members of the surrounding tribes traveled to Green Bay with the Potawatomi. They reproached Perrot and his associates for rejecting their invitation – a serious violation of social protocol by Algonquian standards. As Perrot made plans to visit the surrounding tribes the Potawatomi interfered once again, telling the French that “there were no beavers among those people – who, moreover, were very boorish – and even that they were in great danger of being plundered.”

Notwithstanding the Potawatomi warnings, the French went south and received a warm reception from the Miami and Mascouten villages they visited.

Continuing their attempts to sabotage any alliance between these tribes and the French, the Potawatomi sent a “slave” (in all likelihood a war captive that was not adopted into the tribe) to these southern villages, telling them that the French “held them in the utmost contempt, and regarded them as dogs.” The French immediately placed the slave “into a condition where he could say no more outrageous things,” while the Miami observed the entire spectacle “with great tranquility.”

The Potawatomi were outmaneuvered politically by the French. When Perrot reproved them for their behavior, the Potawatomi recognized that in order to stay on friendly terms with the French, they had no choice but to once again strategically retreat, reconsidering their position within the larger fur trade. To preserve their alliance, and as an act of contrition, the Potawatomi sent Perrot “a bag of Indian corn, that he might…’eat

38 Ibid., I:322-23.
39 Ibid., I:333.
and swallow the suspicion that he felt toward them,' and give beaver robes to serve as an "emetic for the ill-will and vengeance which he might retain in his heart."" Although ultimately unsuccessful in their bid to dominate the fur trade, the Potawatomi began to pursue a “most favored tribe” alliance with the French, a relationship that brought not only greater wealth to the tribe, but also increased political influence among neighboring tribes and an expanded territory, as well. White's "imported imperial glue," was now being imposed by the French. And while it was no more necessary for simple Potawatomi survival now than it had been in 1653, it had become critical to Potawatomi expansionist goals. The glue may have been of French making, but it could not have held without the Potawatomi’s willing acceptance of its application.41

If the Potawatomi were unable to accomplish their original objective of creating a trade monopoly in the Green Bay area, neither were they willing to accept a subordinate position to the French, or a position of parity with other neighboring Indian tribes. In the period that followed the incident with the Miami and the French, the Potawatomi began the process of redefining not only the parameters of their relationship with the French, but what their proper position within the fur trade could be. As previously discussed, within Potawatomi society decisions of any import were traditionally based upon consensus. Lengthy tribal councils were convened from which emerged a new policy, one of compromise with, but not subservience to, the French. While they might “make great efforts to gain the good opinion of persons [specifically the French] who come among them,” the Potawatomi simply thought too highly of themselves to accept French,

40 Ibid.

41 Clifton, The Pokagon, 16.
or anyone else’s, rule. 42

Take, for example, the result of a Potawatomi trade expedition to Montreal in 1669. Arriving with their furs, the Potawatomi found that the French policy of opening the fur trade in the Upper Lakes, along with the Iroquois peace, had greatly depressed the value of their furs. Additionally, the Nipissing, another Algonquian tribe, beat the Potawatomi flotilla to the trade center and “carried away the greater part of the [trade] merchandise.”43 These unsatisfactory trade exchanges, along with unpleasant encounters with French troops, created resentment among the Potawatomi; however, their discontent was not immediately apparent to the French.

The effects of this episode, however, were soon manifest in Green Bay. Returning to their villages, the Potawatomi were all too eager to direct their annoyance at their treatment in Montreal against the French in their home territory. Arriving at the bay in September 1670, Jesuits Allouez and Dablon found the Potawatomi “highly incensed against the French:”

[T]hey [the Potawatomi] were maltreating the latter [the French] in deed and Word, pillaging and robbing them of their goods…and subjecting them to unbearable insolence and indignity. The cause of the disturbance was this: the natives had received some ill treatment from the French, whom they had this year visited for purposes of trade, and especially from the Soldiers, at whose hands they claimed to have suffered many wrongs and injuries. In order to avenge themselves…they had chosen two-score of their Young men, appointed a Captain over them, and thus formed a Company of Soldiers, for the purpose of treating our Frenchmen who were in those regions in the same way as the Soldiers at our French settlements had treated them.44

Thus, despite the military strength of the French, and the clear advantage to a French

---
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alliance, the Potawatomi made it known that they would not allow themselves to be so
exploited, or mistreated, by the French without consequence.

Neither would the Potawatomi accept a position of equality with neighboring
tribes. Throughout the French tenure in North America, the Indian tribes called the
French governor in Montreal Onontio and addressed him as “father;” the tribes were
therefore Onontio’s sons, and as such, brothers to one another. The Potawatomi,
however, maintained that they were the elder sons of Onontio, and thus the elder brothers
to the other allied tribes, deserving a degree of “precedence, seniority, and authority,”
which the other tribes did not merit. As observed by various Frenchmen, the
Potawatomi did indeed hold “so good an opinion of themselves that they regard other
nations as inferior to them,” a superiority they worked very hard to maintain.

For example, in 1671, the Potawatomi accompanied Perrot to visit the Miami,
whom he intended to invite to a great meeting called by their father, Onontio, at which
his captains would make his will known to them. However, the Potawatomi persuaded
the Miami chief, Tetinchoua, that the voyage was far too long, and far too perilous, for
one of his advancing years. Instead Tetinchoua deputized the Potawatomi to “represent
him and his tribesmen at the great meeting,” which offer they graciously accepted,
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45 Onontio was the name first given to French governor Charles de Montmagny, whose surname in
Latin, *mons magnus* translates to “high mountain.” In the Huron-Wendat language, this translates to
*onontio*, or “high and majestic mountain.” The name would be given to all future French governors. The
Algonquian tribes referred to themselves as children of Onontio, placing the governor in the role of father.
mission_pacification-seeking_peace/alliances_et_commerce-alliances_and_trade/les_personnages-
key_players/qui_etalit_onontio-who_was_onontio-eng.html (accessed 31 January 2016)
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signing the ceremonial documents on behalf of their younger brother.\textsuperscript{48}

The Potawatomi alliance with the French was formalized at this event. In 1671, the French formally annexed the upper Great Lakes at a grand ceremony at Sault Ste. Marie. Fifteen tribes affixed their totem marks to the official annexation document, including the Potawatomi. For the French, the pomp and ceremony, the speeches and celebration, were a great success, not least because of the piles of rich furs given to them by the Indians. For the Indians present, much had to be taken on good faith, as they had yet seen little in the way of tangible benefit from their association with the French. However, although their relationship was strained at times, and the fluctuating price of furs periodically created tensions that sometimes led the Potawatomi to threaten to ally with the British, the French and Potawatomi alliance ultimately endured all stresses placed upon it, lasting until 1763, when British victory in the Seven Years War ended the French tenure in North America.\textsuperscript{49}

Thus firmly allied with the French, and with the Iroquois threat receding, the Potawatomi began expanding territorially, from their refugee villages in the Green Bay area, southward along the coast of Lake Michigan. Population expansion and the depletion of resources in the Green Bay area, both for subsistence and for trade, further encouraged expansion into the surrounding territory. At the time of French annexation of the upper lakes in 1671, Potawatomi villages were still mainly clustered in the area surrounding Green Bay.


\textsuperscript{49} Parkman, 41-47; Clifton, \textit{The Prairie People}, 46, 73.
While the Potawatomi continued to maintain their villages in Green Bay, by 1688 they had expanded their territory south to the Milwaukee area. In April of that year, Frenchman Henri Joutel described interactions he had with a “tribe called the Poutouatamy” who supplied Joutel and his men with corn. Later that year, the Potawatomi were observed having pushed well south, hunting buffalo and deer along the Illinois River. An indication of the expanse of Potawatomi territory in Wisconsin also emerges from the journal of Jean Francois Buisson de St. Cosme, a French priest who in 1699 traveled south along Lake Michigan’s western shore on his way to the new French territory of Louisiana. Departing from Potawatomi settlements in Green Bay, St. Cosme’s travels first led him to a village of the Potawatomi twenty leagues (about 60 miles) south of Sturgeon Bay, in the area of present-day Sheboygan, at the far southern end of the Door Peninsula. Travelling further south, St. Cosme party reached Milouakik (Milwaukee) where they encountered a large, composite village, inhabited by Mascouten, Fox, and Potawatomi.

Other French records place the Potawatomi back at their historic estate in the St. Joseph River Valley no later than 1694. Antoine la Mothe, Sieur de Cadillac documents a Potawatomi presence of two hundred warriors settled in the area, indicating a total population of as many as twelve hundred Potawatomi again living in southwestern Michigan. While the population in that area was a mix of Miami, Fox, Huron, Mahican, and Wabunaki, the Potawatomi gradually increased their dominance of the area, at the expense of the Miami, their principal competitors.50

By 1701, the year that peace was finally concluded with the Iroquois, the Potawatomi had also begun to settle in the area of Detroit, where the French had relocated the hub of their fur trade efforts. Over-supply of beaver pelts in France caused a serious depression in prices in the 1690s. This, coupled with Jesuit influence over Louis XIV, had led the King to order the closing of posts and the prohibition of trade in the western Great Lakes. To avoid potentially disastrous consequences for the French-Indian alliance in the region, Antoine Laumet de La Mothe, sieur de Cadillac, proposed a consolidation of all western trading centers into one less expensive, and closer to the economic center at Montreal – Detroit. 51 Cadillac’s plan was approved, and in 1701 he completed construction of Fort Pontchartrain du Detroit. With French interest shifting from Wisconsin to Detroit, so too did many of the Algonquian tribes. Encouraged to relocate by Cadillac and his associates, within a few years after the founding of Detroit nearly six thousand Indians had settled in the area surrounding the fort, including a number of Potawatomi.

Thus, by the first decade of the eighteenth century, while still inhabiting the Green Bay area, the Potawatomi also had villages in the St. Joseph River Valley, and near Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee. Their winter hunting grounds stretched even further south, well into Illinois and Indiana. 52 However, their movement into this southern territory was not uncontested. Just as the Winnebago had resisted incursions by refuge
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51 Detroit was founded in 1686 when, in an early attempt to curtail British incursions into Lakes Huron and Michigan and the Illinois country, Sieur Duluth was instructed to establish a trading post on the “straights of Lake Erie.” Cadillac’s plan was to further the development of the post, for his own financial gain. See Pierre Margry, Decouvertes et Establissements des Francois dans l’Amerique Septenrional., 2: 186-92. Margry’s work is translated on 4 rolls of microfilm at the Burton Historical Collections, Detroit Public Library. Citations in this work refer to the microfilmed translation, by roll and frame number.
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tribal peoples, so too would the Potawatomi meet with resistance from the Fox, Miami and Illinois. Of the three, the Fox were the most threatening to the Potawatomi. For the next thirty-five years, the Potawatomi battled the Fox for control of prime territory in the western Great Lakes. The key to Potawatomi success during this period of turmoil was their strengthening alliance with the French.

Intertribal Conflict

Although the Great Lakes area was relatively secured from Iroquois attacks by the Great Peace of 1701, violence soon erupted in the region once more. Aggression by another tribe, the Fox – “notorious as the most independent and combative of all Central Algonquians” – fueled the fires of war for another thirty-five years. In 1701, settled astride the Fox River, just south of the refugee settlements at Green Bay, the Fox controlled one of the three water routes to the Mississippi River, as well as access to prime hunting grounds in Minnesota and Iowa. Their incessant demands for tribute angered the other tribes in the area, as well as the French. In turn, the Fox were angered by the French, who, in opening trade with the Siouxian people to the west, had provided firearms and ammunition to their mortal enemies. Tensions continued to increase between the Fox and the French-Potawatomi alliance, with scattered raids and skirmishes throughout the decade following the peace ceremony at Montreal, and in 1712 would explode into the First Fox War. 53

For almost a decade the Fox disrupted French trade in Wisconsin, as they roamed the Wisconsin countryside, confiscating trade goods from French and Potawatomi

voyageurs. When French officials refused to intercede, Fox demands for tribute from the Wisconsin traders steadily increased. The war began in 1712 when the Potawatomi learned that the Fox and their allies planned to attack Fort Pontchartrain at Detroit. Alerted to the imminent attack, the fort commander, Charles Regnault, Sieur Dubuisson, dispatched messengers to nearby Potawatomi and Odawa villages, calling for reinforcements and relief. By mid-May, 1712, more than six hundred warriors arrived, laying siege to the Fox camp that lasted nearly a month. Unprepared for an extended siege and running low of water and food, the Fox and Mascouten several times sought to negotiate a truce, but Dubuisson and Mackisabe, the Potawatomi leader of the relief forces, declined all offers of peace. Although in the month long battle, more than one thousand Fox and Mascouten men, women and children were killed, the Fox menace was still not contained.  

Alarmed by the remaining threat to his people, Potawatomi headman Mackisabe traveled to Montreal, seeking French support in an extended campaign against their common enemy, to no avail. Bands of Fox warriors continued to attack trade routes, indiscriminately killing French travelers and allied tribesmen alike. Potawatomi settlements in western Michigan were abandoned, as without a strong presence by their French allies, the tribe felt these were most vulnerable to Fox raids. 

Also unhappy with the depressed prices of furs and the decline in both the quality and quantity of French trade goods, the Potawatomi traveled to Montreal to express their

\[54\] Ibid., 59-86; la Potherie, I:301-310.  
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concerns to the French governor, Vandreuil. Potawatomi leaders insinuated that they were considering a trade agreement with the British, who had already breached the French monopoly in Detroit through an agreement with the Miami. Vandreuil recognized that, because of their influence among the French allied tribes, the Potawatomi were key to maintaining good relations in the west. Anxious to strengthen his ties with the tribe, Vandreuil assured the Potawatomi that the price of French merchandise would be reduced, and also conceded to their request for additional protection of their territory in the St. Joseph River Valley. Fort St. Joseph was erected in 1718 as a result, enticing many Potawatomi from Detroit and Wisconsin to return to the region.  

The Fox continued to create havoc along the south shores of Lake Michigan and in the Illinois River Valley. Conditions reached such a chaotic state that, in 1729, the French were forced, finally, to deal with the Fox menace. The Potawatomi needed little encouragement when finally approached by the French to participate in military action against the Fox. In the climactic battle, between August 17 and September 1, 1730, a combined force of the Potawatomi and their Indian allies attacked the Fox in Illinois. Besieged for over three weeks, the Fox sought escape, but were discovered and nearly exterminated. No more than fifty Fox warriors escaped death. Although the Potawatomi had whole-heartedly participated in this war of extinction, following this massacre their attitude toward the Fox softened. The Potawatomi now convinced the French that the Fox threat had ended, and the Potawatomi brokered the peace between the French and the Fox. And it was the Potawatomi who, throughout this conflict, skillfully used the French alliance to secure their favored position with the French, at once eliminating a threat to

their preferred status and to the reclamation of the western Michigan homeland.\(^{57}\)

At the same time they were battling the Fox, the Potawatomi were also reestablishing themselves in the St. Joseph River Valley. As late as 1679, La Salle reported that the Miami were the dominant tribe in the region. However, by 1694, Cadillac recorded two hundred Potawatomi warriors living in the area – a total population of as many as twelve hundred people. In 1701, the St. Joseph Potawatomi received their own Jesuit mission, testimony to Potawatomi population growth in the area. By 1707 they had replaced the Miami as the dominant tribe in the region. Even during the height of the Fox threat to their St. Joseph settlements, the Potawatomi continued their expansion, displacing the Miami from their hunting grounds south of the St. Joseph River and Lake Michigan. The Miami were forced to migrate south and east, resettling along the Maumee, Miami and Wabash Rivers.\(^{58}\)

French support of the Potawatomi caused great resentment among the Miami, who, in 1747, attacked the French Fort Miami, at the confluence of the Maumee and Miami Rivers in northeastern Indiana. In 1748, they built a major town at Pickawillany, further north along the Miami River in northwestern Ohio. The Miami invited the British to set up a trading station at Pickawillany, which invitation they were only too happy to accept. From there, the British penetrated the Wabash River country, and began eyeing Illinois.\(^{59}\)

The French immediately moved to counter this threat to their economic
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livelhood. The Potawatomi initially refused to participate in French efforts to displace the Miami and British. While remaining steadfast in the allegiance to the French, the Potawatomi had themselves occasionally participated in trade with the British at Pickawillany; they hoped to continue to benefit not only from their favored position with the French, but also to enjoy the lower prices and higher quality of merchandise from the British. However, in 1752, an allied force of Odawa and Potawatomi, led by French officers, attacked the post when most of the Miami warriors were on a hunting expedition, killing most of the remaining warriors, putting an end to the trade at Pickawillany. New France was once again firmly in control of trade in the western country, and despite their initial hesitation, Potawatomi loyalty to the French was confirmed.60

Potawatomi fidelity had not gone unnoticed in Montreal. In the 1740s, the French government encouraged them to settle in the Illinois country as a buffer against further British incursions into the region. The Potawatomi, however, had their own expansionist motivations for accepting the French invitation; the lush, fertile prairies had long been an object of Potawatomi desire. Thus supported by the French, in the mid-1740s, the Potawatomi began moving into Illinois in earnest.61

Thus either by their own efforts, through support by their French allies, or by capitalizing on the misfortune of other Great Lakes area tribes, by the mid-1750s, the Potawatomi had secured a territory ranging from Green Bay, around the southern end of
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Lake Michigan, to the St. Joseph River Valley and Detroit. Their hunting grounds ranged even further south. Defeat of the Iroquois and the Fox had brought a tenuous peace to the region, bringing with it prosperity to the Potawatomi, but also many unforeseen consequences.

**Cultural Impact of the Franco/Potawatomi Alliance**

Their close relationship with the French affected many changes within Potawatomi culture – military, political, social, and economic. None of these seriously disrupted Potawatomi traditional cultural patterns during the French period; the Potawatomi maintained their strong tribal identity, while increasing their inter-tribal political power and extending their territory across much of what is now Michigan and Wisconsin, as well as the Illinois River Valley. The continuing need of the French for their military and economic support kept the relationship between the two essentially harmonious. It was, indeed, a successful “middle ground” built upon mutual accommodations and mutual interdependency. However, processes were put in motion that eventually reshaped the various contours of Potawatomi existence at the most basic levels.62

The most obvious changes were those to Potawatomi material culture. Their involvement with the French through the fur trade brought access to European trade goods – including metal knives and pots, steel flints for starting fires, woven wool blankets, glass beads for ornamentation, guns, and ammunition. Imagine the convenience wrought by these items so ‘common’ by European standards: metal knives to speed the processing of animals killed in the hunt; steel ax heads facilitating the hewing of trees.
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For centuries, Potawatomi women had boiled water by placing red hot rocks taken from the fire pit and placing them into birchbark containers filled with water. The introduction of metal cooking pots eased the labor involved in this most basic of cooking tasks. Their adoption of these technological innovations made the Potawatomi no less “Indian” than they had been prior to the arrival of the French. However, their growing appetite for goods only the Europeans could provide left the Potawatomi with but two choices: continue to develop their relationship with the French, or establish a trading relationship with the British. They could not have both; extensive trade with the British meant rupturing their alliance with the French. The Potawatomi chose to cast their lot with the French who, for reasons of their own, supported the Potawatomi and their Algonquian neighbors against the British-backed Iroquois. Their alliance became one in which, increasingly, the economic and political dimensions were bound tightly together.

However, aside from easing the burdens of everyday existence, the French goods had little impact on Potawatomi subsistence patterns during this period. Most Potawatomi continued to plant vast fields of corn, pursue their winter hunts, and follow their traditional seasonal patterns of living.

As long as Potawatomi military support remained essential to the French, as long as at least the possibility of trade with the British existed, and as long as the Potawatomi had easy access to furs through the expansion of their territory (encouraged by their French allies), the fur trade did not negatively impact the Potawatomi economically or politically. Under these conditions, they continued to possess the means to press the French for favorable trading terms and maintain their economic independence.

This close association with the French also drew the Potawatomi into military
action unlike any in which they had participated in the past. In no way was the North American continent a “peaceable kingdom” prior to the arrival of Europeans. Intertribal rivalries always existed; raiding parties regularly invaded the territories of adjacent tribes, sometimes erupting into full-scale war, in which tribes defended their families, villages and hunting territory. With the arrival of Europeans and another of their technological marvels – firearms and ammunition – these rivalries were exacerbated by competition in the fur trade and the conflicts themselves became ever more deadly. No better proof of this exists than the Iroquois ability to decimate many of the tribes of the lower Great Lakes. Supplied with firearms from their Dutch and British allies, the technological superiority of the Iroquois was, at least initially, unconquerable.

The Potawatomi, of course, were no different than their tribal neighbors. Although first choosing to avoid conflict with the Iroquois by migrating to the Upper Lakes, the Potawatomi stood firm in defense of their villages in the Green Bay area, withstanding Iroquois assault, then pursuing their enemy to secure the area from future attack. They confronted the Miami as they expanded their territory to the south and east. And they actively participated in the Fox Wars, not only due to their alliance with the French, but because they wanted Fox lands for themselves.

The French viewed these efforts by the Potawatomi in terms of their support of French hegemony, not only in the western lakes, but also in territory they claimed along the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. When their interests were jeopardized, as by threatened Iroquois attacks along the St. Lawrence in the 1680s, or by Fox raids in Wisconsin in the 1710s, the French turned to their allies, the Potawatomi, for support. The Potawatomi willingly participated in these military actions; however, their motivations had changed.
No longer were they simply defending hearth and home or reacting to provocations from other tribes, as had been the case with the Iroquois. Their participation had assumed a more mercenary character. Now Potawatomi warriors joined these campaigns for “personal glory…booty, and pay.”63 Those warriors heeding French calls for military support served French, as well as Potawatomi, interests, in effect providing auxiliary forces to the French in colonial wars that had little, or no, direct impact on the survival of the tribe, in return for increased wealth, territory and political influence.

The Potawatomi-French alliance also initiated change within traditional Potawatomi political organization. Potawatomi political skills, and their influence among other western tribes, did not go unnoticed by the French. They were described as “intelligent…great talkers…prudent, sensible, and deliberate,” and as having “made themselves arbiters for the tribes about the bay.” As previously discussed, the Potawatomi sought to preserve their influence among the other tribes even within the French alliance, establishing themselves as the “elder brothers” in a family headed by Onontio. However, among these “elder brothers,” some came to have more influence than others. Competition among Potawatomi leaders for status and prestige began to disrupt not only traditional leadership patterns.64

As described earlier, leadership authority within traditional Potawatomi society was widely dispersed. Each village had its recognized Wkama, or leader. There was no paramount chief with authority to direct the actions of individual tribal members. Early
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French records describe Potawatomi elders as having little influence on young warriors: “their young men had no sense, and would not listen to the elders.” Potawatomi leaders were respected elders who might encourage certain actions, but did not hold the power to command. The French found this lack of central authority mystifying. While they greatly admired the Potawatomi system of governance, in which tribal elders “seldom...[undertook] any unseasonable enterprise,” coming from a hierarchical society where ‘chiefs’ issued orders that were unquestionably followed by subordinates, they were frustrated by the lengthy tribal councils necessary to arrive at a consensus decision.

Duties that had originally fallen to the Potawatomi Wkamek, such as responsibility for diplomatic relations, for managing external affairs with peoples outside their communities and the tribe itself carried over into their alliance with the French. Increasingly, however, the Europeans expected the Wkamek to follow their directives, singling out particular Wkama for favor and prestige in return for support, and rewarding those most cooperative with gifts of material goods and political honors. Few individual Potawatomi names were recorded during the French period; however, two of those that were provide insight into the changing roles of the Wkamek – Onangizes, from the Green Bay area and Ouilamette, at the St. Joseph settlement.

Onangizes is the first Wkama to be mentioned by name in the French documents, greeting La Salle on his 1679 arrival in Green Bay. While there is no evidence suggesting
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that Onangizes gained his power and influence within his village other than through traditional fashion, La Salle reported that at their first meeting, Onangizes wore a silver medal given to him by Governor Frontenac. This indicated previous contact with the governor in Quebec (likely as part of a trade mission), and was a token not only of Frontenac’s expectations that Onangizes would act in support of French interests in the western lakes, but also a visible symbol validating his position of favor with the French. Such a medal certainly increased the respect and prestige Onangizes already enjoyed within his village.68

The Wkama Ouilamette, however, was clearly a creation of La Salle. In the spring of 1681, La Salle arrived at the St. Joseph River post. His mission was to secure an Algonquian alliance to block Iroquois incursions into the Illinois country. Many of this force were Eastern Algonquians who were resettling in the area. One of those, Ouilamette, was indeed appointed by La Salle as chief of the Indians in the area. A favorite of La Salle, Ouilamette was not Potawatomi by birth (he was said to be the son of a chief from “near Boston”), but would nonetheless emerge as a Potawatomi leader by 1700, becoming a primary representative of the tribes in the Lake Michigan area in negotiations with the French.69

Neither man considered himself to be anything but equal to La Salle or the series of French governors with which they had contact. In fact, with the French dependency upon the Potawatomi for both economic and military support against the Iroquois and the
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British, these Potawatomi leaders expected not only that their advice and requests would be received, but that they would be respected. In a 1697 meeting with Governor Frontenac, Onangizes complained to the governor about the chaos in the western lakes caused by disruption of the fur trade. He threatened Frontenac: “If the French leave us, this is the last time we shall come and speak to you.” The French were shocked by Onangizes audacity. The secretary for the proceedings wrote that “His speech was so bold it shut everyone’s lips.” However, no record exists of any French attempt to rebuke the Potawatomi leader. Thus, although Onangizes had visible proof of the esteem in which he was held by the government of New France (in the form of his silver medal), he quite obviously felt no burden of subservience to the ‘chief’ of New France, particularly if the French were not going to uphold their end of the bargain. Onangizes attended the Iroquois peace conference in 1701, acting as Speaker for all the Wisconsin tribes. Despite his best efforts, however, the major center of French power in the upper lakes was shifted from Green Bay to Detroit, leaving Onangizes in charge of what was described as a “sorry village” by 1721.

Ouilamette fared little better in his relationship with the French. Although one of La Salle’s favored ‘chiefs,’ Ouilamette found that there were limits to his powers, as well. Seeking to secure special privileges for his people, Ouilamette offered to send his traders to Fort Pontchartrain at Detroit more frequently if Cadillac (commander of the
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fort at the time) would but promise to be “generous,” selling French goods at low prices. Although Cadillac advised Ouilamette that he would always be welcome at Detroit, in his reply he showed contempt for the Potawatomi leader: “It was I who made him Chief. If he wished to go elsewhere for his goods, he may do so…it will not disturb my rest.”

Ouilamette would also attend the 1701 peace conference, representing the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph area.

Although both men in some ways continued to act in the traditional fashion of the Wkama, promoting the best interests of their own villages, certain key shifts in Potawatomi political organization emerge from an analysis of their actions. That a single Wkama would travel to Montreal to negotiate and make commitments for his village, unqualified by tribal council, as did Onangizes, was a significant change in the traditional decision-making process for the Potawatomi. So too was the idea that one Wkama would represent himself as speaking for all Potawatomi villages of an area (as did Ouilamette), or even all the various tribes of a particular region (as did Onangizes). For the French, this represented a streamlining of command and authority. In the hierarchical system with which they were familiar, it was simply more expedient to have one man speak for all. No longer would French policy be hindered by the diffused power of the tribal council.

Such special recognition, while increasing the wealth and prestige of individual Wkamek, disturbed the fundamental values of Potawatomi life, introducing elements of class into a previously egalitarian society. As clan, band and village interest diverged, the traditional practice of building a durable, shared consensus would not hold. As individual village leaders became more important, acting more independently, band interest became
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increasingly significant and began to supersede those of a tribal whole. One consequence was added dissention within the tribe, and an increasing tendency towards factionalism, as individual Wkamek sought to secure every advantage for those they represented. While of little consequence in the seventeen and early eighteenth centuries, these changes accelerated in the later eighteen century, as the Americans exacerbated intratribal dissent, subverting the special interests of one group against another.

Apart from their political and economic relations with the French, the Potawatomi were introduced to Christianity during this period through the ministrations of the Jesuit priest Claude Allouez. This early exposure to Roman Catholicism eventually had far-reaching consequences for one band of Potawatomi. During the French period, however, the Church made little progress in their conversion.

Allouez began his mission to the Indians at Chequamegon on Lake Superior, an area he described as “a fine battle-field for those who intend to enter the lists and fight for Jesus Christ.” In 1665, he established a mission at La Pointe on Madeline Island, where he first encountered the Potawatomi who were visiting from their villages on the Door Peninsula. Allouez describes the Potawatomi as “extremely idolatrous, clinging to their ridiculous legends.” Three years later, the Potawatomi invited Allouez to their villages at Green Bay; this was not, however, because of their desire to receive “instruction, having no disposition for the Faith, but that [he] might curb some young Frenchmen, who…were…maltreating them.” During the 1680s, when the Potawatomi began
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returning to their Michigan homelands, Jesuit missionaries expanded as well. In forming
the St. Joseph Mission, located near present-day Niles, Michigan, they laid “the
foundation for the Christian faith in the region.”

Although scorned by many of the more eastern tribes, those of the west, including
the Potawatomi, viewed arriving Jesuits as men of power, telling one Jesuit father that
“Thou are one of the chief spirits, since thou usest iron, it is for thee to rule and protect
all men. Praised be the Sun, who has instructed thee and sent thee to our country.”

The Catholic Fathers, while denying divinity, often used Algonquian premises to advance the
cause of Christianity. Whereas the Indians might give thanks to their Manitous, or spirits,
for the appearance of game, the Jesuits attributed a successful hunt to the power of Christ,
often referring to him in Indian terms as the “Great Manitou.”

This does not mean, however, that the Potawatomi had become firm converts to
the Jesuits style of Christianity, nor that they fully appreciated Roman Catholic theology.
For the Potawatomi, the Christian God was very often celebrated in the traditional
fashion of Wiske – their Great Spirit, greatest of all the manitous. For example, in the
Jesuit Relations of 1666-1668, Allouez recounts the acts of one particular convert, an old
man “about a hundred years old “ whom had recently been brought to Christ. This man
was considered “as a sort of divinity,” by the people of his village, “wont to fast twenty
days at a time, and had vision of God.” As he was close to death, Allouez advised that he
pray frequently to God, to which the old man responded, ““Know, my brother…that I am
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continually throwing tobacco into the fire, and saying, “Thou maker of Heaven and Earth, I would honor thee.”"  

Thus, despite an early and strong Catholic presence in the St. Joseph River Valley, the Potawatomi in particular seemed to reinterpret Christian teachings to fit into their own established ways of dealing with the spirit world. In their cosmology, the Potawatomi believed that it was through the power of Wiske that the people gained protection and power. Each Potawatomi boy, and many girls, participated in a vision quest, a spiritual journey taken at puberty, through which each acquired a guardian spirit, or Manitou. While taking many different identities, the People believed that each was the essence of the Great Spirit. The arriving Europeans, with tools and technology in many ways far superior to that of the People, were perceived as powerful, almost magical creatures. If that power was derived from the spirit they called God or Jesus Christ, it was natural then that the Christian deity was seen as another source from which the people could seek power and protection, another manifestation of the many shapes and forms of Wiske. The resulting syncretism was less a conversion of the Potawatomi to Christianity, and more an incorporation of Christ into the pantheon of Indian Manitous.

While religion was a very personal matter for each individual Potawatomi, it was also very practical. Their faith in any specific religious or magical practices was far from absolute – if a particular spirit power was not serving them well, another might be sought that would. One particular incident, related by Father Louis Andre in the Jesuit Relations
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of 1672-73 illustrates this point:

What served greatly to disabuse Them [of their traditional religious practices] was The bear-Hunt that took place while I was in The village. All The Young men were in the Field for ten days: they had dreamed of bears; and, according to Their dreams and Their feasts, The Carnage was to be great. They had even already invited The neighbors to prepare to visit Them and eat bear-meat with them; but not one of them was successful, and not a single bear was killed. They could not attribute this to prayer, because the hunters of Chouskouabika had had a very successful Hunt, and The Chief of that party had given a feast, before their departure, in honor of him who has made all, and of Jesus his son; while they, on the contrary, had invoked only The bear, according to Their custom. I often made use of that unsuccessful Hunt to show Them The folly of their fasting in order to dream of bears. I have conceived a little hope, in this mission, of baptizing some Young men...confident that God will favor The Hunting and The fishing of the Catechumens.  

Thus, the unsuccessful, and hungry, warriors turned to the Christian God when their traditional spirits had failed them. However much the Jesuits argued to the contrary, “Christian prayer [was] no more effective in soliciting the cooperation of bears than [was] deliberate vision-seeking.”  

For all their efforts, little evidence suggests that the Jesuits affected lasting change in Potawatomi religious practices. Indeed, a French emissary visiting the St. Joseph area in 1721 remarked that while most of the Potawatomi professed to be Christian, they had “been for a long time without any pastors [and] the missionary who has lately been sent them, will have no small difficulty in bringing them back to the exercise of their religion.”  

Because so few missionaries existed in a territory so large, most Potawatomi lived their lives without regular contact with Christians, leaving them to create their own syncretic form of Christianity.

In the years to come, the Potawatomi explored many avenues of achieving the
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necessary spiritual power to resist Euro-American incursions into their homelands, some of the traditional fashion, others of various versions of the Christian faith. Much later, one band of Potawatomi again turned to the Roman Catholic God for spiritual strength and protection, finding in that God the power which had eluded their bear-hunting ancestors.

Conclusion

The arrival of Europeans on the North American continent brought massive changes in the lives of the indigenous inhabitants, often before they first physically encountered the newcomers. Such was the case for the Potawatomi, who first felt the presence of Europeans through the aggressive territorial expansion of the Iroquois, motivated by their participation in the fur trade. Through their subsequent encounters with the French and their own involvement in the fur trade, the Potawatomi experienced chaotic changes to their environment which could have completely disrupted their society. From their tactical move away from their ancestral homelands, to their ready adoption of European tools, to their political alliance with the French, the Potawatomi found a path through the thicket of challenges brought by the newcomers. Never a shattered people, the Potawatomi strategically avoided the “Iroquois hammer,” and used their strength and leadership skills to eventually repel the Iroquois threat. Eagerly incorporating new European technologies which improved their daily living conditions, they nonetheless preserved their traditional cultural practices, acculturating only so far as they wished. By successfully negotiating a favorable alliance with the French and becoming strategically important partners economically and politically, the Potawatomi increased their territorial holdings, their wealth, and their political standing with their
Native neighbors. Successfully maneuvering through a disruptive period which destroyed many tribes, the mid-point of the eighteenth century found the Potawatomi not a shattered, dependent people, but proud, independent, and strong.
CHAPTER THREE
IN GOD THEY TRUSTED: LEOPOLD POKAGON,
CATHOLICISM AND ADAPTIVE RESISTENCE

In the spring of 1830, Leopold Pokagon viewed the future with a sense of
foreboding, a great fear for the security of his people, and with good cause. The treaty the
Potawatomi signed with the United States in 1829 ceded more land to the Americans,
even some of those reserved to the Indians by the treaty of 1821. Pokagon had witnessed
many such cessions. The Potawatomi had painful experience of treaties that ‘guaranteed’
lands to the Indians, only to have those treaties superseded by others at a later date. Each
new treaty continued to reduce Potawatomi lands, leaving them, in 1830, with a small
fraction of what they held at the first treaty signing in 1795; now there was talk of yet
another cession. Pokagon understood the American hunger for land, and it filled him with
dread.

An additional threat to the Potawatomi way of life was the pressure from well-
intentioned non-Natives to ‘civilize’ the Indian. The 1821 treaty, among other things,
stipulated that the Michigan Potawatomi would receive a teacher for that purpose.
Although the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley had requested a Black Robe (a
Roman Catholic priest) to fill that position, it was instead awarded to Isaac McCoy, a
Baptist missionary. He established the Carey Mission near Pokagon’s village on the St. Joseph River\(^1\).

Pokagon had initially seemed amenable to McCoy’s presence, turning to him on occasion for aid in ridding the surrounding territory of liquor or for assistance in making improvements to his village. But he and the Baptist missionary held very different visions for the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley. McCoy had worked among the Miami Indians for many years before receiving his appointment to the Potawatomi from Michigan territorial governor Lewis Cass. His interactions with the Indians, and his observance of the evils brought about by dealing with unscrupulous non-Natives, left him firmly convinced that the only hope for that "race of men" was a complete separation of the Indian from white society. Only when removed from the temptations of western vice, particularly alcohol, could the Indians continue to be educated in the ways of American society, becoming good Christian, productive citizens of the United States. Continued contact with white society could only result, he believed, in the final extinction of the Indian.\(^2\)

To that end, McCoy worked diligently to advance his plan for Indian “colonization.” Although encouraged by the progress he had made through his mission efforts since first relocating to minister to the Potawatomi in 1822, he was “continually
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haunted with the painful reflection that the Indians would soon be driven from this place [Indiana and Michigan Territory] by the ingress of white population.”\(^3\) As early as June 1823, McCoy conceived of the idea of an Indian ‘colony,’ to be located on lands west of the Mississippi River, reflecting that should he and his flock remain in the East, “[i]t will be only to witness the decline and ultimate ruin of the people of our charge, for no band of Indians has ever thriven when crowded by white population.”\(^4\)

Pokagon and his people had no wish to leave their ancestral homeland in Michigan. Firmly established in the St. Joseph River Valley, they had begun to adapt to the changing circumstances wrought by American expansion, requesting, and receiving, “instruction in agriculture,” and a blacksmith to forge farming utensils.\(^5\) However, with the election of Andrew Jackson to the presidency in 1829, the issue of Indian Removal (as the government policy of the early nineteenth century came to be called) heated up, and the relationship between McCoy and Pokagon cooled.

The St. Joseph Potawatomi again requested a Black Robe in 1826, inviting Father Gabriel Richard, vicar-general in Detroit, to their villages. Unfortunately the territory of the archdiocese of Cincinnati (of which Detroit was then a part) was so vast, and the number of priests so small, that he found it impossible to station a priest with the Pokagon. Richard lamented leaving the Pokagon unattended. He understood that Ohio was a much richer territory, capable of providing much more wealth to the archdiocese than “notre pauvre Michigan (our poor Michigan). Nevertheless, he urged the Bishop of
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Cincinnati, Edward Fenwick, not to abandon “the poor Indians who always resist the invitations of protestant [sic] ministers.”

By 1830, no priest had yet been assigned to the St. Joseph Potawatomi. In the traditional fashion, a council was held by village leaders from the area. The decision was made to visit Detroit, to see Fr. Richard in person, and make another, urgent appeal for a Black Robe. Leopold Pokagon was the head of this delegation. The party of five arrived in Detroit on July 1, 1830. On July 2, they met with Richard; Pokagon spoke for them all, begging Richard to permanently assign a priest to minister to his people: “If thou hast no pity on us men, take pity on our poor children, who will live as we have lived, in ignorance and vice.”

Presented with such sincere devotion, Richard pledged that a priest would soon be delivered to the Pokagon. Father Stephen Badin, recently returned to the United States from France, was sent immediately to tend to the Pokagon’s spiritual needs.

Pokagon’s actions, in opposition to both McCoy’s plans and those of the United States government, eventually exempted the Pokagon Potawatomi from the ordeal of removal, buying at least a temporary reprieve from sovereign encroachment by the United States government. His acts were not without consequences, however; in many ways, Leopold Pokagon transformed the Pokagon Potawatomi, adapting many of the
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‘civilized’ ways of white society, while at the same time preserving a unique, and still very Indian, identity.

**Potawatomi Relations with the British**

During the French colonial period in North America, the Potawatomi resettle and expanded their territory from Wisconsin, moving northeastward across the upper peninsula of Michigan, into the south and around the tip of Lake Michigan. Their eastward expansion halted only with their encounter with advancing British-Americans. Subsequent colonial warfare between the British and French in the French and Indian War of 1754 - 1763 ultimately severed their relationship with the French, and severely curtail the Catholic presence in the St. Joseph River Valley. The Potawatomi would cautiously approach the British, and their successors, the Americans.

The Treaty of Paris, signed February 10, 1763, ceded most of France's North American territories to the British, establishing British dominance on the continent, including Indian Country. Agents began meeting with the various tribes as early as 1760, urging them to acknowledge British dominance in the region. The Potawatomi reluctantly agreed to treat with the English as “brothers,” implying and at least symbolically requiring, a position of equality in all dealing with the British government, while reluctantly accepting their claim to sovereignty. However, the Potawatomi remained skeptical and “maintained a more or less hostile distance,” from the British. 9

British administration of Indian Territory was markedly different than that of the French. The increased settlements of American colonists and failure to grasp social
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intricacies, such as the giving of gifts at treaty negotiations, created tensions which erupted in outright revolt in May 1763 with Pontiac's Rebellion, so called after its Odawa leader and key organizer. A pan-tribal military operation aimed at reasserting tribal sovereignty over the region, the uprising saw some initial success but ended in a stalemate October 31, 1763 at Fort Detroit.

Pontiac’s Rebellion had long lasting repercussions for the Potawatomi. Although the political administration of the Great Lakes region by the French ended in February 1763, the French Jesuits were permitted to remain in their mission stations. However, suspicions that the Jesuits had actively encouraged the rebellion led to their expulsion from the territory. The Potawatomi thus lost not only their spiritual advisors, but staunch political allies and advisors, as well. The St. Joseph Potawatomi would not see another “Black Robe” until well into the nineteenth century.¹⁰

Pontiac’s Rebellion also prompted key changes in British Indian policy that inspired the revolt. Although continuing to recognize the superior sovereign interests of the Crown, the Royal Proclamation signed October 7, 1763 carefully defined the nature of the relationship between the western Indian tribes and the British government and its citizens. A radical departure from previous Indian policy, for the first time a firm, perpetual, surveyed boundary was declared between English settlements to the East and tribal lands to the West, falling along the crest of the Appalachian Mountains. Additional clauses of the imperial proclamation declared that Indians possessed right of occupancy, but could not sell this right to whomsoever they might choose. This right of occupancy
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could only be extinguished by actual conquest by the Crown (in cases of future
rebellion), or, preferably, by authorized purchase by government agents, a policy which
would be continued by the Americans.\textsuperscript{11}

Their relationship with the British was but a brief interlude, however, between the
French and the next threat they were to face. The Great Lakes area tribes, including the
Potawatomi, had successfully defended their sovereignty, forcing the British into a
relationship more reminiscent of the Franco-Native alliance based on negotiation and
compromise. Such an accommodation, however, would be much more difficult to obtain
from the Americans.

\textbf{The Western Confederacy}

After their victory in the war for independence from Great Britain, the Indian
policy of the newly independent United States was largely derivative of that employed by
the British after winning their war with the French for control of the North American
continent. The Americans continued the British doctrine of state control of all Indian land
cessions. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 codified this doctrine, legislating the
surveyance and division of all lands “in which the Indian titles shall have been
extinguished, into counties and townships,” a policy designed to facilitate settlement of
the region.\textsuperscript{12} The vehicle of transference of Indian lands remained government authorized
treaties, with duly noted consideration for these original inhabitants.\textsuperscript{13} However, this was
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predicated on the notion, again borrowed from the colonial powers, that they had already acquired sovereignty over all lands in the trans-Appalachian west by right of conquest in their victory over the British; the indigenous inhabitants retained the right of occupancy only. The tribes vehemently protested; they had not ceded their lands to the vanquished British, nor had they been conquered themselves. Thus began a contest for sovereignty in the region that would lasted more than fifty years.

A loose confederacy of a number of the tribes of the Old Northwest, including the Potawatomi, was formed in response to this mutual threat. However, the Western Confederacy (as historians have dubbed it) was troubled from the outset. Geographic location and the varying immediacy of the threat of incursion by American settlers often set the tribes at odds; those tribes in the Ohio Country were most exposed, while the Potawatomi of Michigan remained relatively protected by virtue of their remote location, well-removed from the customary migration route across the Appalachians and down the headwaters of the Ohio River. Even among the Potawatomi, intra-tribal differences plagued the effort to mount a unified resistance, as the interests of the villages near Detroit, in the St. Joseph River Valley, and in Indiana, Wisconsin and Illinois varied widely, making consensus often impossible to achieve.¹⁴

Still politically and economically weak, the United States initially pursued a policy of negotiation, even as Indian raids and scattered skirmishes escalated, disrupting life in frontier settlements in Kentucky and Ohio. Several treaty councils were called, bringing together delegations from various factions of the affiliated tribes. A perceived

duplicity and failure to negotiate in good faith by the United States strengthened the resolve of the Western Confederacy. As efforts at diplomacy failed, and the Americans tired of the constant raiding, they decided upon a military solution to bring peace to the region in 1790.  

Governor of the Northwest Territories, General Arthur St. Clair, planned a military expedition against the Miami and Shawnee in the summer of 1790. Led by General Josiah Harmar, the force numbered 320 regulars and more than 1,000 Kentucky militia when they left Fort Washington, Pennsylvania on September 30, 1790. In an attempt to again split the Confederacy, Harmar sent messengers ahead, assuring the Potawatomi, along with the Odawa and Chippewa, that their villages would not be struck. He hoped this would motivate their warriors to remain in their villages. Instead, the tribes rushed to the aid of their southern neighbors.

In two battles on October 19 and October 21, the Americans clashed with Confederation forces. In the first battle, a scouting party of 180 militia and 30 regulars met a force of 100 Potawatomi and Shawnee warriors. Firing from the cover of heavy underbrush, the Indians held a strategic advantage over the military men, exposed on open terrain. Many of the militia fled; of those regulars and militiamen that remained to fight, only nine survived. In the second battle, a war party of Shawnees, Miamis, Ottawas, and Delawares inflicted similar casualties. American losses in the two battles totaled 183 killed. Having lost more than 25 percent of his regulars, and with the militia

---
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unreliable, Harmer was forced to retreat to Fort Washington. The victory over Harmer's troops strengthened the Indian's resolve to continue to fight American encroachment into the Northwest Territories.17

Their resolve was tested again in 1791, when Congress appropriated $300,000 to fund another campaign against the Confederacy. This expedition was headed by General St. Clair himself, and numbered more than 1,400 regulars, militia and volunteers. The troops marched out of Fort Washington on September 17. Hindered by bad weather, the company made slow progress, allowing the Potawatomi and their allies ample time to organize their own force of over 1,000 warriors, including many from the St. Joseph River Valley. In the early morning hours of November 4, the Indians surrounded St. Clair's forces at their camp. In a surprise attack, the Indians, again firing from the cover of dense underbrush, decimated the American forces, killing 647 men and wounding hundreds more. By noon, St. Clair and his followers had retreated, abandoning their wounded comrades and their equipment to the Indians. St. Clair's defeat is still considered the greatest Indian victory over an American military force in United States history.18

The Western Confederacy had now twice demonstrated their military superiority over the American Army, uniting to repel a common threat. Although they received scant support in the form of weapons and ammunition from the British in Canada, the
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northwest tribes, with the Potawatomi again playing a key role, proved that they were a formidable force.

In the wake of these resounding defeats, in July 1793, the United States again turned to diplomacy. The Shawnee still refused to cede lands in eastern Ohio, with reluctant support from the Potawatomi, Odawa and Chippewa. Equally resolute, the United States would not agree to relinquish lands that were already populated by American settlers. In August the United States once more abandoned their attempts at diplomacy, turning to General Anthony Wayne instead for a military solution to this earliest of “Indian problems.” Wayne had studied well the previous defeats of Generals Joseph Harmar and Arthur St. Clair in their earlier attempts to quash Indian rebellion in the Ohio Country. Receiving word of the diplomatic failure in September 1793, he made the decision to wait until the following summer to launch his campaign against the Confederacy. In the intervening months, he directed construction of two new American forts in the northwestern reach of the Ohio Territory: Fort Greenville and Fort Recovery. These began stockpiling supplies throughout the spring in advance of the planned summer operations.

Aware that the breakdown in negotiations surely meant the outbreak of hostilities, the Confederated tribes made their own plans for the impending battle. While closely monitoring Wayne’s activities, warriors from Michigan and Indiana again began to gather in northern Ohio in May, 1794, including many Potawatomi from the St. Joseph Valley.

---
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The British continued to imply that they fully supported the Indian alliance, going so far as to construct Fort Miami in northern Ohio. By mid-June, the warriors had grown impatient waiting for Wayne’s anticipated advance; more than one thousand strong, the Confederated warriors left their camps to take the battle to Wayne.\textsuperscript{21}

The Indians were initially successful in a June 30 attack on Fort Recovery. Surprising an American supply column leaving the fort, they killed fifteen Americans and captured three hundred horses. Emboldened by their success, rather than employing their previously successful ambush tactics using the forest for cover, the Potawatomi, Odawa, and Chippewa stormed the fort. Beaten back, and sustaining heavy losses, the People of the Three Fires accused their allies, the Delaware and Shawnee, of cowardice in their failure to support the attack. While a number of St. Joseph Potawatomi remained, the Odawa, Chippewa and Huron River Potawatomi, nearly one-third of the Native force, withdrew.\textsuperscript{22}

When intelligence informed him that the Indian army had been thus weakened, Wayne went on the offensive, advancing with a force of 3,500 men. The Indians gathered their forces at Roche de Bout, near Fort Miami, where they received few reinforcements from the allied tribes. Employing his knowledge of Native customs, Wayne released counter-intelligence to the effect that he planned to attack on August 19; the Indian warriors began their traditional fasting in preparation for battle. That day, they took up defensive positions behind a windfall of fallen timbers. Wayne, however, withheld his
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announced attack. When Wayne failed to appear, nearly five hundred of the thirteen-hundred available warriors left their positions, seeking provisions at nearby Fort Miami. On the night of August 19, many more retired to their camp near the fort, seeking shelter from a summer thunderstorm. On the morning of August 20, fewer than four hundred warriors remained at Fallen Timbers.23

The battle itself lasted only two hours, with a minimal number of dead and wounded on each side. However, the consequences for the Indians went far beyond the loss of life. Out-maneuvered and out-flanked by Wayne’s forces, the Indians broke ranks and sought shelter at Fort Miami. The British commander, however, refused to help. The Indians, including the St. Joseph Potawatomi, learned the difficult lesson that the British support which they had anticipated would not be forthcoming. Their traditional method of setting one European or American power against another to their own advancement had failed, forever changing the political landscape for the Native inhabitants of the Great Lakes region. Thoroughly demoralized, the Western Confederacy collapsed, with the Potawatomi and other tribes forced to make peace with the United States.24

At the treaty negotiations in June 1795, the Potawatomi made the first of many land sessions to the United States. The resulting Treaty of Greenville established a reasonably stable peace in the Northwest, opening up the Ohio Country and the Northwest Territory to settlement by white frontiersmen. In return for ceding most of the Ohio Country, a small portion of what is now Indiana, and ten small tracts of land in the
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remainder of the Northwest Territory, the United States relinquished its claim, “to all other Indian lands northward of the river Ohio, eastward of the Mississippi, and westward and southward of the Great Lakes and the waters uniting them.”

This ‘gave’ to the Native peoples the bulk of the territory of the Old Northwest: what are now the states of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin. As a condition to the treaty, the western Indians acknowledged that they were “under the protection of the…United States and no other power whatsoever,” forever, presumably, abandoning their loyalties to the British (or the French, for that matter). The treaty reinforced Indian claim to the unceded territory, assuring the participating tribes that they would enjoy the protection of said lands from encroachment by U.S. citizens; however, the treaty also restated in unequivocal terms the United States’ sovereign right as sole legal purchaser of Indian lands:

The Indian tribes who have a right to those lands, are quietly to enjoy them, hunting, planting, and dwelling thereon so long as they please, without any molestation from the United States; but when those tribes, or any of them, shall be disposed to sell their lands, or any part of them, they are to be sold only to the United States.

Nearly one-third of the Indian signatures on the Treaty of Greenville (thirty of the ninety-six signatures) were Potawatomi, testimony to the continued strength of the tribe in the area, as compared to other tribes. And although they had lost this particular battle

25 Although popularly known as the Treaty of Greenville, the document is officially titled Treaty with the Wyandot, Etc., http://digital.library.okstate.edu/kappler/vol2/treaties/wya0039.htm#mn6 (accessed December 10, 2011).
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to the United States, far from seeing themselves as conquered people, the Potawatomi, as well as the Ojibwa and Odawa, continued to maintain their equality to the United States as nations. As spokesman for the three tribes, the Ojibwa headman Massas continually referred to the United States not as father, but as elder brother, indicative of the dutiful respect they had similarly held for the French, but certainly not servility.29

The Treaty of Greenville eased fears of violence, and American migration from the east increased dramatically, intensifying pressure on the local tribes to cede more of their lands to the advancing Americans. As the American population expanded, settlements began to press in on tribal territory. These first intruders came across the original Pennsylvania Road, which led settlers into the Ohio County, and thence to Indiana and Illinois. By 1825, however, the building of the Erie Canal provided an alternative, more northerly route for white pioneers, increasing pressure on the Native inhabitants of Michigan. No amount of professed desire to protect the tribes from encroachment by white frontiersmen could quell the rabid territorial hunger from citizens of the United States. The Potawatomi continued to cede land to the United States, signing 38 treaties between 1795 and 1837. By the time of their last treaty, Potawatomi holdings were reduced to a tiny fraction of their traditional homelands. However, this diminishing tribal estate was not enough for the white settlers covetous of Indian lands, or for the growing number of well-intentioned whites who believed that only the complete separation of Native peoples from the adverse influences of white society could ‘save’ the Indian. Coupled with continuing, sometimes violent, resistance from the Native
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peoples against white ‘invasion,’ by the turn of the nineteenth century a new Indian policy began to take shape, that of removal.  

**Genesis of Removal Policy**

First articulated by Thomas Jefferson, Indian removal was conceived as a ‘final solution’ to the ‘Indian problem.’ Jefferson recognized that the United States could only provide the land necessary for its growing population by encouraging the Indians to voluntarily relocate west of the Mississippi River, into the newly acquired Louisiana Territory. The policy would be further developed during the James Monroe administration, but was not fully be implemented until the presidency of Andrew Jackson, with disastrous consequences for the Potawatomi.

While the United States never doubted that the Indians, both east and west of the Appalachians, would agree to land cessions at approximately the same rate that settlers demanded it, that albeit unrealistic expectation was initially coupled with a sincerely humanitarian desire to ‘civilize’ the ‘Red Man,’ thus incorporating him into American society. Jefferson himself acknowledged great respect for Native Americans, initially convinced that “the plan of civilizing the Indians is undoubtedly a great improvement on the ancient and totally ineffectual one of beginning with religious missionaries.”

In his second inaugural address, Jefferson professed profound admiration for Native peoples,
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whom he found to be “[e]ndowed with the faculties and the rights of men, [and] breathing an ardent love of liberty and independence.”

However, soon after the acquisition of the Louisiana Territory, and fully three years prior to his public proclamations of good will, Jefferson, acknowledging the inevitability of U.S. expansion, sent more sinister instructions to Benjamin Henry Harrison, the military governor of the Northwest Territory.

But this letter being unofficial, and private, I may with safety give you a more extensive view of our policy respecting the Indians. To promote [their] disposition to exchange lands which they have to spare and we want for necessaries…we shall push our trading houses, and be glad to see the good and influential individuals among them run in debt, because we observe that when these debts get beyond what the individuals can pay, they become willing to lop them off by a cession of lands…In this way our settlements will gradually circumscribe and approach the Indians, and they will in time either incorporate with us as citizens of the United States or remove beyond the Mississippi.

Jefferson’s policy was elaborated more fully by succeeding presidents and saw its full articulation under the administration of Andrew Jackson. In his first address to the Union, 1829, Jackson reiterated the government’s ongoing policy of civilization: “It has long been the policy of Government to introduce among [the Indians] the arts of civilization, in the hope of gradually reclaiming them from a wandering life.” However, Jackson saw a contradiction between this goal and government policy in practice, stating that while “professing a desire to civilize and settle them [the United States has] at the


same time lost no opportunity to purchase their lands and thrust them farther into the wilderness.\textsuperscript{35}

Jackson argued that contact with white civilization was inherently unhealthy for Indian civilizations. He further argued that such contact had already resulted in the extinction of some tribes, a fate he foresaw as inevitable. He proposed a solution to the ‘Indian problem,’ echoing the private ruminations of Thomas Jefferson some thirty years prior:

To preserve this much-injured race…I suggest for your consideration the propriety of setting apart an ample district west of the Mississippi…to be guaranteed to the Indian tribes as long as they shall occupy it…This emigration should be voluntary, for it would be as cruel as unjust to compel the aborigines to abandon the graves of their fathers…But it seems to me visionary to suppose that in this state of things claims can be allowed on tracts of country on which they have neither dwelt nor made improvements, merely because they have seen them from the mountain or passed them in the chase. \textsuperscript{36}

The proposed Indian Removal Act elaborated these basic principles. Tribes would voluntarily agree to removal with terms negotiated by treaty. All costs associated with removal were to be borne by the United States government. The new Indian Territory, to be organized west of the Mississippi, could not be part of any state or territory in line for statehood. Its lands were to be divided into districts for the migrating tribes, so that each might have sovereignty within its own district. The Act provided that “the President solemnly…assure the tribe or nation with which the exchange is made, that the United States will forever secure and guaranty to them, and their heirs or successors, the country
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so exchanged.” Although removal was a controversial and hotly debated issue, Congress passed the legislation into law on May 28, 1830. By the time of his second Annual Message, President Jackson was able to relate that “the benevolent policy of the Government, steadily pursued for nearly thirty years, in relation to the removal of the Indians beyond the white settlements is approaching to a happy consummation.”

By the end of 1832, Potawatomi tribal lands, although reduced to a fraction of their former size, still included more than five million acres of valuable farmland. Given the growing sentiment among many non-Natives that removal was indeed the only way to ‘protect’ the Indians and the Americans’ lust for land (an ironic combination of greed and good-will), it was only a matter of time before the Removal Policy of Andrew Jackson was applied to the Potawatomi’s remaining territory. Missionary efforts were at the fore in instituting this new policy, none more so than the Baptist minister, Isaac McCoy. His involvement with the Potawatomi led many bands to the West; conversely his intimate relationship with the leader of one band ultimately strengthened their resolve to remain on their ancestral homelands, with far-reaching consequences.

The Potawatomi and the Baptists

The Reverend Isaac McCoy knew in his heart that Jackson spoke naught but the truth. Having labored among the Indians of the Old Northwest since his first appointment
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in 1817 by the Board of Managers of the Baptist Missionary convention, he had long been a proponent of “colonization” for the Indians.39

Although born in western Pennsylvania, McCoy spent his formative years in the frontier wilderness of Kentucky. William McCoy, Isaac’s father, felt the call to preach soon after relocating his family. Thus, young Isaac was raised to appreciate the power of the Holy Spirit to assuage the privations of living on the edges of civilization.

Recognizing early in this life “the great want of preaching…obvious among…those [living in the] frontier regions,” McCoy himself was ordained to the ministry at the age of twenty-four. Although his first appointment, in 1809, was among the “destitute white settlers” of Maria Creek Church, near Vincennes, Indiana, his true calling, he believed, was to minister to the Indians. In fact, by 1817, his “anxiety to preach the gospel to the Indians had become great;” he resolved “to employ the remainder of [his] life and labours [sic] in the promotion of their temporal and eternal welfare.”40

McCoy’s first mission was among the Miami residing along the Wabash and Maumee rivers in Indiana. There he first recorded in his journal his belief in the need for a civilization program for the Indians. Arriving at Fort Harrison, near Terre Haute, where the Miami had gathered to receive their annuities, McCoy noted that the Indians lacked the ability to compare what should have been delivered with what actually was delivered, lacking the ability to read or ‘cipher.’ The accuracy of the delivery was entirely

39 McCoy, History of Baptist Indian Missions, 43.

40 Schultz, 5; Emory Lyons, Isaac McCoy: His Plan of and Work for Indian Colonization (Topeka: Kansas State Printing Plant, 1945), 11; McCoy, History of Baptist Indian Missions, 43-44.
dependent upon the honesty of the agents delivering the goods.\textsuperscript{41} Securing the permission of both the Miami and their Indian agent, McCoy set about planning for a mission school where Native children would be educated without charge. His plans were realized on January 1, 1819, with the opening of a school on Raccoon Creek, among the Wea Indians (one of six tribes of the Miami Nation) of Indiana. McCoy was forced to close this school after one year, however, in part because of strong opposition from the Roman Catholic Church, a legacy from the French missionaries of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Although their influence had waned in the region, McCoy repeatedly encountered resistance from the Catholic Church, and from the Indian tribes who had been among their earliest disciples in the country.\textsuperscript{42}

McCoy soon moved his mission to Fort Wayne, Indiana, at the urging of the local Indian agent, as well as a Miami chief.\textsuperscript{43} Although at first reluctant to accept their invitation, preferring the Miami village of Massassinawa, McCoy eventually admitted to the utility of the Fort Wayne location, for its central location between several area tribes.\textsuperscript{44}

Although gratified to be so openly received at Fort Wayne, McCoy yearned to relocate to the heart of the territory of the Odawa and Potawatomi. To achieve those ends, and to secure additional funding for his mission in Fort Wayne, McCoy journeyed to
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Detroit, where he met with the governor of the Michigan Territory, Lewis Cass. McCoy found Cass to be most kindly disposed to his work, “listen[ing] to the story of our wants with the sympathy that does honour [sic] to humanity.” This proved to be the first of many communications between the two men, establishing what would become a long and fruitful relationship.

Cass offered McCoy “about four hundred and fifty dollars’ [sic] worth of clothing and food,” which was gratefully received. More importantly, Cass provided more in the way of advice, which to McCoy, with his fervent desire to minister to the Potawatomi, seemed little less than divine intervention:

It was at this time [following his meeting with Cass] that I commenced arrangement for obtaining help from Government, which a few years afterwards became the source of the principal part of the support of the mission. A treaty of much importance was to be held at Chicago, which I was invited to attend, with a view of obtaining a more eligible site for our mission than Fort Wayne, and…of procuring treaty stipulations which might be beneficial to the cause of Indian education.  

Although mission business kept McCoy from attending the treaty council in Chicago, he sent an associate of the Fort Wayne mission to serve as his representative, making sure that the man “was made acquainted with all our plans and doings in regard to matters among those [the Potawatomi] Indians.” A fortuitous visit from Senator William Trimble of Ohio, himself on his way to Chicago for the treaty council, provided
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McCoy with another opportunity to provide a statement of his plans and wishes. Trimble left McCoy, promising “his most zealous support at the treaty.”

The 1821 Treaty of Chicago resulted in another massive land cession from the Potawatomi, largely from their holdings in Michigan. From this ceded territory, several small tracts were reserved for the Indians, including a 32,000 acre tract along the St. Joseph River. Most importantly for Isaac McCoy, the treaty provisions included an annual appropriation of $1,000 (for the term of 15 years) for the Potawatomi, and $1,500 (for the term of 10 years) for the Odawa, to support both a blacksmith and a teacher to instruct the Indians in the ways of civilization. Each tribe was also to provide, from their lands, one square mile upon which these instructors in the arts of civilization would reside. McCoy was determined to secure those teaching appointments for himself and other Baptists, and the land upon which to build his mission stations. With approval from his superiors, McCoy presented his plan for ‘educating’ the two tribes to Governor Cass; for his part, after receiving “instructions” from the Secretary of War, Cass appointed McCoy as teacher to the Potawatomi, and as superintendent for the efforts among both tribes. Cass emphasized the importance of “Indian improvement,” but gave tacit consent to McCoy’s missionary aspirations among the Indians, acknowledging that “what portion of these instructions shall be moral and religious, must be referred to your own discretion.” He warned McCoy, however that “no other expenditure than your own compensation must be expected from the United States for this object.”
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Duly advised, McCoy nonetheless enthusiastically embraced his mission, now his appointment, to ‘civilize’ the Indians. Named after the great Baptist missionary William Carey, the Carey Mission was soon established at the location chosen by the government, near present day Niles, Michigan. The site was a scant six miles from the village of one rising Potawatomi leader. At the Carey Mission Isaac McCoy first encountered the Potawatomi Wkama Leopold Pokagon.\(^{50}\)

**Who Was Leopold Pokagon?**

Leopold Pokagon did not sign the first treaty to cede Potawatomi land to the United States. However, as a young warrior (Pokagon would have been approximately twenty years old at the time of the Battle of Fallen Timbers), he would almost certainly have participated in the Battle of Fallen Timbers and his attendance at the Treaty of Greenville, however anonymously, has been ‘confirmed’ by at least one author.\(^{51}\) While this is almost certainly part of the mythology associated with the man, before the 1833 Treaty of Chicago Pokagon would emerge from the shadows as a powerful leader of his people, a band of Potawatomi that came to bear his name.

With his early life surrounded by legend, Leopold Pokagon is one of the more controversial figures in Native American history, certainly in that of the Potawatomi. Was he the ideal assimilationist painted by Anglo writers of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? Or, with his political acumen reaped from both Native and Western traditions, did Leopold Pokagon practice adaptive resistance, asserting his influence on a


system weighted heavily against him, to achieve his desired results? To ignore his acts in lieu of the legend is to lose sight of Pokagon’s genuine accomplishments and minimize the role of a man who effectively thwarted the ambitions of the expanding American empire, maintained a level of political self-determinism for the band that bore his name, and shaped the foundations of their modern identity.\footnote{52}{Many of these legendary tales of Leopold Pokagon were promulgated by his youngest son, Simon, whose stated motivations, “I have been taught in the white man’s ways and I will use what he has taught me to set my people right,” are yet another story in the long history of the Pokagon Potawatomi, to be covered in depth in Chapter Four of this project. \cite{ChicagoTribune}}

Legend holds that Leopold Pokagon, born in 1775 or 1776, was not a Potawatomi by birth, but instead a Chippewa or Odawa-Chippewa, captured in war and presented to the Wkama Topenibe as a slave. Another version has him captured as a boy by Topenibe himself. Presenting a fierce and violent appearance, his captors dubbed him ‘poké-igan’ or Pokagon, “the rib,” for when captured he is said to have been wearing a human rib in his hair. In the twenty-first century, however, many of his people hold a different interpretation of his name, holding that ‘poké-igan’ literally means “something used to shield.” Thus, just as the ribs of a man shield his heart and lungs, so too did Pokagon shield his people from removal by the United States government.\footnote{53}{John Low, interview by author, November 14, 2011.} Tribal tradition further recounts how Pokagon was eventually ‘tamed’ and adopted by Topenibe, quickly rising to high rank among the Potawatomi and eventually becoming one of the great
Kiktowenenes (Speakers) of his adopted people, indeed assuming the role of Wkama upon Topenibe’s death.54

Early literature maintains that Pokagon was regarded as courageous and wise, by both Indians and Americans. Isaac McCoy refers to Pokagon as a “Putawatomie [sic] chief of respectability.”55 At the 1795 Greenville Treaty negotiations, it is said that Pokagon advised his people to “be true to their allegiance and rely on peaceful means to right their wrongs.”56 Early twentieth-century accounts of his life elaborate, stating that Pokagon was no supporter of Tecumseh and his brother, The Prophet, who led an unsuccessful pan-tribal resistance effort against the United States which coincided with the War of 1812. Such accounts have Pokagon strongly counseling the Potawatomi to avoid entanglement in the movement, for he foresaw that they “might as well try to stay a cyclone in its course as beat back the on-marching hordes of civilization toward the setting sun.”57 Accordingly, Pokagon, aware of the 1812 planned attack on Fort Dearborn, is said to have again urged restraint and the pursuit of peace.

Unable to restrain all the Potawatomi warriors, Pokagon accompanied them to the fort, where his heroic efforts saved the lives of many that hot August day. “But for the chiefs of the St. Joseph Valley, the family of John Kinzie would not have escaped the
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massacre,” begins one account of the Battle of Fort Dearborn. Simon Pokagon, the youngest son of Leopold, recounted his father’s story from that fateful day:

My father, carried a wounded officer to St. Joseph [most likely Captain Nathan Heald, commander of the fort] and nursed him and cared for him, and then, learning that Indians were coming to take him away, sent him on his journey so that he might escape. 58

The younger Pokagon went on to tell of the officer’s favorable opinion of his father:

When my father took this officer to his wigwam, and cared for him, the soldier said he had a good heart for all Indians…He said he would try, when he reached a place where men lived who had greater power than he, to secure for my father and his band some lands which my father wished to dwell on.59

Such fanciful stories must be viewed with suspicion. After all, they were not published until well after the events occurred and they attribute the avoidance of removal solely to the benevolent opinion of Pokagon by white men, thus removing both agency and the prescience of Pokagon himself.

Many details of Pokagon’s life cannot be definitively ascertained. The date of Pokagon’s birth, for example, is simply conjecture. If he was born in either 1775 or 1776, he would have been only nineteen or twenty years of age at the time of the Greenville Treaty. While this was the appropriate age for a Potawatomi warrior, and his presence at the treaty session cannot be either definitely confirmed or denied, even if he was present at the negotiations, his young age in a culture that valued the wisdom of its elders would almost certainly have precluded his active involvement in the treaty council. His youthful opinions would have carried little weight. Similarly, there is little contemporary evidence
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to indicate Pokagon’s involvement in any capacity at Fort Dearborn. Tribal histories acknowledge participation by some Potawatomi from the St. Joseph Valley in the movement inspired by Tecumseh and at Fort Dearborn, however, they do not include the courageous escapades of Leopold Pokagon; these are more likely the creations of a sympathetic white author, the actions of the stereotypical ‘Noble Savage.’ It is also possible that Pokagon's actions at Fort Dearborn were conflated with those of another legendary Native American, Black Partridge, who was immortalized saving a defenseless white woman from certain death in a bronze statue by Carl Rohl-Smith, which depicts events from the day of the Fort Dearborn attack. The statue was unveiled in 1893 for Chicago Day at the World's Columbian Exposition shortly before his son, Simon's, accounts of his father's involvement were published. 60

Regarding his personal history, Pokagon may well have been born in an Odawa or Chippewa community, but because of the Iroquois-induced diaspora of the central Algonquian tribes, it was not unusual to find many such individuals living within Potawatomi villages. In fact, during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the Odawa, Chippewa and Potawatomi were close allies, as illustrated by their mutual participation in the Western Confederacy of the late eighteenth century. Inter-tribal violence was extremely rare. The story of Pokagon’s capture and ‘civilization,’ therefore rings more like a contemporary Horatio Alger story contrived to assuage the values of
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Anglo-Americans, suggesting that not only did he have to overcome the disadvantage of low birth, but also to conquer his own savage impulses to become a ‘civilized’ Indian.\(^\text{61}\)

While the story of his adoption by Topenibe cannot be ascertained, contemporary ethnohistorians doubt its validity. While a highly respected leader of the Bear Clan, Topenibe was not the high chief of the Potawatomi tribe that the Americans believed him to be, particularly during and after the Treaty of Greenville. While his position with the Bear Clan would have given him ritual prestige, Topenibe’s authority was limited. Although he often spoke as if he were the leader of all the Potawatomi, this again was the result of fractures within traditional Potawatomi leadership structures wrought by external pressures that began with the French, as well as by the expansiveness of Potawatomi territory itself. Potawatomi territorial dispersion often made communication and consensus difficult; this, coupled with the desire of governments from the French through the British and finally the United States to simplify relations with the tribe by dealing with one, all-powerful individual opened a fissure which ambitious Wkama, such as Topenibe, exploited. In later years, as the interests of local groups continued to diverge (including those of Pokagon’s village), and pressure caused by American expansion increased, divisions within the tribe would increase dramatically. The reality of Topenibe’s status, therefore, would not have automatically conferred leadership upon Pokagon at the time of his death.\(^\text{62}\)
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Secondly, ethnohistorians argue that Sakekwini, Pokagon’s little used proper name, which means “Man of the River’s Mouth,” is a name associated with the Kitchigumi or Great Lake clan. The Great Lake totem was the most numerous and thus, most powerful of the clans of the St. Joseph Valley. It would make sense then, that an ambitious young man would affiliate himself with the most powerful social group in the area, which, under Potawatomi tradition, he had a right to do. Indeed, the Potawatomi placed little emphasis on a man’s antecedents and none at all on hereditary rights to office. What this suggests is that Pokagon rose to prominence as a young man suggesting wise political choices, and possessing the shrewdness to convince others of the soundness of his judgment. If Pokagon was a member of the Great Lake clan he could not have been the adopted son of Topenibe. Topenibe was of the Bear Clan; any father and son, even an adopted son, would share his father’s clan.\(^{63}\)

Therefore it seems likely that Pokagon was not the favored son of Topenibe, a fact lent credence by an examination of the various treaties signed by the Potawatomi before the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. Between the 1795 Treaty of Greenville and his death in 1826, Topenibe’s name appears on seven separate treaties, in all of which critical interests of the St. Joseph Valley Potawatomi were at stake. None of the treaties carry the mark of either Pokagon or Sakekwinik, although according to McCoy, by 1824 he was the leader of his village. This is confirmed by the first official documentary evidence of his leadership, an 1825 census of Potawatomi villages, which lists “Pugagun” (likely a tortured rendition of Pokagon) as leader of one of seven Potawatomi villages along the

\(^{63}\) Clifton, *The Prairie People*, 170; 117.
St. Joseph River. The 1821 Treaty of Chicago established five Indian reserves in Michigan, including the Nadowesipe reservation, and consolidated the scattered bands of the Huron, Kalamazoo and St. Joseph Potawatomi within its boundaries, including Pokagon’s village. The 1827 Treaty of St. Joseph ceded all of the land of most of the reserves established with the 1821 treaty "to consolidate some of the dispersed bands Potawatamie [sic] Tribe," but increased the area of Nadowesipe to a total of ninety-nine sections, located in northern St. Joseph County, Michigan. Even at such crucial junctures, at negotiations directly affecting the interests of his community at which it might be supposed that Pokagon would assume some measure of leadership, his signature is conspicuously absent.64

Although Isaac McCoy provides evidence that Leopold Pokagon assumed leadership of his band of Potawatomi by at least 1824, the first official indication of his authority within the tribe came at the 1828 Treaty of Carey Mission. Pokagon’s signature is the third behind Topenibe and Abeenabee. By the time of the 1832 Treaty at Tippecanoe, removal had become a harsh reality for Native peoples living east of the Mississippi River. Confronted with the certainty of further territorial loss through treaty, and the looming threat of removal, the Potawatomi fractured; bickering amongst themselves, the Wkama of the various bands eventually agreed to cede all of their remaining lands south of the Grand River, whether in Michigan or Indiana. Several small tracts of land were reserved for Potawatomi leaders and their villages; of the thirteen such villages created, Leopold Pokagon’s was listed first. His mark, second only behind that of

64 Kappler, Indian Affairs: Laws and Treaties; McCoy, History of Baptist Indian Missions, 232; Clifton, The Pokagons, 59. Clifton places the death of Topenibe in August 1826.
the eldest son of the deceased Topenibe, is indicative of the status Pokagon had finally achieved among his people, as well as his perceived status by the Americans. In fact, the treaty granted Pokagon personally one section of land, by virtue of his status as “second Chief.”

Thus, far from being the presumptive primary chief himself on the elder Topenibe’s death, Pokagon surfaced as a great leader only as the threat of removal loomed. This does not mean that we can discount entirely the contemporary opinions of Americans regarding the St. Joseph Valley Potawatomi and the man that became their most recognized leader, Leopold Pokagon. Pokagon may well have used such legends to his advantage. He was not a passive spectator to unfolding events, rather he used his political, observational and rhetorical skills to actively influence the fate of his people.

**Emergence of the Pokagon Band**

Tension ran high through Native communities of the Northwest Territory as more Americans pushed into the interior of the country and more states were formed from the lands surrounding the western Great Lakes. When the United States adopted the policy of Indian Removal, pressure increased on the Indians to cede more of their lands to the American government. Such was the case for the Sauk and Fox. Although a few of their leaders had signed an 1804 treaty ceding tribal lands in western Illinois and southern Wisconsin, dissident members refused to leave their ancestral home near Rock Island, Illinois until pushed into Iowa in 1831 by the Illinois state militia. Led by the warrior Black Hawk, the group - 2,000 men, women, and children - returned to Illinois in 1832.

---

65 Kappler, Treaty with the Potawatomi, October 27, 1832. One section of land was also granted to Pokagon’s wife.
Viewed as a hostile act, Illinois Governor John Reynolds called out the state militia to suppress the 'uprising.' Thus began the Black Hawk War.\textsuperscript{66}

Black Hawk's group was often referred to as the British Band because of their support of the British in the War of 1812. In his fight against removal, Black Hawk expected support from his old ally, which never materialized. The Potawatomi were also longstanding allies of the Sauk and Fox, however, the tribe had no desire to become involved in another military action, acutely aware of American military might following the Battle of Fallen Timbers. The Potawatomi also understood that their proximity to white settlements meant that any act of hostility on their part would bring swift retribution from the Americans. Credit is given to Leopold Pokagon by his white neighbors for quelling any rebellion by the Potawatomi in his region. Attending a council held to discuss joining in Black Hawk's rebellion, Pokagon, as the last chief to speak, is said to have "pleaded with such eloquence that he carried his dusky audience with him and the Potawatomi kept away from Black Hawk."\textsuperscript{67} While a few individuals joined Black Hawk's group, for the most part the Potawatomi declined his invitation to join his rebellion.\textsuperscript{68}

Despite the Potawatomi refusal to participate, an isolated attack in Illinois caused wide spread panic across the region, no doubt exacerbated by the Illinois governor's claim that his state had been "invaded" by "powerful detachments" from several tribes, including the Potawatomi. Michigan mobilized the state militia, as rumors spread that

\textsuperscript{66} Clifton, \textit{The Prairie People}, 232-235; Edmunds, 235-239.

\textsuperscript{67} Joshua D. Miller, \textit{South Bend Tribune}, March 6, 1897.

\textsuperscript{68} Clifton, \textit{The Prairie People}, 232-235; Edmunds, 235-239.
Black Hawk's group was seeking sanctuary with the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph. To the contrary, leaders from Potawatomi villages, particularly those in the Chicago area, enlisted a group of 95 warriors to assist the United States in tracking the rebels to Wisconsin, where, on August 22, 1832, Black Hawk surrendered to a local Indian agent.69

With the exception of a few isolated individuals, the Potawatomi remained loyal to the United States during the Black Hawk War. Conscious of American military power, the Potawatomi had no desire to participate in a rebellion they believed had no chance of success. Hoping to gain favor with the U.S. government, Potawatomi warriors accompanied American forces in pursuit of the British Band. An investigation into the uprising found no evidence of Potawatomi collusion, and the tribe was roundly praised for their fidelity. However, Governor Reynolds and other Americans used the Black Hawk War to underscore the need for Indian removal. The Potawatomi found that their loyalty did nothing to stay the flow of white settlers into their territory and increasing government demands for further land cessions.

The 1832 Tippecanoe treaty, approved by Congress in January 1833, secured by law a small land base for the Pokagon Potawatomi. However, a scant three months following the establishment of these reservations, the United States again sought to treat with the Potawatomi, this time to purchase all their remaining lands and to remove them

---

west of the Mississippi. It is in the context of this struggle to avoid removal that the skills of Leopold Pokagon, schooled in the traditions of his adopted tribe and honed through his own experiences at previous treaty negotiations, came to the fore.

In preparation for the Chicago treaty negotiations Secretary of War, Lewis Cass, issued instructions to the treaty commissioners placing more emphasis on securing the cession of lands in Indiana and Illinois than Michigan, but making it clear that all Potawatomi were to be assembled for the negotiations. Cass was explicit about the necessity of obtaining the consensus of all those affected before removal could begin. Negotiators were also instructed that they might allow some small reserves to remain, but only near Lake Michigan, and only if particular bands insisted upon this provision.

From the beginning of the treaty negotiations, the Potawatomi were sharply divided. Those from southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, the so-called Prairie Bands, were more focused on long-distance hunting on their prairie homelands and, their resistance to removal was minimal. Far smaller in number, the Woods Band, Potawatomi from northern Indiana and southern Michigan, vehemently opposed any forced migration. Although united in joint council prior to leaving for the negotiations, Pokagon’s band separated themselves from the main encampment upon arriving at the


71 Office of Indian Affairs, Letters Sent, Letter from Lewis Cass to treaty negotiators Porter, Owen and Weatherford, April 8, 1833, Series M21 Roll 10: 210-12, National Archives.

72 Clifton, 45.
treaty grounds, going so far as to appoint “a committee to watch and kill upon the spot any Indian who should sign any treaty ceding their reserves.”

Leopold Pokagon emerged as one of the most vocal and eloquent spokesmen for the opposition, clearly articulating the divisions that had arisen between the different bands of Potawatomi, particularly those based upon geographic location. While his was not the only band of Potawatomi opposing removal, the leaders of other Michigan Potawatomi bands who shared his sentiment came to recognize Leopold Pokagon as their nominal leader. “Some of us are called ‘wood Indians’ altho [sic] we are Potawattamies [sic], and others are called ‘Prairie Indians.’ You have, my fathers, asked us to sell our Land to our Great father. We do not know what land you want” (scare quotation marks and italics original). He also made it clear that while the former might well be amenable to relocation, the latter flatly were not. The American government cared little for the subtle cultural differentiations between the Prairie and Woodland bands of Potawatomi. Indeed, had this been Pokagon’s only argument, no doubt he would have failed in his efforts, and his band, and the other Michigan bands opposing removal, would have been relocated with the remaining Potawatomi. For in addition to drawing this distinction between the differing bands of Potawatomi, Pokagon used a strategy of adaptive resistance to fight removal. By employing techniques similar to those used by his

---


ancestors with the French, Pokagon used the United States' policy of civilization to his full benefit.

At Pokagon's village, and those of the affiliated Wkama, many western-styled agrarian practices were adopted during the 1820s. While significant to its extent and success, this was not a new development among the Michiana Potawatomi. As early as 1801, Potawatomi chief Five Medals proposed turning from traditional subsistence patterns of gathering and hunting to more sedentary agricultural practices. The fur trade, which was so important during the 17th and 18th centuries, was in decline, and increased population pressure from arriving American settlers meant game was becoming ever more scarce. With minimal harvest from their traditional gardens and several years of meager winter hunts, Five Medals believed the only alternative to continued economic decline was a change to the old ways of their forefathers. Although Five Medals was ultimately unsuccessful in turning Potawatomi traditional practices into a hybrid of western-style agriculture, because of his geographic proximity and Potawatomi oral tradition, Pokagon was almost certainly aware of his attempts. 75

While Pokagon chose this path of adaptive resistance for his own people, at the same time these civilizing Potawatomi were also unwilling to abandon their traditional practices entirely. The Potawatomi developed a syncretized form of classic Jeffersonian yeomanry, moving from subsistence practices toward economic self-sufficiency. The St. Joseph Potawatomi planted two types of corn, what one observer called “Indian corn”

and “our [Euro-American] corn.” Women, who in traditional Potawatomi culture were responsible for tending crops, cultivated the former while continuing to care for their gardens. Men cultivated the latter, emulating Western practices as they plowed large fields for their crops, and adopted the latest hybridized seed introduced by federal agents. Although initially resistant to this breach in traditional gender roles, missionary teachers effectively 'shamed' the men into picking up the hoe and using the plow. The Pokagon were eventually persuaded to plant wheat as well as corn. In time, Pokagon harvests rivaled those of their non-Native neighbors. 77

No longer surviving solely by hunting the local wildlife, they now farmed in the American fashion. Indeed, in Pokagon’s village, one would be as likely to dine on pork or chicken as venison, as likely to ingest beef as bear meat. Western-style frame houses with window glass were as dominant in Pokagon village as the birch bark wigwam. Traditional buckskin clothing had largely been replaced by those in the Euro-American fashion. Pokagon children attended school, learning the language of their non-Native neighbors. Arguments of civilization, however, could not stop Cherokee removal once gold was discovered on their homelands in Georgia. Similarly, Lewis Cass considered the

---


farmland of southwestern Michigan far too valuable to be left to the husbandry of the Indians – any Indians. 78

Beyond their agricultural adaptations, Leopold Pokagon and his people had another advantage that the Prairie bands of Potawatomi did not: their Catholic heritage, recently revived through his concerted efforts. If it were the cultural difference between the Prairie and Woodland bands of Potawatomi that persuaded Leopold Pokagon to break with the majority of his people, it was the revitalization of this distinct religious tradition, both its spiritual and political implications, which allowed the Pokagon Potawatomi to defy convention and remain in their homeland.

The intense opposition of the Woodland bands voiced by Leopold Pokagon necessitated the creation of two separate treaty documents by the United States. The main treaty was signed September 26, 1833, by the Illinois and Wisconsin bands. However, a supplementary treaty, dealing specifically with the Michigan bands, was signed the following day. Although the supplemental treaty specifically mentions that the “tract of land on the St. Joseph river [sic] opposite the town of Niles…on which the villages of To-pe-ne-bee and Pokagon are situated,” were to be included in the land cession, and that “[a]ll the Indians residing on the said reservations in Michigan shall remove therefrom within three years from this date,” a special addition, in effect an amendment, was added after the original supplementary treaty was signed. While not mentioning Pokagon’s people specifically, it states that certain Michigan Potawatomi be allowed to remain in

the State of Michigan “on account of their religious creed,” although the addendum stipulated that these particular bands would soon be required to "remove to the northern part of the peninsula of Michigan.”

Although this modification was not signed by Leopold Pokagon, it was signed by the government negotiators and official representatives of the Michigan Territory, reflecting their approval. The addendum was a part of the treaty package finally ratified by Congress on February 21, 1835, indicating their acceptance, as well. And clearly, the treaty addendum represented the successful realization of Leopold Pokagon’s goals to avoid removing west of the Mississippi.

Further analysis reveals just how thoroughly Pokagon understood the stakes at risk, as well as how one politically astute man challenged the United States government – and won.

In times of crisis, generations of Potawatomi had sought power from a close relationship with their guardian Manitou. Leopold Pokagon, while following in this tradition, also recognized the power of the Christian Manitou, Jesus Christ, to potentially conquer the proponents of Indian removal. Although his personal devotion to Christianity appeared genuine, as recorded by the Roman Catholic priests sent to minister to the Potawatomi people, evidence suggests that Leopold Pokagon had not entirely abandoned the traditional spiritual practices of his people. Ultimately, Leopold Pokagon used the American association of the adoption of Christianity with civilization to his benefit, and to that of his people.

79 Kappler, Treaty with the Chippewa, Etc., 1833.
Pokagon’s initial flirtation with Christianity was with the Baptist missionary Isaac McCoy at the Carey Mission near South Niles, Michigan. During the 1820s, McCoy and other Baptist missionaries worked closely with the Pokagon, providing technical services in agricultural development and contributing materials and labor for the building of log homes for the band. The Pokagon, while accepting the assistance of McCoy and his associates as part of their adaptive resistance strategy, cautiously maintained their distance in other areas, avoiding mission schools and churches. 80

If simple spiritual guidance, economic support, and the veneer of civilization were Pokagon’s goals, their association with the Baptists might well have been fruitful. Well funded by both the government (with Potawatomi treaty money) and private foundations, the Baptists possessed the resources, and the paternalistic desire, to carefully proctor guardianship of ‘their Indians.’ Indeed, many of their agricultural adaptations began under the tutelage of McCoy and his assistants. However, the Baptists in general, and McCoy in particular, were strong advocates of the Indian Removal policy. McCoy, in fact, travelled to Washington in 1829 to lobby for the Indian Removal Bill. Contrary to the reality of the progress in ‘civilization’ being made by the Potawatomi, and other Indian peoples under his charge, McCoy testified that rather they were “perishing.” He reiterated his opinion that only complete removal from the vices of the white race would preserve the Indians. If Pokagon and his band were to remain in Michigan, an association with McCoy held little value, and indeed held considerable risk. 81


81 McCoy, History of Baptist Indian Missions, 301-302
The Potawatomi as a whole were remarkably adaptable to the challenges raised by incursions into their territorial homelands – be those by the Iroquois, Europeans or Americans. During the so-called Middle Ground years, beginning in 1650, the Potawatomi used a variety of tactics to challenge or resist threats to their sovereignty – indeed to their very existence. When confronted with the certainty of war with the advancing Iroquois, the Potawatomi chose to relocate to the western shores of Lake Michigan, establishing themselves as the dominant tribe among other “refugee” Indians. Caught between the Iroquois advancing from the East, and the equally threatening Sioux to the west, the Potawatomi chose to fight for their land and their survival. As the Iroquois threat subsided, the Potawatomi consciously developed a political and economic relationship with the French, deftly manipulating the tension between the French and the British to their own strategic advantage.

In the 1830s, Leopold Pokagon no longer enjoyed these options. Militarily, the strength of the Great Lakes tribes was no match for that of the United States, as was proven at the 1794 Battle of Fallen Timbers and during the War of 1812. If military action was no longer an option, neither was strategic removal westward. This was the United States’ plan for the Indians, a plan in which the St. Joseph River Valley Potawatomi had no desire to participate. Additionally, the Middle Ground years ended in 1832, as the refusal of the British to come to the aid of Black Hawk’s British Band demonstrated they would no longer provide military support to their former allies. For more than two hundred years, the Potawatomi had successfully maneuvered between contending empires in the Great Lakes region. With United States supremacy
unquestionably established, there was no longer a rival European sovereign to the Americans to whom the Potawatomi could barter their loyalty.

However, no one informed Leopold Pokagon that the Middle Ground had collapsed. With the choices of flight untenable and fight impossible, Leopold Pokagon determined to utilize the same political tactics that his ancestors had successfully employed with the French. Preserved in Potawatomi oral tradition, the experiences of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and the shifting political alliances which often played to the advantage of the Indians, could not be easily forgotten. In his search for an ally to resist removal, Leopold Pokagon relied upon his tribe’s memory of the power of the Middle Ground. He could no longer turn to the French (long removed from North America themselves) or the British (who had finally made a lasting peace with their lost American colonies), to counter the strength of the United States. There was, however, one remaining ‘foreign’ institution powerful enough to challenge the United States: the Roman Catholic Church. Leopold Pokagon approached the Catholic Church in the tradition of the Middle Ground: he sought one powerful institution to counter another. With the Church as his ally, by design or by default, Leopold Pokagon effectively created a new Middle Ground, both religious and political in nature.

**Renewed Contact with the Roman Catholic Church**

Although a priest had been dispatched to his village from time to time, no Roman Catholic missionary had been permanently placed with the St. Joseph Potawatomi. In

---

82 Father Frederic Reze was the last of the traveling priests to visit the Pokagon. It was Reze who baptized Leopold Pokagon in 1830, along with twelve of his people. John Gilmary Shea, *History of the Catholic Missions among the Indian Tribes of the United States, 1529-1854* (New York: P.J. Kenedy, 1854), 393.
the wake of the passage of the Indian Removal Act in May 1830, Leopold Pokagon set out on a diplomatic mission of his own, to visit the Catholic authorities in Detroit. His request for a more permanent accommodation was made to Father Gabriel Richard, vicar-general in Detroit for the Bishop of Cincinnati.

French Jesuits missionaries were among the first Europeans encountered by the Potawatomi in 1632. The “black robes” were consistently at the forefront of French penetration into North America. However, the Jesuit Order was suppressed by the government in France, and in 1763 expelled from North America. The victory of the Protestant British over the Catholic French in the Seven Years’ War (1754-1763), resulted in the latter’s expulsion from the continent, sounding a “death-blow to the [Catholic] missions of the West.”

America’s victory in their War for Independence from Great Britain (1775-1783), placed the Ohio Territory and the Old Northwest under the domain of the predominantly Protestant Americans. Catholic influence in the region waned; there was no priest west of the Appalachian Mountains for over thirty years.

Following the American Revolution, the Roman Catholic Church in the United States held one diocese, that of Baltimore, the territory of which encompassed the entirety of the United States. As the Catholic Church revived its missionary efforts in the early nineteenth century, among its first priorities were the descendents of French colonists and the Indians of the Northwest Territory. The diocese of Bardstown, Kentucky was one of several founded in 1808 to that end. With a huge territory

---


84 Shea, 381-2.
encompassing most of what are today Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan, but with only a small number of priests, pastoral efforts were intermittent, at best. With each decade, the Church expanded its organization, its personnel – and its influence. The Diocese of Cincinnati was founded in 1821. The territory to be covered by the small number of Catholic fathers of the diocese was still considerable, ranging from southern Ohio to the farthest reaches of the Old Northwest. Detroit would not become a diocese in its own right until 1833. However, it was this very scarcity of priests, along with the Church’s resolve to rebuild its flock, which aided Leopold Pokagon in his efforts to avoid removal. Too far extended to yet consider expanding their ministry west of the Mississippi with the Indian converts, Pokagon successfully gambled that the Roman Catholic Church would support his desire to remain in Michigan.

Father Gabriel Richard, a member of the Sulpitian order, arrived in Baltimore in 1792, relocating to Detroit in May 1798. Richard traveled extensively, from Prairie du Chien on the Mississippi, to Green Bay; from Michilimakinac to St. Joseph. He visited the St. Joseph Potawatomi in 1826, and was invited by them to Chicago in 1827, in hopes that he might help them secure a Catholic priest for their villages. Those efforts failed, in large part because of the connections between Isaac McCoy and Lewis Cass, then governor of Michigan Territory and one of several U.S. Indian Commissioners. McCoy

---

85 *Annales* vol. VI, 144.
may have received the appointment to educate the Potawatomi of northern Indiana and Michigan, but his efforts to convert the St. Joseph Potawatomi were unsuccessful.\textsuperscript{86}

Contemporary accounts all attest to the devotion of the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph Valley to the teachings of their original Jesuit fathers, remarking that, while the missions of the French had declined in the wake of eighteenth century French territorial losses, the Indians never abandoned their Catholic faith, indeed continuing many decades later to exhibit a remarkable piety:

The spirit which was frequently exhibited by them, was not that which pines within iron bars and frowns on innocent enjoyment; not the religion which exhausts itself in forms and rubrics, in making professions and counting beads, a religion which showed itself in words rather than in action. But it was a spirit which softened the character and controlled the conduct, circulating through the whole moral system as the blood through the veins of the human body.\textsuperscript{87}

This piety finally moved Fr. Richard to revive the ancient mission of the Jesuits at St. Joseph, following a meeting with Leopold Pokagon and five other leaders of the Michiana Potawatomi. Arriving at Detroit July 1, 1830, Pokagon, speaking for the other Wkama in attendance, delivered a passionate appeal to the good Father, to secure the regular services of a priest for his people, and to counter the efforts of Isaac McCoy:

Father, Father, I come to beg you to give us a Black Robe to teach us the word of God. We are ready to give up whiskey and all our barbarous customs. Thou dost not send us a Black Robe, and thou hast often promised us one. What, must we live and die in our ignorance? We are left deaf and blind...although we earnestly desire to be instructed in the faith. Father, draw us from the fire – the fire of the wicked Manitou. An American minister wished to draw us to his religion, but neither I nor any of the village would send our children to his school,

\textsuperscript{86} Annales, vol., III, 342.

nor go to his meetings. We have preserved the way of prayer taught our ancestors by the Black Robe who used to be at St. Joseph.\(^{88}\)

Father Richard, duly moved by Pokagon’s emotional plea, promised him that his people had not been forgotten, and that a Black Robe would be sent to them in a matter of a few days. Pressing the issue, Pokagon asked if this Black Robe would indeed remain with his people “\textit{pour toujours},” for always.\(^{89}\) In fact, Fr. Richard had only intended to send a priest for a few months. However, Pokagon prevailed; Fr. Richard promised not to remove the new priest until another could be found to replace him. Thus, in August, 1830, Father Stephen Badin was dispatched to re-establish the mission at St. Joseph, a post he would hold until 1836.\(^{90}\)

Father Badin set about his duties immediately, enrolling twenty-four of “\textit{les bons sauvages Poutouatomis}” for instruction and baptism.\(^{91}\) To the new priest, Leopold Pokagon and his villagers seemed especially devout:

\begin{quote}
The respectable Chief Pokagon is in charge of my chapel. He summons his band morning and evening for their prayers which they attend with a respect, an attention and a modesty that is hardly found amongst us, if not at the home of the religious and the really pious persons.\(^{92}\)
\end{quote}

\(^{88}\) \textit{Annales}, vol. IV, 546-7.

\(^{89}\) Ibid., 548.

\(^{90}\) Although Father Richard had gone to his heavenly reward several years prior to Father Badin’s departure, his successor fulfilled Richard’s promise, sending Father Louis DeSeille to continue the mission at St. Joseph. See Shea, 396.

\(^{91}\) Upon his arrival, Badin found "scarcely twenty" of the Potawatomi had been baptized. By December 1832, 300 more had become members of the Church. By December 1833, over 600 Potawatomi in the Michigan region had become Church members. See Gilbert J. Garraghan, S.J., \textit{The Jesuits of the Middle United States}, vol. 2 (New York: America Press, 1938), 178.

\(^{92}\) \textit{Annales}, vol. VI, 301-302.
The conversion program may have been aided by the fact that many of the practices of a devout Catholic (the fasting, the devotional prayers) were also elements of traditional Potawatomi spirituality. In fact, Badin himself commented on how even the “infidels...fear neither the penance nor the fasting which all impose upon themselves voluntarily...to honor the Master of Life and to invoke quite ordinarily their Manitous.”93

It should be noted that there is no historical reference to the Pokagon overtly abandoning their ancient practices and beliefs. Visiting priests documented that when asking for instruction, three Odawa chiefs of Mackinaw willingly relinquished their medicine bundles, a very precious possession representing their traditional spiritual life. A powerful ritual aid, medicine bundles were thought to possess powers of healing and protection. Abandonment and burning of a medicine bundle was to irrevocably break with the world of the Manitou, indicative of complete abandonment of traditional practices in favor of Christianity. Nowhere in the voluminous records of the early nineteenth-century encounters with the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph, however, do any of the visiting priests record such an occurrence. This might well have been simply an oversight in documenting the conversion of the Potawatomi but for the words of Father Badin, who observed that the same “infidels” who were welcomed at morning and evening prayers continued “to invoke quite ordinarily their Manitous.” In fact, Badin

---

documents that many of the Catholic Potawatomi at Pokagon’s Village,

[T]ook the bad spirit rather than the good or great spirit, because the latter, they said, certainly would do them no harm, but they fear the others very much and their offering of the sacrifices is to appease them and to turn them away from doing evil.\textsuperscript{94}

Badin does not condemn this practice, but simply continued in his letter to describe how \textit{all} the villagers are so inclined to go to confession that, in his absence, they would confess to the female interpreter assigned to the village.\textsuperscript{95}

The Roman Catholic Church has used syncretism, the combination of different forms of belief or practice, from its earliest days, as it incorporated elements from pagan cultures to spread the ‘true faith.’ For example, with the dramatic conversion of the Emperor Constantine and the adoption of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman Empire, the cults of Roman deities were replaced by prayer to the Christian saints. In the Western Hemisphere, many Catholic priests, particularly the Jesuits, worked to minimize any disruption Christianity may have caused. So, just as the Roman Gods became Christian saints, so too did Catholic saints become incorporated into the pantheon of Potawatomi Manitous.

These uniquely Native Catholic practices are not exclusive to the Potawatomi. They can be found in the ancient ceremonial dances which follow the Christmas Morning mass at the San Felipe Pueblo in New Mexico, in the image of Our Lady of Guadalupe in Mexico, the Lord of Earthquakes and Lord of Miracles, both found in Peru. All of these

\textsuperscript{94} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{95} Theodore J. Karamanski, \textit{Blackbird’s Song: Andrew J. Blackbird and the Odawa People} (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2012), 52.
examples readily illustrate how elements of traditional practices are incorporated into a Catholicism unique to the indigenous culture in which it is practiced, all of which place a high value on community ritual and worship.

Many of the traditional practices of Catholicism can also be found in Potawatomi spirituality. Potawatomi warriors and young men often fasted in order to prepare for religious ceremonies; Catholics fast to prepare for mass. Tribes regularly greeted the morning sun with devotional prayer; very devout Catholics hold morning prayer, as well. Sage was burned for purification in Potawatomi tradition; in Catholic tradition, incense was burned for the same purpose. This combination of spiritual tropes, the ritual, the ceremony, the fasting, daily prayer, confession and penance, but continued sacrifices to appease the “evil Manitous” describes a form of Catholicism uniquely Neshnabé, syncretized by the Catholic Potawatomi during the nearly one hundred years when they were without a ‘black robe’ to guide their prayers. With these marked similarities between traditional Potawatomi spiritual practices and those of the Roman Catholic Church (and the welcoming spirit of Father Badin), conversion would not have been difficult, nor would it apparently have appeared much different in practice from Native spirituality.  

Even with a whole-hearted embrace of his new faith, Leopold Pokagon could not have failed to notice the disparity in opinions regarding removal between Isaac McCoy’s Baptists and those of the Roman Catholic Church. Indeed, as did his Odawa brethren to

96 That traditional Potawatomi spiritual practices may have gone underground, but were not eradicated, is also evinced by its re-emergence in the 1960s, when tribal elders taught the long suppressed rituals to a new, “come-back generation.” See Chapter Seven of this volume.
the north, Pokagon "cultivated the relationship with their missionary much as they worked the soil" of their fields, with their labor bearing fruit in the form of a powerful ally against removal. 97

The first indication that Leopold Pokagon’s motives for association with the Roman Catholic Church ran beyond those of simply a spiritual nature is the presence of Fr. Baden at the treaty council held at Tippecanoe, Indiana in October 1832. At that treaty session, three separate land cession documents were signed with various Potawatomi bands, the last of which, signed October 27, 1832, involved the St. Joseph band. Accompanying Pokagon to that council, Baden ably represented the interests of the St. Joseph Potawatomi, presenting them as industrious, sober, and peaceful, in addition to pious. He “declares” that after over two years spent with the Indians, he has “found among them sensibilities and mental capacities often equal to ours [non-Natives].”98 In part due to Badin’s promotion of the St. Joseph band with the U.S. commissioners, a reservation at “Po-ca-gan’s village for his band” was secured from the ceded lands. 99 The band was also granted two thousand dollars annually for an indefinite period (“as long as the Congress…may think proper”) to educate Indian youth, a provision which the good Father gratefully acknowledged.100 Badin went further, however, defending the very


99 Kappler, Treaty with the Potawatomi, 27 Oct 1832.

100 “Badin to U.S. Indian Commissioners” (Letter originally dated 29 Oct 1832)
Catholicism adopted by the band, expressing his hopes that “the Catholic clergy [and their flock] so often & [sic] wrongfully designated, [be allowed to] continue to multiply…according to the spirit of the Constitution.”

Leopold Pokagon’s ultimate goal, that of avoiding forced removal west of the Mississippi, appeared to be realized at the treaty session held in Chicago in September 1833, when the resulting land cession and removal treaty was amended, granting permission to “a part of the band residing on the reservations in the Territory of Michigan,” to remain in the state “on account of their religious creed.” This unspecified band was to “remove to the northern part of the peninsula of Michigan,” where several Catholic Odawa reserves were located, within three years (as originally stipulated by the treaty). However, this was at the very least a partial victory for Leopold Pokagon, and was due in part to his association with the Roman Catholic Church.

In appealing to the “black-robos,” and acquiring their patronage, Leopold Pokagon achieved many things. First, by making his plea in person to the Catholic establishment at Detroit, his desire and that of his people to become Christian, and thus ‘civilized,’ was well-documented, due in part to the rigorous, almost obsessive, record keeping by the Catholic missionaries. Having learned well the Potawatomi tradition of rhetoric, there could be little doubt among the good Fathers to Pokagon's sincerity, his appeals for religious instruction so fervently articulated. He thus acquired for himself and his people respected, articulate allies in the form of representatives of the Roman
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Catholic Church. Not only could they attest to the Pokagon's conversion and 'civilization,' but because their own relative lack of numbers precluded moving their mission with the Pokagon west of the Mississippi, were inclined to oppose Indian removal themselves. Pokagon's words, coupled with his pious actions, salved the fears of both American officials and the non-Native neighbors of the St. Joseph Potawatomi as well. In fact, unlike tribes such as the Cherokee, who were vigorously pushed out of their territory by local residents and officials, the Pokagon became “much respected by their American neighbors,” and found much support from them in their efforts to avoid removal. 104 Having grown up with the Pokagon, Joshua Miller recalled that he "used to play with the little Indian boys," and that the band was composed of "good Indians." 105 Jacob Ritter moved to the area surrounding Pokagon's village in 1830, and found Leopold Pokagon "to be a very good neighbor." 106 An editorial in the Union City Journal of Commerce decried efforts to remove the Pokagon as "unjustifiable and unfair." The band is described as being "as peacable [sic] and good-natured as any class of citizens," living in the area. The Pokagon's conversion to Christianity was certainly a factor in community support, as the editorial pointed out that they were "much more under the influence of civilization and Christianity here than they would be in the far West." 107
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Local support no doubt created a considerable quandary for government representatives. With their leader well respected within the community, how were officials to counter growing public opposition to Pokagon removal? And if the Pokagon would not voluntarily remove from their homelands, how would it be possible to force them away from the tutelage of a religious tradition so deeply embedded in their psyche, while maintaining the government’s fictive efforts at civilization? This, then, would explain the treaty amendment, so readily approved by the representatives of the Michigan territory, and, with their endorsement, that of the United States representatives, as well.

Secondly, Pokagon appears to have instinctively recognized a common religion as a powerful tool for unity. For many other Native peoples, Christianity was historically a divisive element. In many Native communities, those that refused to convert were ostracized or banished from their villages. For others, the Christian converts were separated from their 'heathen' relatives into praying towns, as they were among the Iroquois. Some would even argue that Christianity was a genocidal tool of European and American colonialism. Many Native communities, such as the Cherokee, that were readily converting to Protestant denominations discovered that their newfound faith provided no protection against forced removal and the community dissention it engendered. As we have seen, the very inclusivity of Roman Catholicism, at least as practiced by Father Stephen Badin, prevented the ostracization and split of Christian versus non-Christian within the Catholic Potawatomi. Even those who were nominally

---

Catholic were welcomed at mass, participating in the daily rituals which bound the community together. Not only did Catholicism keep his people from being scattered by the forces of removal, this re-awakened Catholic identity, with its communal practices, pulled the Pokagon closer together as a unit. Each day, as Leopold Pokagon called his people to him for morning and evening prayer, as a leader he reinforced not only his role as Wkama, but the importance of a unified community to their survival. By drawing his people together for daily mass, including, by Badin's testimony, even the infidels, Pokagon reinforced this sense of community, of belonging. Catholicism, as practiced by the St. Joseph Potawatomi, reinforced a distinctive cultural identity, in opposition to the Prairie bands of Potawatomi and other tribes. Again, there is no reason to question Pokagon devotion; however it was the acknowledgment of their devout behavior that was ultimately as important, on a political level, as their actual spiritual conversion.

Additionally, although among the largest of Christian denominations world-wide, in nineteenth-century America Catholics were a minority, and viewed with suspicion. Anti-Catholic sentiment rose in the 1830s, in response to increased Irish immigration. While it would seem antithetical for a group already on the margins of the dominant culture to adopt religious practices so publicly reviled, Pokagon saw advantage in this “double marginalization.” As Indians, the Pokagon were isolated from American society by virtue of their ‘savage’ nature, but were also subject to the whims of the United States government. By aligning with the Roman Catholic Church, the Pokagon gained a potent ally that, unlike many Protestant denominations, opposed their removal. However, rather than bringing them into the mainstream, this alliance pushed them to the margins of society, where they were relatively free to pursue their own interests. By defining
themselves as Catholics, the Pokagon became just Christian enough to satisfy American conceptualizations of civilization and remain in their homeland, without the burden of government oversight into their daily affairs.

Finally, through his alliance with the Catholic Church, Leopold Pokagon established a distinctive identity for his people. As pressure to remove increased, American officials became frustrated with their inability to enforce the policy against the Catholic Potawatomi of Indiana. One agent in particular, Abel C. Pepper, blamed the Catholic Church for the failure, writing to George Gibson, Commissary General of Subsistence that the local priests were actively interfering with removal efforts. Pepper accused Louis Deseille, the priest who replaced Fr. Badin with the Pokagon (and who also ministered to the Catholic Potawatomi in Indiana), of agitating the band's opposition to relocation. When he was advised that Deseille was holding meetings among the Indiana Potawatomi, advising them to consolidate into one village, build a church, and reject the government’s plans to purchase their lands, Pepper demanded that his assistant be present at all Deseille's future meetings with the Indians, so that he might report back what the good father was preaching. Reminded by Deseille that his concerns were religious, not political, Pepper was shamed into retreat, replying that the United States’ government protected all religions, and he had no objections to meetings which were “spiritual” in nature. During this exchange the Michiana Potawatomi (including those at Pokagon’s Village) became known as the “Catholic party” to Pepper and other
government officials responsible for Indian removal. They would be known as the Catholic Potawatomi ever after.109

**Avoiding Removal**

Although the Pokagon had adopted several of the principles of ‘civilization’ advanced by American officials - assuming a more sedentary lifestyle, conforming to ‘modern’ agricultural practices, and converting to Christianity – which secured for them government permission to remain in Michigan, the Pokagon were still at the mercy of United States Indian policy. Disputes in Congress over lands assigned to the Potawatomi who had agreed to emigrate west of the Mississippi delayed passage of the 1833 treaty for two years. Once approved, however, the Pokagon found that not only did the United States government fail to allocate funds to underwrite the cost of their removal to northern Michigan (as the Indian Removal Act of 1830 has specifically mandated), they had also not been assigned lands in the northern reaches of the lower peninsula among the Odawa to which to remove. Additionally, not only were the Odawa reluctant to accept their southern neighbors, with the deadline for their removal to northern Michigan rapidly approaching, Leopold Pokagon also learned that Odawa lands to which he and his people were to relocate had also been ceded to the United States.110 Leopold Pokagon maneuvered around these new obstacles by continuing to use the principles of adaptive resistance, this time in the form of acquiring private property, the ‘holy grail’ of the


American Dream. However, in conforming to the letter of this desired behavior, at the same time Leopold Pokagon was able to preserve the traditional communal nature of Potawatomi life.

In 1836, Leopold Pokagon began buying land in Cass County, Michigan, around Silver Creek, eventually securing fee-simple title to a total of 874 acres. While other members of the community contributed money for the purchases, most of the funding came from the proceeds of the sale of lands deeded to Pokagon and his wife at the 1832 Treaty of Tippecanoe, as well as from $2,000 in cash he was awarded at the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. Although patented in Leopold Pokagon’s name in accordance with American real estate practices, it was to this land that Pokagon, his family, and those Catholic Potawatomi most closely associated with his leadership relocated. Other Catholic Wkama, those closely associated with the leadership of Leopold Pokagon, but maintaining their own village communities, also bought land in southwestern Michigan. Pee-Pee-Yah purchased 160 acres in Van Buren County; To-Posh and Au-Ke-Sta together purchased 40 acres; and Wa-Be-Sah purchased 40 acres. No longer would the Catholic Potawatomi in Michigan be subject to the vagaries of territorial assignment by government agencies; this was definitively Potawatomi land, duly titled, albeit acquired in the traditional American fashion.  
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The fate Leopold Pokagon worked so diligently to avoid is heartbreakingly illustrated by what befell the Potawatomi of northern Indiana. Equally willing to participate in government ‘civilization’ efforts, leaders such as Ashkum, Chechawkose, Shipshewano and, most notably, Menominee, all embraced the strategy of adaptive resistance. Just as Pokagon did in Michigan, the headmen of these Indiana villages hoped to manipulate assimilation policies, turning them into a shield against the looming threat of removal.

Many of the Indiana Potawatomi embraced Christianity. Menominee particularly was reported to be a spiritual leader, having “been called…by the Great Spirit, to preach to the Indians.” Menominee led a delegation to visit Baptist missionary, Isaac McCoy, when McCoy was still preaching at Fort Wayne. McCoy spent several days with the party, observing that the group "united in morning and evening worship," as did Pokagon's village. While McCoy visited Menominee's village, the Potawatomi of Indiana also rejected his ministry, turning instead to the Roman Catholic Church.

The Indiana Potawatomi also adopted the same hybrid agricultural practices as those at Pokagon's village. A federal appraisal conducted in 1838 found that the Indiana Potawatomi had nearly 300 acres planted in corn alone. In addition to their farming

---
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activities, in 1832 the Indiana Potawatomi also negotiated into the latest land cession
treaty a saw mill to be erected on their lands.\textsuperscript{115}

The Indiana Potawatomi experienced the same degradation to their land reserves
as did the Michigan Potawatomi. In the Treaty of Tippecanoe River, signed October 26,
1832, the headmen of the Indiana Potawatomi agreed to cede most of their remaining
land in Indiana, in return for several small reserves, cash payments, and the building of
the aforementioned saw mill. Ominously, this treaty also promised to provide "goods,
farming utensils, and such other articles as shall be required and necessary," should they
"wish to change their residence," a clear reference to removal.\textsuperscript{116}

Despite their best efforts, removal was not long in coming. Beginning in 1834, the
U.S. government signed a series of removal treaties with the Indiana Potawatomi. One by
one, the headmen of the remaining reserves ceded their lands in Indiana to the United
States: Mau-ke-kose and Mota in December 1834; Mes-quaw-buck and Wau-ke-wa in
March 1836; Aub-ba-naub-ba, O-kah-mause, Nas-waw-kee, and Quash-quaw in April of
the same year. The cessions continued throughout 1836, including in August, 1836, the
village of Menominee and his allied headmen at the Yellow River reserve, near
Plymouth, Indiana.

The Treaty of Yellow River, however, was cloaked in controversy. When
informed by local non-Natives that a removal treaty had been signed, the Yellow River
band vigorously protested, sending a letter to General John Tipton in which they stated

\textsuperscript{115} John Tipton Papers, 719; Treaty with the Potawatomi, October 26, 1832.

\textsuperscript{116} Treaty with the Potawatomi, October 26, 1832.
that they had not been at the treaty session, but working in their fields. As the recognized chief of the Yellow River reserve, Menominee's name was conspicuously absent from the treaty signatures; Pepinawaw, his son Natawka, and Mackatawmoah all maintained that their signatures were forged by Indians from other reservations. When no response to their petition was received from General Tipton, Menominee prepared a second petition, sent to President Martin Van Buren; however the government refused to abrogate the treaty. The Yellow River band received support from the Roman Catholic Church, as well. The St. Joseph River Valley priests denounced the treaty as a fraud. Their resident priest, Benjamin Marie Petit, helped Menominee prepare his petition to President Van Buren. Father Louis Deseille, who was assigned to Pokagon's village, went so far as to threaten to have every Catholic priest removed from the United States if he were not allowed to continue his mission to the Indians, which included periodic visits to the Indiana Potawatomi. Such an action, while unlikely, would have caused a significant commotion among the white residents of the area, many of whom were descendents of the French Catholics who first settled the area.  

By the contested treaty, the last date for the Yellow River band to remove was August 5, 1838, two years after the treaty was signed. On August 6, 1838, Colonel Abel C. Pepper, one of several removal treaty negotiators, held a meeting at Menominee's village. Pepper read the treaty to the assembled crowd, which included many white residents of the area, and informed the Indians that their reserved land now belonged to 

the United States government. After Pepper had finished, Menominee made an impassioned appeal to the assembly:

Members of the Council: The President [Van Buren] does not know the truth. He, like me, has been imposed upon. He does not know that you...pretended to get [my consent]. He does not know that I have refused to sell my lands, and still refuse. He would not drive me from my home and the graves of my tribe, and my children, who have gone to the Great Spirit, nor allow you to tell me your braves will take me, tied like a dog, if he knew the truth.\textsuperscript{118}

However, that is exactly what happened. The white settlers who wished to occupy Menominee's land appealed to Indiana's governor, David Wallace. Wallace authorized Pepper to recruit one hundred volunteers to forcibly remove the Potawatomi. Under the command of General John Tipton, the militia surprised the Indian village on August 30, 1838, and began their work.\textsuperscript{119}

By all accounts, the round-up of the villagers was a brutal affair. The militia are described as vindictive and full of malice, acting in a spirit "more worthy of a tiger than of a human being." "The soldiers ran through the forests with a fury...seizing a great number of prisoners, whom they confined in the church. The soldiers doubly irritated by reason of their escape took revenge on them by maltreatment."\textsuperscript{120} Between August 30 and September 3, over 850 Indiana Potawatomi were corralled, their homes destroyed and their crops burned. In total 859 names were recorded on tribal registration rolls. These 859 souls were forced to march west towards an uncertain future in lands reserved for
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them west of the Mississippi. Menominee himself was indeed tied like a dog, marched out of his village at bayonet point; "the old and decrepid [sic], the lame, the halt and the blind, the women and children, were marched off by the soldiers like so many cattle to the slaughter."\textsuperscript{121}

On foot, on horseback, and crowded into wagons, the Potawatomi and their military escort left Twin Lakes, Indiana on September 4, 1838. Although initially forbidden to travel with his flock, Fr. Petit was eventually granted permission by his bishop, and caught up with the party at Danville, Illinois, where General Tipton was obliged to stop, as his authority ended at the Indiana state line. Petit's first view of his 'children' describes the conditions they were forced to endure: marching in a line, under the burning noonday sun, surrounded by soldiers hurrying them ever forward. Those who were too weak to walk were crammed into wagons with the baggage, which did little to protect them from the heat, but rather "only deprived them of air, for they were as if buried under this burning canopy - several died thus."\textsuperscript{122} In fact, this forced march of approximately 660 miles over 61 days, aptly dubbed the Potawatomi Trail of Death, left over 40 people dead. This was Leopold Pokagon's greatest fear; this was the fate he, too, had worked tirelessly to avoid.

Pokagon's fears were far from groundless. Successful in removing the remaining Potawatomi from Indiana, military forces now turned their sights on the remaining Potawatomi in Michigan, However, the Indiana militia was forced to stop at the Michigan
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state line, again because it was beyond their jurisdiction. This bought Leopold Pokagon precious time, which he used to once more turn the tools of civilization to his favor, using the very laws and legal structure of the United States to thwart their removal efforts.

By 1840, the Pokagon still held firm, continuing to improve their settlement at Silver Creek. In February of that year, the Secretary of War, tiring of the long delays in removing the last of the Potawatomi, sent orders to Hugh Brady, Commanding General of the Seventh Military District headquartered in Detroit that all remaining Potawatomi were to be removed from the state – by force if necessary. Upon hearing of these plans, Leopold Pokagon, along with the other Catholic Wkama, set out on another diplomatic mission to Detroit, which would be Pokagon's last. This time his goal was an audience not with the Roman Catholic officials in the city, but with the civilian authority. 123

Meeting with Epaphroditus Ransom, Associate Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court, Pokagon obtained a letter supporting the Catholic Potawatomi claims to remain in Michigan. 124 The note, presented to General Brady when he arrived at Silver Creek in August, 1840, stated that if Pokagon’s people were forcibly removed, Ransom would issue a writ of habeas corpus freeing them immediately and requiring their return to the state, at government expense. Ransom's considered opinion was that the Pokagon, indeed all the Catholic Potawatomi, had the legal right to remain in Michigan, based on the

123 Clifton, *The Pokagons*, 71-3; Secunda, “To Cede or Seed?,” 82-3.

124 Ransom was not Catholic, which might have been perceived at the time as a conflict of interest in the issuance of his opinion. He was, however, notably liberal in his political leanings. Elected as governor of Michigan in 1848, Ransom would serve only one term. Because of his strong anti-slavery leanings, which clashed with the Democratic Party platform, he was not renominated by said party for a second term. See article posted on the Kalamazoo (Michigan) Public Library website at [http://www.kpl.gov/local-history/biographies/epaphroditus-ransom.aspx](http://www.kpl.gov/local-history/biographies/epaphroditus-ransom.aspx) (accessed December 15, 2011).
ratified addendum to the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. Brady met personally with Judge Ransom to confirm the matter, following which he informed his superiors in Washington about these recent developments. Government officials declined to pursue the matter further. Thus, shortly before his death in 1841, Leopold Pokagon finally achieved the objective for which he had worked for so long: securing for the Catholic Potawatomi unquestionable recognition of the legitimacy of their residency in Michigan.\(^{125}\)

**Conclusion**

The Pokagon differed from other central Algonquian tribes in several key ways, most importantly politically and spiritually. From these key differences Leopold Pokagon drew his inspiration and expertise, using adaptive resistance to successfully avoid removal.

Historically the Potawatomi were skilled political negotiators. Their society placed a high value on consensus, and for centuries they acted as mediators between the various other area tribes, and between other tribes and the French, British and Americans. Such a tradition was passed to Leopold Pokagon who, while not the anointed successor to Topenibe, was most certainly schooled in the art of negotiation as part of his experiences in the most influential clan of his tribe. As the threat of dislocation loomed, Pokagon assumed power, filling the vacuum left by the death of Topenibe, not by hereditary right of ascension, but by skills tested in the crucible of removal. By clearly articulating the position of his people in the tradition of the Wkamek and Speakers that had preceded him, in his appeals to the Roman Catholic Church, at the treaty negotiations of 1833, and
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later in his appeal to the Michigan Supreme Court, Pokagon successfully resisted American efforts to remove his band of Potawatomi to the west.

Spiritually, the Pokagon differed dramatically from their central Algonquian brethren, many of whom rejected Western religious dogma. Embracing the tenets of Catholicism, after abandonment of the mission of St. Joseph by the French, the Pokagon were left to continue their religious practices without a black robe to guide them. In the ensuing years, it is highly likely that the Roman Catholicism as practiced by the Michigan Potawatomi came to include elements of their Native cosmology. When finally assigned a priest to minister to their needs, the inclusion of both the devout and the heathen served to strengthen, rather than disrupt, the bonds of community. Returning to Catholicism in their time of need, the Pokagon used their alliance with the Church to achieve their own objectives, irrespective of those of the local fathers. By choosing Catholicism over Protestantism, the Pokagon gained both a powerful ally against removal and, because of rising sentiment against Catholics in nineteenth-century America, an additional buffer against United States incursion into their daily lives.

Leopold Pokagon should not be viewed as an early assimilationist, however, entirely abandoning his traditions and Native values for those of the Americans. While he encouraged his people to adopt certain Western practices, Pokagon practiced a strategy of adaptive resistance, employing all the markers of civilization promoted by American officials: conversion to Christianity, adopting a hybrid of Western-styled agriculture, abstinence from alcohol, education of the young and individual property ownership, but with a distinctive Potawatomi perspective.
While redefining Pokagon identity, Leopold Pokagon cleaved to traditional practices where he could, combining elements of Native spirituality into Pokagon Catholicism, blending ancient agricultural forms with their modern alternatives, and finally, using land held individually for tenancy by the entire community. In a period of rapid change, Leopold Pokagon continued to exemplify the traditional Potawatomi values of rhetoric, spiritual strength, and community, the welfare of his people always the foremost motivation for his actions. By using Western values against the Americans, Pokagon was able to preserve both the traditions and the identity of his people in the lands of their ancestors.
CHAPTER FOUR
ACCOMODATION AND RESISTANCE
IN THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Simon Pokagon was the special invited guest of Mayor Carter Harrison to the Chicago Day celebration of the World’s Columbian Exposition in October, 1893.

Pokagon, whose father signed the 1833 treaty that removed Indians from the Chicago area, was scheduled to participate in a re-enactment of the treaty signing and join in the ringing of the Columbian Bell of Liberty in recognition of the sixtieth anniversary of the land cession. Later, in the parade of floats depicting Chicago history, he was the central figure on the float depicting the events of 1812, including the Fort Dearborn Massacre, in which some Potawatomi participated. Addressing the crowd during the festivities, Pokagon delivered a call for forgiveness of past wrongs and an appeal for the future of his race:

I beseech you to lay aside all bitterness of spirit [and] look up and rejoice in thankfulness in the present; for out of the storm cloud of darkness that is around about us we now see helping hands stretched out to aid and strengthen us….We must give up the pursuits of our fathers; however dear…we must teach our children to give up the bow and arrow [and] take the plow and live as white men do. We must teach loyalty to this nation to our children, and solemnly impress upon them that the war path leads but to the grave. 1

At the time of his address, however, a very different judgment was circulating among the fairgoers, authored by Pokagon, and printed on spiritually significant birch bark leaves. It was more condemning than conciliatory:

In behalf of my people, the American Indians, I hereby declare to you, the pale faced race that has usurped our lands and homes, that we have no spirit to celebrate with you the great Columbian Fair now being held in this Chicago city, the wonder of the world. No; sooner would we hold high joy-day over the grave of our departed fathers, than to celebrate our own funeral, the discovery of America. ²

_The Red Man’s Rebuke/The Red Man’s Greeting_, October 1893

The explanation for this disparity is a subtext of power, agency, and resistance, underlying the celebration of Chicago Day at the World’s Columbian Exposition. However, the Chicago Day celebrations are simply a microcosm of events on the larger, national stage. Simon Pokagon’s engagement with the non-Native community throughout his life, but specifically at the Exposition in Chicago, illustrates the complexities of defining an Indian identity in an era in which programs of ‘civilization’ and assimilation reached their zenith, but during which memories of the ‘savage’ Indian persistently dominated public imagination. For the Pokagon community, as well, issues as diverse as Indian education, land tenure, long-standing claims for treaty annuities, and the relationship between the Catholic Potawatomi and the Roman Catholic Church shaped the contours of sovereignty in the second half of the nineteenth century, as the Pokagon

² Simon Pokagon, _The Red Man’s Rebuke_ (Hartford, MI: C.H. Engle, 1893), 1. Author’s Note: Although differently titled, _The Red Man’s Greeting_ and _The Red Man’s Rebuke_ are identical within the birch bark covers that carry the different title inscriptions. Copies of both volumes can be found in the collection of the Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI. For the sake of clarity, the title _The Red Man’s Rebuke_ will be used consistently throughout this chapter. Birch bark hold particular significance to the Potawatomi. In their language it is called _wigwes_, and is considered a gift from the Creator.
integrated themselves into the general population, while maintaining distinctive characteristics of their Potawatomi forebears.

**Pokagon Land Base Threatened**

At the time of Simon’s birth, Leopold Pokagon was only beginning his efforts to ensure that his band of Potawatomi were not removed from their ancestral homelands. Although Leopold succeeded, Simon came of age in a turbulent period in Pokagon history, as Leopold’s plan to provide a Michigan homeland for his people was very nearly thwarted by the band’s association with the Roman Catholic Church. The fallout from this dispute not only affected the Pokagon’s relationship with the Church, but had lasting social implications, as well.

As previously discussed, Leopold’s was not the only village of Catholic Potawatomi’s to be exempted from removal. In addition to Pokagon’s Silver Creek homestead in Cass County, in 1840 the Catholic Potawatomi continued to reside at Nadowesipe in St. Joseph County, and had established a community at Paw Paw, in Van Buren County. Pokagon’s community was the most populous, the villagers living communally on land that was owned and titled in Leopold Pokagon’s name.3 Now well into his sixties and in failing health, in 1840 Leopold began to deed small parcels of land to members of his community from his holdings.4 Not only did he recognize that land ownership would be an obstacle to United States efforts to removal, but now understood the implications of having all the village lands titled solely in his name at the time of his
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death. Should he die as sole owner of the Pokagon homestead, it could well endanger the continued presence of his people in Michigan. If titled solely in Leopold’s name, all land would pass to his direct heirs, who might not wish to continue with the communal nature of living that Leopold had proscribed. Indeed, to pay property or inheritance taxes, Leopold’s heirs might be forced to sell much of the land upon which tribal members were living. With no reserved lands held in trust by the United States, and with no land in northern Michigan to which they could relocate, without individual allotments the Pokagon could well find themselves removed west of the Mississippi River, the addendum to the 1833 removal treaty of Chicago notwithstanding. Even with their adoption of Christianity, Indians existed on the margins of society. Itinerate Indians would soon have found themselves removed, for their own ‘safety.’

To prevent this calamity, Leopold Pokagon began to deed tracts of his original 874 acre parcel to heads of households in his community before he died.\(^5\) His efforts to establish a community of small farmsteads owned by individual families (in the traditional Jeffersonian fashion), were quashed, however, by the actions of several priests who sought to obtain title to the Catholic Potawatomi lands.

Not all the Catholic fathers were as opposed to removal as Fathers Gabriel Richard and Stephen Badin, to whom Leopold Pokagon appealed for help in the early 1830s. By 1840, some Catholic priests were actively involved in efforts to remove all Indians from the region. For instance, the Reverend J.C. Francis of Logansport, Indiana, expressed his loyalty to the United States, writing to the Commission of Indian Affairs
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that “I have constantly the greatest ambition to be useful to the government.”  

Similarly, Father Stanislaus A. Bernier, of South Bend, received payment on several occasions for services actively promoting removal. Bernier often visited Pokagon Village to minister to their spiritual needs, as well. That his efforts conflicted with Pokagon desires to remain in Michigan is obvious. His duplicity in dealing with the Pokagon reached its zenith, however, in the months surrounding Leopold Pokagon’s death.

Leopold Pokagon had long expressed his desire to will to the Church a small parcel of land. Somehow, however, Bernier obtained a deed of sale for two large tracts totaling 674 of the 874 acres registered in Leopold Pokagon’s name. Although the original deed filed by Bernier was dated September 20, 1839, it was not registered at the Cass County Court House until 6:06 AM on August 10, 1840 – nearly eleven months after the alleged ‘sale.’ On January 16, 1841, Bernier transferred the tracts to the Bishop of the Vincennes diocese, Celestine Rene Laurent de la Hailandier. Included in this second ‘deed’ was a clause that guaranteed the “privileges” of use and occupancy to that land to Leopold’s wife, Kitisse, their children, and all of their descendants who were the product of “lawful marriages.” These rights excluded all other members of Leopold’s community, left them effectively homeless, and exposed to the continuing threat of removal.

Events following the registration of the Hailandier deed lend credence to the fraudulent nature of the supposed sale. On April 29, 1841, Leopold Pokagon and his
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6 Francis to COIA, 26 February 1840 in NAM RG75, M574, R80.
7 Bernier to COIA, 17 November 1840 and 15 January 1841 in NAM RG75, M574, R80.
8 Cass County Register of Deeds.
family began efforts to reclaim rightful title. There was no little urgency to their efforts – Leopold Pokagon was gravely ill. He died on July 8, 1841. However, aided by local attorneys, his heirs eventually succeeded in recovering legal ownership. In the case of *Kitisse Pokagon, et. al. vs. Bernier and Hislander* (the Anglicized version of Hailandier) finally heard in April 1848 by the Circuit Court of Cass County, defendants were found guilty of obtaining “said deed… by fraud and undue influence.” The Bernier and Hailandier deed was nullified, with ownership of all 674 acres restored to the family.9

Both Bernier and Hailandier sought to consolidate their influence with the Pokagon, establishing their authority not only in their religious lives, but in their temporal lives, as well. By controlling Pokagon lands, Bernier and Hailandier apparently sought to establish the same sort of paternalistic relationship that existed between the Indians and the government of New France during the seventeenth century. Although their actions were deemed fraud by the courts, there is the possibility that the good fathers believed they were actually acting to protect Pokagon’s land from seizure for debts or from theft by unscrupulous land speculators.10

This would not have been an unreasonable assumption by the priests. What had begun with land cession treaties with the British in the eighteenth century rapidly escalated following America’s successful War of Independence. Tribes that supported the British were stripped of their lands. A burgeoning American population expanded onto Indian lands, taken either legally, through treaties, by force, or through shady business

---

9 Cass County Register of Deeds.

10 It should be noted that at the time of Leopold Pokagon’s death, no liens existed on any portion of his property, per records held at the Cass County Michigan Register of Deeds.
dealings. The Indian Removal Act of 1830 sounded the death knell for most of the eastern tribes that had not yet lost their lands to the Americans. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Potawatomi of Indiana were forcibly removed from their lands in 1838.\textsuperscript{11} By 1840, almost all Native Americans who had lived east of the Mississippi River were removed westward. Those that remained were confined to reservation a fraction of the size of their original territories, on marginal lands, in areas not yet coveted by white settlers. Without a secure land base, the Pokagon Potawatomi would find themselves in a very precarious position.

In fact, the priests attending to the Pokagon’s spiritual needs seem to have believed that tribal members were incapable of managing individual land holdings. A German-born missionary, Brother Joseph seemed to have little faith in the Indians to manage their own affairs, stating that they were “like little children when they have money they do…not know what to do with it, and spend it often in useless and criminal manner.”\textsuperscript{12}

Obviously, such paternalism was not well received by Leopold Pokagon and his tribesmen at the time. In subsequent analyses of the Bernier affair, historians have offered several different perspectives. Everett Claspy and Barbara Hunziker fail to mention the episode at all. Writing in 1933, Cecilia Bain Buechner notes the confusion surrounding the issue of land ownership following the death of Leopold Pokagon, but fails to mention the acts of fraud. She notes only that on his deathbed, Leopold Pokagon gave his people a

\textsuperscript{11} For a full account of the Potawatomi removal from Indiana, see The Trail of Death: Letters of Benjamin Marie Petit, Irving McKee, ed., (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Society, 1941).

\textsuperscript{12} Joseph to Richmond, 8Oct1845; Joseph to Richmond October 3, 1845; both in NAM RG75, M574, R80.
choice of owning their own homesteads, or continuing to live “in the tribal manner.” The tribal members themselves chose not to receive individual allotments, which Buechner attributes as the cause of eventual strife within the community.\textsuperscript{13}

However, two local historians, writing in the late nineteenth century, held a more critical perspective of the actions of Bernier and Hailandier. Howard Rogers, in his 1875 \textit{History of Cass County}, accuses Bernier of extorting the fraudulent deed from Leopold Pokagon, when in 1839 he lay gravely ill and in fear of dying. As Rogers relates it, Bernier threatened to withhold the last rites and absolution unless Pokagon signed a deed for 40 acres to the good Father. Only upon his recovery did Leopold discover that the deed was for 674 acres, at which point the lawsuit to recover those lands was initiated. Alfred Matthews, in his 1882 book of nominally the same title, recounts an even more colorful account of the events. While Matthews also relates that Bernier obtained the deed, ostensibly for 40 acres, in 1839 by threatening to withhold absolution to a gravely ill Leopold Pokagon, in his telling, Pokagon does not discover the fraudulent deed prior to his death. Instead, Bernier holds onto the deed, racing to the county seat where the deed was recorded at 6:00AM on the Monday following Leopold death. Only then was it discovered that the deed was for 674 acres, leading to the lawsuit which recovered the land “for the rightful heirs.”\textsuperscript{14}


Perhaps the most damning assessment of the actions of Bernier and Hailandier comes from twentieth-century historian James Clifton. While not engaging in an argument as to the veracity of the claims of Rogers or Matthews, Clifton condemns the actions of both Bernier and Hailandier as paternalistic, harkening back to “a feudal pattern for housing and managing a dependent population,” thwarting the more progressive, and adaptive, steps taken by Leopold Pokagon. Clearly, Clifton argues, Pokagon believed that his tribesmen would be more secure if each possessed title to their own lands. This security was threatened by the actions of the priests.\footnote{15 James Clifton, \textit{The Pokagons, 1683-1983: Catholic Potawatomi Indians of the St. Joseph River Valley} (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, Inc., 1984), 76.}

Although history has been unkind to Bernier and Hailandier, and their attempts to secure Pokagon lands were rebuffed, no hard evidence proves that they did not, indeed, have the Pokagon’s best interests at heart. However, the consequences of their actions resulted not in a strengthening of the relationship between the Pokagon and the Roman Catholic Church, but rather a fracture in their historic bond. For in the years that followed, although the Church continued their attempts to mettle in Pokagon affairs, the Pokagon themselves began to clearly differentiate between the requirements of the sacred and the secular worlds. Although they continued to turn to the Church to minister to their spiritual needs, they no longer appealed to the Church for help with legal issues. The Pokagon learned from this experience that navigating the complicated waters of the United States legal system demanded the assistance of trained professionals. In the future, the legal advice and assistance the Pokagon would require came from the Michigan legal community.
The social implications in the wake of the Bernier affair were equally long-lived, but far more disruptive to the fabric of the Pokagon community. For while the Bernier/Hailandier claim of legal title to the land was resolved, there remained the question of tenancy by other Pokagon community members. In 1848, Leopold Pokagon’s heirs declared that the Silver Creek estate was their private property. Further, they intended to sell that property, and anyone who wished to continue living on their farmstead would have to purchase that parcel. This directly countered Leopold’s actions before his death (beginning to sell land to other community members), and denied the property rights many within the community believed they justly held as a result of the policies of collective land tenure under his leadership. Disgruntled and disillusioned, many Silver Creek community members began to migrate to other Catholic Potawatomi villages within the region. These population shifts originated with the dispute over issues of land tenure, but were intensified by the leadership void created by the death of Leopold Pokagon, the further machinations by representatives of the Roman Catholic Church, and tensions arising from annuities owed the Pokagon by the United States government.

**Intra-tribal Factions Emerge**

Leadership within Potawatomi communities traditionally fell to experienced men, those who had proved themselves wise and capable. Village leaders were chosen by a consensus of adult males within each community. Leopold Pokagon came to lead his village through this process, as had the leaders of the other Catholic Potawatomi villages in southwestern Michigan. Tribal governance was conducted through a council composed of these village elders. When Leopold Pokagon journeyed to Detroit to seek the

---

assistance of Father Richard, he was not alone, but accompanied by the head-men of the several Catholic Potawatomi communities, most likely Singowa, Leopold Pokagon’s Speaker; Pepiya, wkama of the Paw Paw settlement; and Mgwago, leader at the Nadowesipe reserve. The implication is that the decision to appeal to the Roman Catholic Church had been made by consensus; yes, Leopold Pokagon was spokesman for the group, but he was chosen for that position by his peers. At his death, the traditional position of ‘primary chief’ was left vacant. The turmoil that resulted from choosing a new primary chief had far ranging consequences for the Catholic Potawatomi. The conflict engendered by the selection process was exacerbated by interference from the Church. This, coupled with ineptitude on the part of Leopold Pokagon's eldest son in handling the distribution of annuity payments, further reshaped the population distribution of the Catholic Potawatomi.

The issue of who was to lead the Catholic Potawatomi at Silver Creek was not settled until 1843, two years following Leopold Pokagon’s death. At that time another intrusive priest, the Rev. Edward Sorin (the founder of Notre Dame University), simply appointed Leopold’s eldest son, Peter, as chief, harkening back to the early days of interactions between tribes and European powers. Although each village continued to be represented by its own headman, representatives of the various European powers, the Americans, and the Church, had long desired one ‘chief’ through which they could funnel all of their official business, and from which they could receive authorization to proceed with their own priorities. Peter Pokagon’s appointment was yet another attempt by the

---

17 Society for the Propagation of the Faith. *Annales de la propagation de la foi*, vol. IV (Lyon: M.P. Rusand, 1830), 546-547. Note that the *Annales* relate only that Leopold Pokagon was accompanied by a delegation of headmen. No other names are listed.
Catholic fathers ministering to the Pokagon band to return to those days. And although Peter’s ascension was favored by the Pokagon family as an obvious legacy of their patriarch, it was opposed by many within the Silver Creek community, and created a great deal of resentment within the other villages. Peter was young and inexperienced. His appointment by Sorin refuted traditional Potawatomi values. The honor should have been bestowed upon a respected elder, who had earned the trust and admiration of the villagers through years of wise counsel to the previous Wkama. Had those traditional practices been followed, it is likely that Singowa, Leopold Pokagon’s Speaker, would undoubtedly have become primary chief. The Catholic fathers who served the community soon came to regret their choice, mounting a campaign to discredit Peter Pokagon, and have him removed as leader. In 1845, Brother Joseph wrote to Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Detroit, William Richmond, detailing Peter’s bad behavior and ineffectual leadership. Even Sorin himself came to regret his actions. Four years following his decision to simply appoint Peter as “Chief,” Sorin wrote to Superintendent of Indian Affairs William Richmond, asking that Pokagon be removed from his leadership role, with Singowa as his suggested replacement. However, neither Brother Joseph nor Sorin were successful in their efforts; Peter Pokagon continued to lead the Silver Creek community until his death in 1855, albeit with a good deal of oversight, and not a little consternation, from the remaining wkamek of his father’s time. What the Catholic fathers did accomplish was to further internal strife within the community, leading to

---

18 The Superintendent of Indian Affairs was the title given to the agent in charge of regional offices often an entire state or territory for the Department of Indian Affairs. This differs from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, the title given to the individual who was the head of the entire Department. The titles Superintendent and Indian agent will be used interchangeably in this work.
divisiveness which again manifested itself in a demographic shift, as members of Pokagon’s village relocated to other Catholic Potawatomi settlements in the area. 19

At the time of his ‘appointment’ Peter Pokagon and the Catholic Potawatomi had not received their government annuities in eight years. Because of the pressing nature of securing land title and Leopold Pokagon’s illness, attention had been diverted from collecting these annual distributions. It became the critical priority in the years following Leopold’s death. 20

Collecting annuities due from U.S. government treaty obligations was not solely a Pokagon concern. The history of Federal Indian Policy is littered with such claims. For example, the Brothertown Indians of Wisconsin did not receive compensation for lands taken in an 1824 treaty.21 The Ojibwa of Lake Superior claimed that the government defaulted on annuities due from an 1854 treaty, as well as underpayment of annuities during the Civil War.22 Similarly, the Stockbridge-Munsee held that the United States
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19 Joseph to Richmond, 14 January 1845, 3 October 1845 and 8 October 1845; Sorin to Richmond, 24 January 1847; all in NAM RG75, M574, R80; Clifton, The Pokagon, 78; L.H. Glover, Twentieth Century History of Cass County, Michigan (Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1906), 285; Annuity roles in Lantz, Potawatomi Indians of Michigan. Population specifics discussed at the end of this section.

20 Clifton, The Pokagons, 78. The annuity payments from the US government provided much needed hard currency to the Catholic Potawatomi. That they had not received those payments for a number of years might well explain the position of Leopold’s heirs in regards to the sale of his land. Without those payments, property taxes could not have been paid. If property taxes were unpaid, the land could be seized by the county to satisfy the debt, again placing the Pokagon in a position of having no land base on which to live.

21 Brad D.E. Jarvis, The Brothertown Nation of Indians (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010), 239.

had not lived up to its obligations in several treaties. Many of these claims would not be resolved until the twentieth century.

Efforts by the Catholic Potawatomi to recover their past annuities and secure those for the future began in late 1841, when the village leaders (Peter Pokagon, Pepiya, Singowa, and Wabimanindo) made several trips to the Office of Indian Affairs sub-agent at Kalamazoo, T. Edwards. They also made at least one trip to meet with the Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the Detroit office, Robert Stuart. What followed was a flurry of correspondence between Edwards, Stuart, and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C., T. Hartley Crawford.

Edwards supported Pokagon claims to back annuities, assuring Stuart that once he knew “the particulars in relation to this matter” that he would be convinced that the Pokagon had been either “neglected or forgotten,” a condition which the Pokagon hoped to remedy. For his part, Stuart was convinced of the legitimacy of the Pokagon claim, and reported favorably to Commissioner Crawford. Stuart noted that the Pokagon were granted permission to remain in Michigan by the Chicago Treaty of 1833, and while they had made good faith efforts to relocate to the northern reaches of the state with the Ottawa (as prescribed by the treaty), those were thwarted by “some evil disposed whites.” They had since purchased lands in southwestern Michigan, and were making progress towards becoming responsible citizens of the State. Stuart concluded that the Pokagon should properly be paid the annuities owed them, citing the pages from the treaty book

---


24 Pokagon efforts to reclaim back annuities will be discussed in depth later in this study.
confirming his analysis. \textsuperscript{25} Commissioner Crawford responded favorably to Stuart, approving payment of future annuities to the Michigan Potawatomi.\textsuperscript{26} He did not, however, approve the payment of the eight years of back annuities then due, a decision which fueled future Pokagon claims.\textsuperscript{27}

The foundation of Crawford’s reasoning behind his decision to pay the annuities baffled various House and Senate committees for decades. His analysis would eventually leave the United States Court of Claims, charged with making a final decision regarding Pokagon annuities, completely perplexed. Through a process of torturous logic, Crawford argued that the Michigan Potawatomi were entitled to a pro rata share of a perpetual annuity of $16,000 from the 1829 Treaty of Prairie du Chein, in addition to their share of the twenty-year annuity of $2,000 due from the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. Using Stuart’s estimate of 250 Potawatomi living in Michigan and entitled to benefits from these treaties, Crawford calculated they were due a total of $1,587.50 annually.\textsuperscript{28}

Be that as it may, the Pokagon had achieved at least a partial victory. Although they did not realize the entire annual sum of $1,587.50 (after the deduction of a $200 ‘tithe’ for the priests at Pokagon’s village), each head of household received their per

\textsuperscript{25} Edwards to Stuart, 14 December 1841; Stuart to COIA, 25 March 1843; both in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\textsuperscript{26} For a complete list of annual annuity rolls and amount distributed to each qualified head-of-household, see Lantz, \textit{Potawatomi Indians of Michigan}

\textsuperscript{27} COIA to Stuart, 17 May 1843, in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\textsuperscript{28} Ibid.
The average distribution per family was roughly $26, paid annually to the Pokagon from 1843 through 1865.  

This was an extraordinarily small income, in an era when the annual salary of male bricklayers in New York was about $780, and that of an Office of Indian Affairs blacksmith was $300 to $400. In the 1840s, even a farm laborer in Wisconsin averaged $197 annually. However, the money received each year was paid in hard currency – gold and silver – not the bank notes in circulation at the time, which were subject to depreciate and were often unreliable. Additionally, this was a dependable source of income for the Pokagon, which allowed them to more easily receive credit from local merchants. These annual payments also represented the successful effort of the Catholic Potawatomi to assert their treaty rights with government officials, and confirmed the continuing guardianship relationship between the United States and the Catholic Potawatomi. Most importantly, the annual distribution of funds brought the Pokagon together, and served to reinforce their identity as a unique band of Potawatomi Indians.

Unfortunately, the annuity payments also created a great deal of tension within the several Catholic Potawatomi communities, resulting in a flow of complaints regarding inequalities and irregularities in payments. For example, in 1845 Pepiya and Wabimanido sent a complaint to the new Michigan Superintendent of Indian Affairs, William Richmond, regarding the deduction of the ‘tithe’ from their share of the distribution.

---

29 Lantz, Potawatomi Indians of Michigan.

noting that they received “no remuneration, not having any scholars at their school in Pokagon (and for which…said money has been thus taken).”\textsuperscript{31}

The deduction of the ‘tithe’ was not the only matter of dispute, however. Peter Pokagon, at the urging of representatives of the Roman Catholic Church, was agitating to have the annuity payment made only at Silver Creek and eventually, only to those Catholic Potawatomi actually living in his village. As these payments were made late in the year, many Potawatomi were forced to travel to receive their due, often in cold winter weather. Many were unable, or unwilling, to do so, resulting in a growing number of complaints to Agent Richmond. \textsuperscript{32}

Peter Pokagon was encouraged in his actions by Brother Joseph, who fervently believed that the Catholic Potawatomi needed close supervision to avoid squandering their money. \textsuperscript{33} Thus the need, in Brother Joseph’s paternalistic opinion, to have all the Catholic Potawatomi congregated at Silver Creek. It would also have a positive effect on their educational needs, as, if they are “all brought together, they “all might enjoy the benefit of instruction.”\textsuperscript{34} This was a typical complaint by missionaries working with Native peoples at this time and by the 1850s resulted in treaties consolidating many northern Michigan Indian reservations. However, Brother Joseph seems to have had ambitions beyond simply caring for the fiscal security of his flock. In his October 3, 1845

\textsuperscript{31} Pepiya et al to Richmond, 25 October 1845. See also JR Baker to Richmond, 27 November 1848; both in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\textsuperscript{32} JR Baker to Richmond 27 November 1848 in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\textsuperscript{33} Joseph to Richmond, 8 October 1845; Joseph to Richmond 3 October 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\textsuperscript{34} Joseph to Stuart, 14 January 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80.
letter to Agent Richmond, Brother Joseph proposed that all Pokagon funds be placed in his hands. His purpose: to purchase “land for them and settle it so that they never could sell it.” Joseph went on to describe four sections of land in the vicinity of Silver Creek, which, while currently “wet,” could in a very few years be drained and turned into good land for cultivation. Joseph described to Richmond how he would “make the Indians work on this land, and pay them for their work.” If his request was not heeded, he warned that the Pokagon could become “but a set of beggars…and of course burdensome to the country.” Brother Joseph, sharing the same paternalistic vision as Fathers Bernier and Hailandier, intended to organize the Catholic Potawatomi very much like the old feudal estates of Europe, not for the welfare of the Roman Catholic Church, or the institution with which he was affiliated in the United States (which he proudly notes has been incorporated as the University of Notre Dame du Lac), but also for the good of the Indians, and of the country, of course.35

Whatever the aims of Bernier, Hailandier, Joseph, and Sorin may have been, what they succeeded in doing was to exacerbate existing factional divisions within the various Catholic Potawatomi communities. The conflicts surrounding the payment of annuities, the machinations of Peter Pokagon to insure that the payments were made at his village (whomever may have been encouraging him) and Peter Pokagon’s demand that the residents of Silver Creek purchase (or re-purchase) their lands in order to remain in the village finally pushed many of the Catholic Potawatomi beyond their limits of tolerance. The Potawatomi responded in classic fashion: they left the source of conflict to form new communities, or to join other existing communities. Those that abandoned their lands at
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35 Joseph to Richmond 3 October 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80.
Silver Creek migrated to lands purchased around Nekanekkenbess (Rush Lake), the newest of the Catholic Potawatomi communities. There they lived on small homesteads titled in individual names.\footnote{Baroux, 82.} The Silver Creek community (the community built upon land originally owned by Leopold Pokagon), was the largest of the three Catholic Potawatomi communities in 1845, with a population of 142.\footnote{The three Catholic Potawatomi communities enumerated in the 1845 annuity rolls are Silver Creek (with Peter Pokagon, Leopold’s eldest son, listed as ‘chief’), Paw Paw (Pepiya as ‘chief’) and Bush [sic] Creek (Wabimanido as ‘chief’). Population at Silver Creek was 142, At Paw Paw, 45 and at Brush Creek, 31. See Lantz, Potawatomi Indians of Michigan.} The population at Silver Creek peaked at 187 in 1849, indicating that Peter Pokagon did enjoy some initial success in his efforts to bring all the Potawatomi to his village. However, by 1854, not only had the new community at Rush Lake been settled, but the population of Silver Creek had declined by nearly 60%, to 53 enumerated residents.\footnote{The four Catholic Potawatomi communities enumerated in the 1854 annuity rolls are Paw Paw (population 50), Brush Creek (population 60), and Silver Creek (population 57). The newest of the Catholic Potawatomi communities, Rush Lake (first enumerated in 1851), had a population of 67.}

The communities north of Silver Creek, Paw Paw, Brush Creek and Rush Lake, were led by Pepiya, Wabimanido and Singowa, respectively. All three leaders were contemporaries of Leopold Pokagon, and were advancing in years. In 1855, Wabimanido died and Pepiya abandoned the area entirely to live on Walpole Island in Canada, leaving Singowa as the recognized leader of these three villages. In fact, with the 1857 annuity roll, the Catholic Potawatomi were no longer enumerated by village but by affiliation: Pokagon Band (those living in or around the Silver Creek community), and the Singowa
Band.\textsuperscript{39} This practice continued until the 1866 annuity roll, which listed all the Catholic Potawatomi in alphabetical order, regardless of place of residence.

Thus the Catholic Potawatomi had dispersed geographically, establishing themselves in the image of yeoman farmers on small homesteads within their communities. Although the Catholic fathers had wrought havoc within Pokagon political affairs, it was through these missionaries, particularly Brother Joseph, that they learned necessary agricultural skills important to developing their farmsteads. Each family worked on, and profited from, land that they now owned themselves. However, they continued their work in the traditional communal fashion, as well. Three days each week the Potawatomi worked collectively, clearing and planting fields, constructing fences and homes, and tackling other labor intensive tasks. In this way they were able to both overcome a shortage of farm implements, and increase their overall productivity. While Brother Joseph no doubt understood this communal labor as something far more feudal in nature, for the Potawatomi, it was but a modern twist on another of their centuries old traditions. \textsuperscript{40}

**In Pursuit of Annuities Due, Part 1**

Having received only a partial victory in the annuity payments due them, in 1862 the Pokagon renewed their efforts to resolve the matter. In December of that year, the Pokagon were successful in securing a United States House of Representative’s directive to the Secretary of the Interior to begin an investigation into the question of the back annuities, a directive which it reissued in 1863. The 1862 report was favorable to the

\textsuperscript{39} Lantz, *Potawatomi Indians of Michigan*, 21-23.

\textsuperscript{40} Joseph to Stuart, 14 January 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80; Clifton, *The Pokagons*, 82.
Catholic Potawatomi. However, the 1863 report conditioned payment of the substantial sum it was decided was due the Catholic Potawatomi upon a narrow interpretation of the addendum to the Chicago Treaty of 1833 signed by Leopold Pokagon; it required that in order for the Pokagon to receive any back annuity payment they must relocate, either to Kansas or to northern Michigan, as the 1833 treaty stipulated. This understandably did not sit well with the Pokagon. However, neither did it satisfy the United States Congress, by now fully aware of the reasons why the Pokagon remained in southwestern Michigan, and their substantial progress towards ‘civilization.’

The Pokagon continued their lobbying efforts, sending a delegation headed by Singowa to Washington in 1864, but the results were again mixed. Although the Secretary of the Interior again agreed that back annuities were due the Pokagon, an error in the calculations used to determine the 1843 distribution reduced the amount payable to the Pokagon. Although the original amount calculated by the Secretary was $192,845.00, after deducting the 1843 overpayment reduced that amount to $41,695. Additionally, any future sums would need to come from annuity funds belonging to the entire Potawatomi Nation, a finding which met with great resistance from the Potawatomi who had removed to Kansas. Most significantly, an investigation of their claim by the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs threatened the Pokagon interest in these shared annuity funds altogether. In their report, the senators confirmed that the Catholic Potawatomi were “members of a tribe with special rights of their own,” but after the removal of most of the Potawatomi to Kansas, the Pokagon had “become…citizens and electors of the State of Michigan,” and

---

41 HED 19(1862) HR 18 (1863).
thus were disqualified from sharing in any of the benefits granted to those Potawatomi who had removed.42

In order to resolve the issue of back annuities, representatives of both the Michigan and Kansas Potawatomi met in Washington during the winter of 1865-1866. Rather than Singowa, who headed many of the lobbying excursions to Washington to this point, the Pokagon chose to send Edward Cowles, a marginal member of the community, whose family was not enumerated on the tribal rolls until 1896. His choice was an ill-advised decision, for he turned out to be a poor advocate for the band. The results were an agreement which favored the Kansas Potawatomi at the expense of those remaining in Michigan.43

The settlement that emerged from these negotiations awarded the Pokagon a scant $39,000, a far cry from the original estimates. Further, the resolution which authorized even this small payment contained a clause which stated that this payment “was in full of all claims in favor of said Michigan Indians, either against the United States or said nation of Indians [the Kansas Potawatomi], past, present or future.” Although the western Potawatomi would continue to receive annuity payments, by the terms of this agreement, no further annuities would be paid to the Michigan Potawatomi.44

---

42 SR111 (1865). While the United States Senate may have considered the Pokagon to be citizens of the State of Michigan, there is no indication that this provided them with any more than rudimentary citizens' rights. The Michigan Constitution of 1850 enfranchised only those Indians who are “civilized,” and “not a member of any tribe.” Not until 1909 would “every inhabitant of Indian descent” receive the franchise. Records contained in Matthews History of Cass County also provide evidence that the Michigan Potawatomi did not hold any public office in Cass County Michigan during the period in question (1860-1890). According to the Michigan Department of States, voter registration records from this period were destroyed by fire in 1952.

43 SR 129 (1890); Congressional Globe, 26 July 1866, 4190.

44 Congressional Globe, 26 July 1866, 4190.
Most galling for the Michigan Potawatomi was the fact that they were not informed of the content of the settlement until the date of payment. That several members of the Pokagon council were aware of the damaging clause and the reduced payment amount is certain, as a local attorney was hired to work with their congressional representative to have the clause removed from the legislation. However, evidence indicates that the general population of Catholic Potawatomi was not fully informed of the agreement until the day the monies were to be distributed. In order to receive any of the funds due them, tribal members were required to sign away any rights to future annuities. The assembled Catholic Potawatomi voiced their protests, and threatened to refuse the payment.45

The Pokagon relented, signed their receipts, and accepted their distribution for two reasons. First, they received assurances from the Michigan Indian Agent Richard M. Smith that their acceptance of the payments would not constrain their further attempts to negotiate payment of past-due and future annuities. However, perhaps the most compelling reason for acceptance was the difficult economic circumstance of the recipients. As historian James Clifton noted, “the sight of so much hard money immediately available to them [undoubtedly] carried its own weight” in their decision. Struggling to maintain and improve their homes and farmsteads, dealing with mortgages and taxes, it would have been nearly impossible to persuade those present to forego immediate payment for promises of a larger, future settlement.46

45 SR 129 (1890); Testimony of Affiants Nos. 55 and 64 concerning Senate Bill 218, 1874, in RG75, OIA-LR, enclosure 29 in 2706-1883.

46 Clifton, The Pokagons, 90.
The Pokagon indeed pursued the matter of the past-due annuities. The internal divisions and community strife caused by meddling by the Roman Catholic Church and poor leadership and bad behavior by Leopold Pokagon’s heirs, were forces which could have forever fractured the political unity of the Michigan Potawatomi. Yet the cause of securing the monies due them by the United States government acted to knit the community together in common cause, securing a continued unified tribal identity. The next round of the fight, however, would be fought not by the individual village Wkamek, as in the past, but by a new body charged with tribal governance for the Pokagon – the Business Committee.

**Changes to Pokagon Tribal Governance**

Many, but not all, of the tribes with their origins east of the Mississippi River modified their political organization in the nineteenth century, to enable them to better manage the rapidly changing socio-political environment of the time. Most famously, the Cherokee Nation replaced their traditional tribal government in 1827 with a tri-partite system modeled on that of the United States. Their Executive Branch was headed by a Principle Chief (as it is today).

Even earlier, the Brothertown Indians, originally from New England, in 1785 modeled the form of their newly organized government after that of a New England proprietary town, with elected officials including a Committee of Trustees to govern the town, a town clerk, and a sheriff. They carried this organization with them when, in the 1830s, they relocated to northern Wisconsin, in what was then the Michigan Territory.\(^{47}\)

---

Similarly, the Stockbridge-Munsee Constitution of 1857 calls for the election of a Sachem to head the government, and five Counsellors [sic], as well as “a Treasurer, two Peace Makers, two Path Masters and one Sheriff.”

Although political affairs for the western Potawatomi were also controlled by a business committee after 1862, it was dominated by Métis who controlled political and economic affairs for the tribe. The six seats on the committee were occupied by Métis and their American allies, who were accused by historian James Clifton as being “little more than a rubber-stamp group doing the bidding of the [Indian] agent,” with slight concern for the welfare of tribal members.

For the Michigan Potawatomi, the transition from their traditional form of government, headed by village Chiefs and Speakers, to a Business Committee composed by members of the various communities, came in the last decades of the nineteenth century. It was prompted by the need to more effectively deal with the United States government. Tribal members continued to demand that the members of the new Business Committee possess many of the traditional qualities of the Wkamak, such as wisdom, experience and an ability to build consensus. New circumstances required new skills as well, including a full command of both the Potawatomi language and that of the Americans, and, increasingly, an education in the American fashion.

The Business Committee for the Pokagon was created in the years following the second annuity settlement of 1866. As the contemporaries of Leopold Pokagon


succumbed to old age, a new generation of leaders emerged, less familiar with traditional tribal governance, but still very much dedicated to protecting and preserving the interests of the community. Although historian James Clifton maintains that this new Business Committee was modeled after township governments in Michigan (with which the younger generations were more familiar), this is true only on the surface. Certainly the Business Committee was elected by a General Council, composed of all the adults of the several villages, just as township officials were elected by all franchise holders from throughout the specific jurisdiction. However, unlike in Michigan politics, at the township or even the state level, women were included in the General Council of the Pokagon, not an insignificant difference. By continuing to honor the women of their community, the Pokagon also continued to honor the traditions of their forebears.\(^{50}\)

The Pokagon Business Committee was also a significantly more complex political structure than that found at the township level, which was typically composed of one Supervisor, a Treasurer and a Clerk. The officials elected by the Pokagon General Council consisted of a Principal Chief, a Chairman of the Business Committee, seven Business Committeemen and a Secretary. This original organizational model remained in use into the twentieth century, with one notable exception.\(^{51}\)

As initially constituted, the functions and responsibilities of the Principal Chief overlapped significantly with those of the Chairman of the Business Committee often causing conflict between the individuals holding these offices, an issue which was never

\(^{50}\) Clifton, *The Pokagons*, 92-94. Minutes from the nineteenth-century Business Committee meetings are not held in an archival facility, but by descendants from committee member at the time. They are thus unavailable.

resolved. However, by the twentieth century, the role of chief had fallen out of use, leaving the Catholic Potawatomi’s internal community business and interactions with local, state and federal government representatives to be managed solely by their Business Committee. One additional office, that of interpreter, was originally established to translate for the monolingual Potawatomi to the Americans. However, it too fell out of use, as the older generation of native Potawatomi speakers died, replaced by younger generations who were bilingual at best, or monolingual, as were their parents and grandparents. The difference lies, of course, in their primary language. Educated in the western fashion, increasingly young members of the community spoke only English. 52

This change in political organization was accompanied by a new, corporate identity for the Pokagon, as well. Prior to 1866, the Pokagon were recognized by the United States as part of the “United Bands of Chippewa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi.” It was under this designation that the Catholic Potawatomi had petitioned to receive their past-due annuities. However, as was discussed previously, one condition of their 1866 annuity settlement was their severance from the interests of that group. To preserve their tribal status, the Pokagon sought and received recognition under their new name, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana. 53 Although an acknowledgement of the one condition of the 1866 settlement that the Pokagon found most distasteful, it did have several positive consequences. First, it finally incorporated those Catholic Potawatomi who had migrated into St. Joseph County in northern Indiana, who had previously seen

52 Clifton, The Pokagons, 92-94. Again, because of the unavailability of minutes from the nineteenth century Business Committee meetings, this author must rely upon Clifton’s recounting of the activities of the Business Committee.

53 Ibid.
little benefit from annuity and other payments received by those living in Michigan. This new name reflected a new effort to include all of the Catholic Potawatomi within the Pokagon body politic, thus reinforcing their community identity in the process. Most importantly, it provided continuing federal recognition of tribal status for the newly incorporated group.

Throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Business Committee of the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana served several important functions. Internally, they conducted censuses, attempted to raise funds for the community, and opened bank accounts, all new activities necessitated by changes in the world around them. However, the Business Committee assumed more traditional duties as well, such as ruling on the adoption of new members, organizing communal work parties, and disciplining members for misbehavior. The Business Committee oversaw the final effort by the Catholic Potawatomi to obtain their past due annuities. No longer divided by rival chiefs, the Business Committee represented a coming together of scattered villages, indicative of their desire to continue their communal association. The strength of the community served to protect its members from changing attitudes towards the band from their increasingly numerous non-Native neighbors. Gone were the days of close association between Natives and Frenchmen. As southern Michigan became more heavily populated by settlers unfamiliar with Indians, suspicion and prejudice replaced the close relationships of the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-centuries. The Pokagon may not have experienced the overt racism expressed in *The Weekly Detroit Free Press*:

---

54 Ibid.
The Indian population is diminishing at the rate of 5,000 a year. This is too fast for the Eastern humanitarians and too slow for Western common people who have to live near the doomed race.55

However, they were surely subject to the benevolent efforts of good Samaritans eager to ‘save’ the Indian:

The peaceful and law-abiding temper of the Indians in Michigan, who are by no means civilized and scarcely Christianized, shows what can be done with them when their tribal relations are knocked to pieces.56

The Business Committee served to integrate the separate Catholic Potawatomi communities into a tribal whole in the face of those who would segregate them from the larger community. This preserved not only community ties, but the tribal cultural patrimony the “Eastern humanitarians” seemed determined to destroy.

By 1866, the Catholic Potawatomi were scattered over a large geographic area in southwestern Michigan and north central Indiana. What could have continued the fracturing of a common group identity begun by the earlier disputes over land tenure and leadership were resolved largely through the conscious decisions of the Business Committee. For example, rather than always convening in the same location, the Committee rotated the site of their meetings (and those of the General Council) among the larger centers of population. Thus through their monthly committee meetings and seasonal meetings with the General Council, it was the Business Committee that preserved not only the political sovereignty and integrity of the Catholic Potawatomi, but their distinctive group identity, as well.


This was no small achievement in an era when U.S. Indian policy was determined to finally solve the “Indian Problem” by ‘civilizing’ the ‘savage’ Indian out of existence. The desired goal, as stated by Captain Richard Pratt, was to “Kill the Indian…and save the man,” thereby turning them into productive members of American society who would fully participate in the nation’s institutions.\(^57\) This, it was theorized, would best be accomplished through education, one of the most important weapons in the government’s assimilation arsenal.\(^58\)

**The Pokagon and Indian Education**

Efforts to convey the civilizing effects of education to the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley began early in the nineteenth century, as efforts to remove all Indians from east of the Mississippi River gained momentum. Presidents from Washington to John Quincy Adams never doubted that the Indians would agree to land cessions at approximately the same rate that settlers demanded it. At the same time, that unrealistic expectation was coupled with a sincerely humanitarian desire to ‘civilize’ the Red Man, thus incorporating him into American society. President Thomas Jefferson supported “the plan of civilizing the Indians,” which he considered “undoubtedly a great improvement on the ancient and totally ineffectual one of beginning with religious


\(^58\) The other important weapon in ‘civilizing’ the Indian was the Dawes Severalty Act, whereby Native American reservations were ‘allotted.’ Tribal members chose, or were assigned, a certain number of acres from their reserved lands (dependent on their status as head of household, etc). ‘Surplus’ lands were then sold to white settlers. The goal was to de-tribalize the Indian by destroying their communal land base. While this had a devastating effect on tribal land holdings across the nation, with no tribal estate to ‘allot,’ the Catholic Potawatomi were excluded from this particular assimilation program.
Some years later, while aggressively pressing his policy of Indian removal, President Andrew Jackson at the same time reiterated the government’s ongoing policy of civilization.\textsuperscript{60}

Monetary support for these 'civilization' programs was often written into of the land cession treaties signed by the tribes. For the Potawatomi of the St. Joseph River Valley, the first of these provisions came in the 1821 Treaty of Chicago, in which $1,000 was appropriated for the term of fifteen years, to secure the services of both a teacher and a blacksmith to instruct the Indians in the ways of civilization.\textsuperscript{61} The teacher was responsible not only for educating the Indians in reading, writing and basic arithmetic, but also in the tenets of agriculture, as practiced by America’s yeoman farmers. The blacksmith was to aid in that instruction, by producing and maintaining the agricultural instruments necessary for the work.

Initially, the task of educating St. Joseph Potawatomi fell to Isaac McCoy, the Baptist missionary who established the Carey Mission near Leopold Pokagon’s village in 1822. While the Pokagon willingly accepted the physical assistance of McCoy and his associates, particularly that involving land improvement, they cautiously avoided mission schools. An examination of the Carey Mission School student list from 1824 reveals a total of sixty-one students enrolled. The register lists the students by name, and notes their age, their date of enrollment, their tribal affiliation, and their “Degree of [Indian]


\textsuperscript{61} Treaty with the Ottawa, Etc., 1821, Article 4.
Blood. Seventeen of the students were either Mohegan, Ottawa or Miami, with the remaining forty-four listed as “Pottawatomie” [sic]. An additional nineteen were Metis children, bearing French surnames: Bertrand, Burnett, Wilmett, Beaubien, for example. These children were the product of the French fur trade, the offspring of French men and Indian women. Because of their Roman Catholic heritage, a Catholic school might well have been preferred. However, their desire to see their children educated trumped religious affiliation. And, while McCoy was a proponent of Indian Removal, with their European familial connections, this group would not have had to fear forced removal from their homes. The remaining 25 children are listed as “whole,” or full-blood Indians, a very small number from a community with approximately 250 members.62

Under the ministrations of the Roman Catholic Church, however, not only did the Pokagon continue to make progress in their agricultural skills, but they began sending their children to the mission school, as well. Education efforts began under the supervision of Father Stephen Badin while the Pokagon were still living along the St. Joseph River, near the Indiana border. The Catholic Potawatomi continued their instruction in the art of civilization under the tutelage of Brother Joseph after relocating to lands purchase by Leopold Pokagon in Silver Creek Township, near Dowagiac. Although Brother Joseph left the mission in 1845, the school continued to provide

---

educational opportunities for Pokagon children for another five years, under the care of the Sisters of Charity. 63

Leopold Pokagon sent his children, Peter, Francis and Simon, to the Catholic mission school, both at their village near the Indiana border, and at their new village established at Silver Creek. 64 Of his children, Simon became the best known, to contemporary Americans and to history. Simon attended the mission schools, as well as receiving advanced instruction at several institutions not specifically dedicated to the education of Indian youth. Until the late 1850s, the education of Indian children was not yet an integral part of federal Indian policy. There are many possible reasons why Simon received an education beyond that received by even most young white men of the era: his father’s high status within the Pokagon band, his Catholic heritage, or his own inherent talents. Whatever the reasons, Simon was only a harbinger of what was to come in Indian education.

Beyond a few letters from Brother Joseph to his superiors in Detroit, very little is recorded specific to the Silver Creek school. However, an examination of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1843 to 1850 provides a general overview of the curriculum and conditions at Catholic mission schools in Michigan. Each

63 Brother Joseph to Richmond, 8 Oct 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80. In his letter, Brother Joseph explains the progress that has been made by the Pokagon in the two years that he has been with them. Thus, the school was begun in 1843. The school is also mentioned in Matthews, A History of Cass County, 363. Admission records for both schools could not be located for this project.

of these years, Bishop Peter LeFevre of Detroit composed his report on the occurrences at the Indian schools in the Catholic missions in the State of Michigan.\textsuperscript{65}

All of the Catholic mission schools taught spelling, reading and writing on the most basic level. Additionally, "ciphering" (arithmetic) and geography were taught to those who were "more advanced" than their peers.\textsuperscript{66} Indian children were reported to have sufficient "natural capacities enough to learn any science or trade," however, the problem lay in insuring the children attended school on a regular basis.\textsuperscript{67} So frequent were their absences that it was difficult for many teacher to know the exact number of students who attended in any given year.

Also included in the annual reports was a letter from the Superintendent for Indian Affairs from each of the agencies (regional offices). In 1843, Acting Superintendent Stuart noted a "great anxiety" among the adult Indians of Michigan to have their children educated in the "arts of civilized life."\textsuperscript{68} Stuart observed that there was a growing recognition among the Michigan Indians that "their total extinction [was] inevitable" unless their children learned to "conform their habits" to those of their non-Native neighbors.\textsuperscript{69}

\textsuperscript{65} United States, Office of Indian Affairs, \textit{Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs}. Available at: http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/History/History-idx?type=browse&scope=HISTORY.COMMREP


\textsuperscript{67} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{68} Stuart, in \textit{Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1843}.

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
Although enrollment continued to steadily increase in the mission schools, both Catholic and Protestant, by the mid-1850s the Department of Indian Affairs was dissatisfied with the state of Indian education. Funding was provided by the United States government, often deducted from payments due the Indians. As such, the government position was that its priorities should take precedence over those of the missions, which strenuously disagreed with that assessment. The disagreement was rooted in the mode of instruction. From the perspective of the Indian Department, education was a tool of assimilation, whose purpose was to civilize and integrate American Indians into the dominant (white) culture. To do so would require nothing short of the destruction of the children's' Native culture, beginning with the abolition of Indian languages. The missionaries believed strongly in the civilizing effects of Christianity and were willing to use materials, such as Bibles and other religious texts translated into Indian dialects, to teach the fundamentals of reading. Moreover, they believed that treaty provisions promised Indian education "in their own language," as stipulated in the 1836 Treaty of Washington between the United States and the Ottawa and Chippewa of Michigan. Ignoring these protests, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs moved to tighten government

---

70 Examples of Roman Catholic prayer books and hymnals can be found in Loyola University Chicago's Rare Books collection. See Rev'd. Maurice Gailland, S.J., Potewatemi Nemewinin ipi Nemenigamowinin (St. Louis: Francis Saler, 1866); see also Rev'd Maurice Gailland, S.J., Potweatemi Nememiseniukin ipi Nemenigamowinin (Cincinnatinag, Ohio: Wewikaneitidjik Benziger, 1868). Numerous other examples are available online.

71 Kappler
control over mission schools, citing misuse of funds by the missions as his primary concern.\(^{72}\)

These concerns were also voiced by the Indians themselves, including the Catholic Potawatomi. As early as October 1845, Pepiya, leader of Potawatomi village at Paw Paw, wrote to Superintendent of Indian Affairs William Richmond in Detroit, asking for help in having certain "grievances... addressed."\(^{73}\) Pepiya's primary complaint lay with the 'tithe' taken from their annuities to support the mission school at Pokagon Village, in Cass County, money which he claimed was rightfully due his community, residing in Van Buren County. Pepiya argued that this money should not be used to support the mission school, as there were no children from his village attending. He went so far as to accuse Peter Pokagon, the son of Leopold, of fraud. Pepiya estimated the amount that was diverted from his village to be between five hundred and six hundred dollars, an enormous amount of money at the time.\(^{74}\)

The Potawatomi at Paw Paw were not the only tribes to complain. The Ottawa and Chippewa of Northern Michigan filed their own grievance with the Commission of Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C., charging that funds appropriated for the education of their children was being used for white children, not Indians. Based on these and similar complaints from tribes across the country, as well as their desire for direct control of the daily curriculum being taught to the students, by 1857 all Indian schools were


\(^{73}\) Pepiya, et. al., Paw Paw, to Richmond, Detroit, October 25, 1845; in NAM RG75, M574, R80.

\(^{74}\) Ibid.
administered by the Indian Department. However, a federally-funded day school was never built for the Catholic Potawatomi since these facilities were never treaty-mandated. After the closing of the mission school, they were left to see to the education of their children at the 'common,' or public, schools of the area, mandated by an 1827 Michigan law. Unfortunately, the Indian children at these local schools were often subjected to taunting and ridicule from their white classmates. Understandably, their motivation to attend under these conditions was muted, even though their parents recognized the value in education.  

Attendance at Indian day schools was always considered to be "too irregular" to achieve the desired educational goals. Indian children would not attend when their labors were needed at home, particularly during berry picking and maple sugaring seasons. However, the primary reason day schools were often perceived as "almost an entire failure" is because, at the end of the day the children would always return to their "savage homes." The solution to this problem was the establishment of boarding schools, where Indian children could be removed from the detrimental effects of their home environment. Three such schools were established in Michigan. The Catholic Otchippewa Boarding School and the Harbor Springs Boarding School were both government contract schools, funded by a combination of federal and private funds. The only Indian boarding school owned and operated entirely by the United States government was the

---

75 Bruce Rubenstein, "To Destroy a Culture: Indian Education in Michigan, 1855-1900," Michigan History v 60, no. 2 (Summer 1976), 145, 151; Matthews, History of Cass County, 215.

Mount Pleasant Indian Industrial Boarding School, opening on June 30, 1893 in Mount Pleasant, Michigan. The school was in operation until June 6, 1934, with an average enrollment of 300 students per year.\textsuperscript{77}

Daily life at Mount Pleasant, like most Indian boarding schools, was extremely regimented. Although it provided rudimentary academic instruction, the majority of the students’ day was spent working: at laundry, farm work, and other manual labor. The objective of the government had not changed; the purpose of the Indian boarding schools was to turn Indian children into “red-white men.” To further that purpose, Indian children were stripped of their cultural touchstones. Upon arrival, young men were given short haircuts, a humiliating experience for Native boys whose culture associated long hair with masculinity. Any personal items, such a medicine bundles or photographs, were taken from them, never to be returned. Students were taught that their language was “the ‘devil’s tongue;’” if caught speaking any language other than English, they were severely punished. And although they were to return home during the summer months, children as young as five were routinely denied these visits.\textsuperscript{78}

The Catholic Potawatomi, as did all of the Michigan Indians, appreciated the importance of education, viewing it as a tool for their very survival. They recognized that in order to retain their land, they must be able to read: to understand deeds, abstracts, and newspaper notices to ward off any spurious claims to their holdings. To avoid being cheated at local businesses, they must have a grasp of basic arithmetic. For the Catholic

\textsuperscript{77} Rubenstein, 155; Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe Culture & Lifeways, \textit{American Indian Boarding Schools: An Exploration of Global Ethnic and Cultural Cleansing} (Mount Pleasant, MI: Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe Culture & Lifeways, 2011), 1.  

\textsuperscript{78} Rubenstein, 157; Ziibiwing Center, \textit{American Indian Boarding Schools}, 9-11.
Potawatomi, education carried an additional imperative. Still fighting to win a just settlement of their annuity claim with the United States, it was vitally important that future generations learn these basic education skills. Aware of the potential for “cultural destruction,” parents nonetheless sent their children to Mount Pleasant, albeit with a good deal of trepidation. On the Register of Pupils for the Mount Pleasant school are listed some of the most prominent names in Catholic Potawatomi communities: Alexis, Williams, Johnson, Pokagon, and Rapp, among many others. Some of these students entered Mount Pleasant as young as age five (Angeline Pokagon), others enrolled as teenagers (Henry Alexis, age 19). Although never more than a small percentage of the enrolled student body at the school, a significant portion of the children of the Catholic Potawatomi attended boarding schools. 79

Clearly the Pokagon Potawatomi valued education for their children, believing that whatever the costs, they were necessary to insure the survival of their offspring in the ‘white man’s world.’ Simon Pokagon received an early education at the local mission schools, as did many of his contemporaries. He sent his children to boarding school, as did many of his contemporaries. As one of the new generation of educated Catholic Potawatomi, Simon became a prominent member of his community, yet his relationship with the community became quite strained. The wisdom of his leadership was questioned, particularly during the final annuity battle of the nineteenth century. His very public persona, too, became a source of contention within the band, leading many to question whether he was truly motivated by what was best for the community, or if he had truly

become the white man's Indian. Simon's is an object lesson, not only in the perils of leadership, but in the complexities of defining an Indian identity in an era in which programs of civilization and assimilation reached their zenith, but during which memories of the 'savage' Indian continued to dominate public imagination.

**Early Life of Simon Pokagon**

The romanticized tale of Simon Pokagon’s life is told in his semi-autobiographical tale *The Queen of the Woods*. Originally published shortly after his death in 1899, Simon's work does not detail his early life. However, the Publisher's Notes, written by Charles Engle, provide information about Simon's youth. As related earlier, Simon was born in 1830, while the Catholic Potawatomi were still living in their village on reservation land along the St. Joseph River near the Indiana border. The third son of the tribal patriarch, Leopold Pokagon, Simon of course relocated to Silver Creek with the band in 1837. He was only ten years old when his father died in 1841, and came of age during the turbulent period following his father's death. Although enrolled in the Catholic mission schools, by age fourteen he spoke only his native Potawatomi language. That would change, however, as in 1844 he was sent to the recently founded "Notre Dame school," what is today the University of Notre Dame. After three years there, Simon made his way to Oberlin College in Ohio.80

---

After one year at Oberlin, Simon transferred to the Twinsburg Institute, a Christian academy known for its dedication to ameliorating past mistreatment of American Indians. When Simon arrived in 1845, he was one of perhaps a dozen Native students out of a population of approximately three hundred. As was typical for the Institute, as it was known, Simon spent two years at his studies, returning to his home in 1850 at the age of seventeen. While his education may be deemed minimal by today's standards, in later life Simon Pokagon was touted as “the best educated and most distinguished full-blooded Indian…in America.” Simon was not the only accomplished graduate of the Institute, however. His classmate, Andrew Blackbird, would also become a noted leader of the Odawa people in northern Michigan.  

Simon Pokagon begins his semi-autobiographical novel with his 1850 return to his mother's home. Simon describes an idyllic life spent in the forest, hunting and fishing. In the first half of the book, he recounts meeting his first wife, Lonidaw, their courtship and happy years spent together. However, the second half of the novel turns dark, as Simon recounts losing their son to alcoholism, their daughter to an alcohol-related accident, and Lonidaw's death from grief at the loss of her two children.  

The novel, written at the end of Simon's life, is laden with allegorical imagery and takes certain liberties with the truth, which dramatizes Lonidaw's death. In reality, Lonidaw did die young, on December 1, 1871 at age thirty-five, but not of a broken heart. The four children that she had borne survived her, raised by their father until they were

---

81 Ibid.; Theodore Karamanski, *Blackbird's Song: Andrew J. Blackbird and the Odawa People* (East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 2012), 113-119; Frederick Webb Hodge, *Handbook of American Indians North of Mexico* (New York: Rowman & Littlefield, 1928), 372. Pokagon and Blackbird had little opportunity for contact after their years together at Twinsburg. However, as we shall see, their paths would cross again during the annuity suits of the late nineteenth century.
grown. Some speculate that Pokagon did not write the novel himself, but that has been contested by several historians. He did likely receive editorial help from either his son, Charles, or the wife of his publisher, Sarah Engle. While the provenance may be unclear, it in no way detracts from the tragedy and hardship Simon experienced as a young adult.\footnote{Buechner, \textit{The Pokagons}, 318; For commentary on Simon Pokagon's authorship of \textit{Queen of the Woods}, see Bernd C. Peyer, "The Thinking Indian:" Native American Writers, 1850s-1920s (New York: Peter Lang, 2007) and John Low, "Chicago’s First Urban Indians - the Potawatomi" (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2011).}

Simon Pokagon first entered public life in 1864, at the age of 34, when he traveled to Washington, D.C. as part of the delegation which eventually secured the partial payment of annuities in 1866. He was elected Chairman of the Business Committee in 1869. Although in later life his actions were questioned within the community, Simon Pokagon worked diligently, as a member of the Business Committee, to secure for the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana a satisfactory settlement to their still unresolved annuity claims.\footnote{Andrew Wiget, \textit{Handbook of Native American Literature} (New York: Taylor and Francis, 1996), 277; Low, 72.}

\textbf{In Pursuit of Annuities Due, Part 2}

For the newly formed Business Committee, their most immediate concern was an appeal of the disastrous 1866 decision made by the Department of the Interior regarding their annuity claims. Realizing they needed a legal expert to assist with their claim, in 1869 they contracted with William Severance, a junior member of a South Bend law firm. The partners in this firm refused to take the case on a contingency basis, and the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana had no resources with which to pay a retainer, or to
even cover expenses. Knowing he would have to cover any costs involved in prosecuting the claim himself, Severance still agreed to represent the band. 84

As chairman of the Business Committee, Simon Pokagon spearheaded efforts to secure Severance's services. Pokagon also worked diligently to locate members of the band who had moved back into Indiana, welcoming them back into the tribal community. This served to increase membership numbers, giving the Catholic Potawatomi a larger presence, and by implication more validity to their claim to tribal status. While their increased numbers decreased the amount of per capita distribution of any annuities paid, it also contributed to the overall strength of the community. And finally, by welcoming all those with ancestral ties to the Catholic Potawatomi, Pokagon's efforts set a standard and precedent for future tribal citizenship requirements.

However, young Mr. Severance was not a well-connected man politically, and was never able to secure support in Washington to advance their claim. Severance did make incremental progress, delivering materials to Congress which resulted in favorable responses from the House and Senate Committees on Indian Affairs. The Senate Committee went so far as negating the onerous 1866 stipulation ending future annuities, concluding the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana were due substantial additional annuity monies. Unfortunately for both Severance and his client, no payments were immediately forthcoming. 85

---

84 HMD 5 (1874): 10; W.N. Severance Contracts with Michigan and Indiana Potawatomi, February, 1869, Encl. 18 & 19; Severance to COIA, 29 Nov 1873; Encl. 22; Severance to COIA 22 Jan 1883, Encl. 3; all in 1706-1883, OIA-LR. See also Clifton, The Pokagons, 95.

85 Supplementary Memorial of Certain Indians, HMD 137 (1872); Also see Clifton, The Pokagons, 96.
These favorable reports from Congress raised expectations within the Catholic Potawatomi community, and when payments were not realized, the band lost faith in Severance's abilities to carry their claim to fruition. In 1882, Severance was replaced by John Critcher, an attorney who maintained an office in both Chicago and Washington, DC. Critcher contracted with the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, but unlike Severance, he had his contract approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior. This step held significant ramifications for his clients. In order for the contract to be approved, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana were required to provide evidence that they were organized in "tribal relations." By approving Critcher's contract, the government, through the Office of Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior officially acknowledged the tribal status of the band, and confirmed their continuing wardship relationship with the United States.  

With the contract approved, Critcher and his Washington associate, Charles Lemaison, immediately began lobbying Congress to secure payment of back annuities. By summer 1882 they had introduced a bill to authorize payment of $181,051.66 to his clients, which died in committee. They introduced a second bill in 1886, asking for a slightly larger sum ($186, 740.40). This bill was no more successful than the first, as Congress had begun to balk at the direct payment of Indian claims. In 1887, Congress passed the Tucker Act, considerably restricting the type of claims which could be directly submitted to Congress. Instead, most claims against the government were required to be filed with the Court of Claims. Originally established in 1855, the Court was given

---

86 Critcher to COIA, 25 April 1881, Encl. 11 in 1706-1883 OIA-LR. See also Clifton, The Pokagons, 97.
authority to hear and rule upon claims against the United States founded upon federal statutes. Its jurisdiction was expanded during the Civil War, and again by the Tucker Act. However, because Indian claims were expressly excluded from the purview of the Court by the original organizing legislation, an enabling piece of legislation from Congress was required for an Indian claim to be considered. For the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, this legislation was enacted March 19, 1890.87

The case placed before the Court of Claims was made even more complicated by conflicts between the parties involved: between Severance and Critcher; between Critcher and his clients; within the Catholic Potawatomi community itself; and within the broader Michigan Indian community. The conflict between Severance and Critcher grew out of the former's understandable resentment at being replaced when he believed he was making progress, however slowly. Critcher initially offered to purchase Severance's interest in the case for $5,000, an enormous sum of money at the time. Severance refused Critcher's offer. But because Critcher had had his contract approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and Severance had not, the issue was quickly dispatched in Critcher's favor.88

The disagreement between Critcher and his clients, the Catholic Potawatomi, stemmed from the same issues the latter had had with Severance - lack of performance. Critcher's contract with the band expired in 1887. As both attempts to recover their past


88 Severance to COIA, 22 Jan 1883; Critcher to COIA, 24 Nov 1884; both in RG75, M574, R80. See also Clifton, The Pokagons, 98. The $5000.00 offered to Severance in 1882 would be worth $112,576.27 in 2016 dollars. See Inflation Calculator at www.in2013dollars.com/1882-dollars-to-2016-dollars. Calculations are based upon the Bureau of Labor Statistic's annual Consumer Price Index and a historical study conducted by political science professor Robert Sahr at Oregon State University.
due annuities had failed, the band was reluctant to renew their agreement. The Business Committee went so far as to petition the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for authorization to represent themselves going forward. Their petition was denied by the Commissioner, who understood the complexity of the process in which the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana were about to engage, if they, themselves, did not. With their appeal for self-representation denied, the Potawatomi came to terms with Critcher. In August, 1887, they petitioned the Commissioner and the Secretary of the Interior to renew their contract with Critcher, which was approved January 13, 1888.89

The internal conflict within the Catholic Potawatomi community was more complex, and potentially more damaging, as it threatened the unity of the band. It will be discussed later in this chapter. The dispute which would most endanger the annuity payment to the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, however, would be within the larger Indian community in the State of Michigan. The actions of a rival band of Potawatomi clouded an already complicated case.

Prior to the passage of the enabling legislation in 1890, a conflict emerged between the Catholic Potawatomi of southwestern Michigan and St. Joseph County, Indiana, and a contending group of Potawatomi. As word spread within the broader Indian community in Michigan of the legislative efforts of the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, other Potawatomi residing in the state sought to attach themselves to their claim. The most organized threat came from the Potawatomi of the Huron. Chiefly residing in Calhoun County, Michigan, this group was composed of the descendants of

---

89 Pottawatomie [sic] Indians to Sec. Int. and COIA, 25 Aug 1887 in RG75, M574, R80, 184-186; Sec. Int. to COIA, 13 Jan 1888 in S. Hrg. 103-543, 71. The petition from the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana was signed by a total of eighty-nine band members.
the Potawatomi who had at one time resided on the Nottawaseppi reservation. They avoided removal in the 1830s by fleeing to the northern part of the state, or to Canada, taking refuge with the Odawa and Ojibwe (Chippewa) Indians. They later returned to their ancestral homelands, albeit without a reservation.

The memorials submitted to the Forty-Fifth Congress, second session (1878), clearly state that the petition was from "that portion of the Pottawatomie [sic] Nation of Indians which, [by] provisions of the treaty of September 17, 1833 were exempted from removal." As early as 1885, however, the Potawatomi of the Huron had inserted themselves in the claim settlement process, persuading the House to direct the Secretary of the Interior to "ascertain...what, if any, amounts" were due the Catholic Potawatomi, but also explicitly directing the Secretary to, “ascertain whether the bands of Pottawatomies [sic] of Huron located in Calhoun County, Mich. [sic], and not mentioned in said memorial should...be included in any settlement which may be made of the claims set forth in said memorial.

In his response, the Secretary confirmed that the claims set forth in the memorial were well founded, and also related that said claims had been submitted on multiple occasions. He estimated the amount due the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana at $192,431.14. This was indeed a very favorable report for the Catholic Potawatomi. However, the Secretary continued that he also confirmed that the Potawatomi of the Huron were entitled to be included in any future settlement.

---

90 HR 324 (51-1) 2808, 7.
91 Ibid., 1.
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Based on the report from the Secretary of the Interior, the bill which would enable the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana to take their case before the Court of Claims originally began as follows: “Providing for the settlement of the claims of the Pottawatomie [sic] Indians of Michigan and Indiana, including the Pottawatomies [sic] of Huron, in Calhoun County, Mich. [sic], as per treaty stipulation existing with said bands.” However, in its report, the House recommended a "substitution" in the proposed legislation, stripping the language referencing the Calhoun County Potawatomi. The bill was instead amended to being with a simplified statement: "A bill to ascertain the amount due the Pottawatomie [sic] Indians of Michigan and Indiana." With the exception that "bill" became "act," this was the language contained in the first line of the enabling legislation.

The act was written in two short sections. In Section 1, it authorized the Court of Claims to "take jurisdiction of and try all questions of difference arising out of treaty stipulations...and render judgment" on said claims. It specifically directed the Court to review the claims "de novo," without being "estopped" by the conditions of the 1866 payment which stipulated that the distribution was to be considered payment in full of any and all treaty obligations. Section 1 further stipulated that any appeal of the decision by the Court of Claims would be heard by the Supreme Court. Section 2 of the act stated that in order for the Court of Claims to begin acting, a petition stating the facts of the

---
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claim and the amount claimed, must be filed. The petition was required to be verified by "a member of any 'Business Committee' or authorized attorney [for] said Indians." 96

Pleased with their apparent victory in excluding the Potawatomi of the Huron from the enabling legislation, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, through their attorney John Critcher, filed their petition April 14, 1890. It detailed the treaties in question and includes charts to better illustrate the amount and duration of the annuity agreed to in each treaty, as well as the total amount due by treaty and the payments which had been made, to date. In summary, the Catholic Potawatomi claimed a total due from the United States of $223,035.46. 97

The Potawatomi of the Huron filed a claim as well, on November 5, 1890, through their attorney John Shipman. Despite the fact that any reference to the Indians of Calhoun County, Michigan, had been stripped from the enabling legislation, Shipman, representing Phineas Pam-To-Pee and 1,971 other Potawatomi residing in Michigan, argued that his clients were also entitled to past due annuities totaling even more than the original plaintiffs. Their argument: because the 1,972 Potawatomi included in this claim had evaded government removal, by flight or by unauthorized return from west of the Mississippi, they were never party to any annuity payments that had been made in past. Shipman also relied on a narrow interpretation of the petition of the original plaintiffs. As it was signed by only 91 of the estimated 291 Catholic Potawatomi (adult men and women), Shipman claimed that his suit also included Potawatomi Indians excluded from

96 Ibid.
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the original claim. The total amount claimed in the Pam-To-Pee petition was $963,058.50. ⁹⁸

Shipman was not the only party to the suit to rely on a narrow interpretation of the scope of the claim. The Catholic Potawatomi immediately protested that the enabling legislation was written to facilitate their claim, owing to the language of the legislation which authorized said claim by a group of Indians known by the title, the Potawatomi Indians of Michigan and Indiana. They argued that their band had been legally recognized by this title since 1867, when they had adopted that name for their corporate body. The government did not initially agree. As defendants in the case, they moved on January 8, 1891 to consolidate the cases, lending credence to the rival claim of Shipman/Pam-To-Pee. However, eleven days later, the defendant made a motion to dismiss the second claim, insisting that under the enabling legislation, "but one petition can be filed, and that, when [the original petition was filed], the power and purpose of the statute was exhausted and accomplished." ⁹⁹

The dispute was grounded in the broadness of statutory construction within the enabling legislation. While it did specifically grant jurisdiction to the Court of Claims to hear the case brought by the Potawatomi Indians of Michigan and Indiana, it further stated that this group made claim against the United States, "in behalf of all the


⁹⁹ Ibid., 410-11.
Pottawatomie [sic] Indians of said States."100 It was this language which prompted the Court to deny the motion to dismiss, ruling that "[i]n this jurisdiction the substance of proceedings rather than the form is the material consideration."101 At the Court's insistence, the two petitions were combined into one claim. In their decision, the Court elaborated on its reasoning:

In the special law...the right to sue in some form is given to 'all the [Potawatomi] Indians' of Michigan and Indiana, and the plaintiffs [sic] or petitioners in such a suit are subject only to the qualification or limitation of being Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and Indiana. The qualification is well defined, and the right extends to all having that qualification. The purpose of the statute is to settle in an authoritative and judicial form all questions of difference arising from the claim of [Potawatomi] Indians of Michigan and Indiana, and any proceeding which accomplishes that purpose, irrespective of technical rules of pleading, is proper and legal under the law.102

The body of the ruling addresses not only the amount due the Potawatomi, but overrules government objections to the claim. First, the Court held that the claim resulted from the supplemental article to the treaty of September 27, 1833, and that while unsigned by the commissioners at the treaty council it was, in fact, recognized by Congress and thus a binding obligation. Regarding the treaty stipulation which required removal of the Michigan Potawatomi to the northern part of the state in order to exercise their right to participate in future annuity payments, the Court wrote:

That can not now be considered as an original question. The Government, by its agents, laws, and resolutions of Congress, has treated the removal and continued residence in the northern peninsula of Michigan as immaterial, and it is now too late to attempt to ingraft [removal] upon the right

100 26 Stat. 24 (1890)
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of the Indians [to annuity monies].

Finally, the Court commented on the disparity between the amounts claimed in the two petitions, noting that said difference was based upon the ratio claimed between the Potawatomi residing in Michigan to those who had emigrated west. The Pam-To-Pee suit held that ratio to be "nearly 1,200 to about 4,000," while the Catholic Potawatomi based their ratio on the proportion of the annuities "due at and from" the treaty supplement of 1833, a ratio of "less than 300 to about 4,000." The Court held that because the Indians represented in the Pam-To-Pee petition did not come within the supplemental clause of the 1833 treaty, their number could not be included in the factoring ratio, which was set by the Court at 291 to 2,812. In a complicated accounting of an already complex treaty history, the Court calculated the total amount due the petitioners from both claims at $104,626.00, leaving the decision on who to include in the distribution of the funds to the Department of the Interior.

The government, satisfied with the decision by the Court of Claims chose not to appeal the ruling. However, both the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana and the Pam-To-Pee group appealed the decision to the Supreme Court, as allowed by the enabling legislation. Critcher, arguing for the Catholic Potawatomi, hoped to enlarge the amount of the settlement. Shipman also hoped to increase the amount of the payment, but also sought to insure, by a court ruling, the participation of the Pam-To-Pee group in any
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distribution. The appeal was argued before the Court on January 9 and 10, 1893. In its
decision, rendered on April 17, 1893, Supreme Court affirmed the decision by the lower
court setting the amount of the award at $104,626.00. Further, it confirmed that the
question of who, exactly, was to be included in distribution was one best "dealt with by
the authorities of the government when they come to distribute the fund." While
unsatisfactory to both parties to the case, there were no further avenues for appeal. And
while it was yet to be determined to whom the monies would be paid, Congress acted to
appropriate the necessary funds in August, 1894.107

The government also moved quickly to determine who would be included in the
distribution of the awarded funds. Congress authorized the appointment of an "Indian
inspector" to take a census of the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana in March 1895. In
June of that year, the Secretary of the Interior issued his instructions for taking the
census, directing the 'inspector,' in this case John Cadman, to use the roll from the 1866
annuity payment as his guide to determining who should be included in the new roll. The
Secretary specifically instructed that "No additions are to be made to the original [1866]
roll other than the descendants of the Indians whose names" were included on that roll.108

While Cadman was in the field, John Shipman, attorney for the Pam-To-Pee
group, sent a letter of protest to the Secretary of the Interior, complaining that because of
the manner in which the census was being taken, many of his clients would be omitted

107 "Phineas Pam-To-Pee v. United States, Pottawatomie Indians of Michigan and Indiana v.
United States," in Cases Adjudged in the Supreme Court at October Term, 1892, J.C. Bancroft Davis,

108 Phineas Pam-To-Pee et al v. The United States," in Cases Decided in the Court of Claims at the
Term of 1900-01, with abstracts of decisions of the Supreme Court in appealed cases from October, 1900,
to May, 1901, Charles C. Nott and Archibald Hopkins, reporters (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1901), 436.
from its roll. He specifically objected to the use of the 1866 annuity roll as the basis for the new payment roll, stating that it is "manifestly unjust" that those who were included in the rolls taken in 1843 and 1844 be excluded, citing many reasons why names listed on those rolls might not be included in the 1866 record. However, before new instructions could be sent to Cadman, he submitted his census for review. Based on Shipman's complaint, and many others like it received, the Secretary subsequently appointed another inspector, Marcus Shelby to review Cadman's list, and to further investigate claims made in relation to the 1843 and 1844 rolls. The instructions to Shelby were much more detailed than those given to Cadman: he was to consider descendant of individuals listed on any annuity payment roll between 1843 and 1866, inclusive; substantiated proof of direct decendancy was required for inclusion; and, most importantly, "collateral descendants" were not to be included under any circumstances. If a direct descendant had moved west or north, and were receiving annuities from some other source, they were to be excluded from his enumeration.109

The Shelby Roll was submitted March 14, 1896, along with a multi-page cover letter specifically identifying individuals who had applied for inclusion, but who Shelby felt should be excluded, and why. Shelby stated that he rejected the claims of "quite a number" of Potawatomis, "[v]ery nearly all of [which had] allied themselves with other bands and tribes of Indians and participated in annuities...made to said Indians.” One of the Indians Shelby mentioned specifically by name is that of Simon Pokagon's former

109 Shipman to Secretary of the Interior, 27 July 1895; Instructions to Agent Shelby, 5 Feb 1896; both in Court of Claims, 1900-01, 436-444. It should be noted that in his letter, Shipman refers to the Catholic Potawatomi as "the Pokagons," rather than the title they were then using for themselves, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana.
classmate from Twinsburg Institute, Andrew Blackbird. Of his claim, Shelby noted that Blackbird "believes" his grandmother Seebeequay was listed on the 1844 Catholic Potawatomi annuity roll. Despite the facts that his grandmother had moved to northern Michigan in 1845, that all of her descendants were enrolled with the Ottawa, and that he himself "never lived among the Pottawatomi Indians or knew anything about them," Blackbird felt he was qualified to participate in the distribution based on his Potawatomi ancestry alone.

This was a problem often encountered by Shelby in his investigations. He wrote to the Secretary, "I found it no easy task to show these Indians that the fact of their having Pottawatomie blood did not along entitle them to the participation in the money soon to be distributed." In fairness to the applicants, at the time of the distribution most Indians in Michigan were struggling economically. Even the remote possibility of being included in this settlement would have been motivation enough to try.

In the end, only two additional names were added to the qualified roll by Shelby. The Secretary would add one additional name, bringing the total to 272 names. While the effort invested in preparing these rolls cannot guarantee a complete accounting of the descendants of the Potawatomi allowed to remain in Michigan by the supplement to the treaty of 1833, the Cadman and Shelby rolls would become the foundational documents for establishing citizenship in the band in the late twentieth century.  

110 Court of Claims, 1900-01, 442.

Distribution was made based on this roll in November and December 1896. However, the amount awarded by the Court of Claims, and affirmed by the Supreme Court, $104,626.00 had increased. In the six years that passed between the court decisions and final payment, four additional annuity installments were accrued to the Catholic Potawatomi, totaling $8,325.20. Additionally, the Secretary of the Interior capitalized (or finalized) the perpetual annuities, adding another $41,626.00 to the settlement. After deducting attorney’s fees, the total award to those listed on the Shelby Roll was $118,554.52, distributed on a per capita basis.

While the ruling was a victory for the Catholic Potawatomi as it regards payment of annuities, the initial decision by the Court of Claims also confirmed the government position that, while the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana were legally permitted to remain in Michigan, they ceased to be a part of the united nation of Potawatomi which did remove west of the Mississippi. While the portion remaining might have retained a right to share in annuities, "it did not retain any part of the political or corporate power of the tribe, that was undivided and still inherent in the body which emigrated beyond the Mississippi." Although little attention was paid to this language at the time, it would haunt the Catholic Potawatomi in their later relations with the United States.

---

112 The Pam-To-Pee group would appeal this distribution to the Court of Claims in 1901. The case was dismissed by the Court of Claims. An appeal to the Supreme Court was also dismissed. The Potawatomi of the Huron would eventually receive a cash settlement from the United States through a special act of Congress (33 Stat. 210). This money did not come from the settlement awarded the Catholic Potawatomi.
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Simon Pokagon, Assimilation, and Acculturation

The conflict within the Catholic Potawatomi community alluded to earlier also grew out of their efforts to recover their past due annuities. Simon Pokagon was the source for much of that conflict. While not affecting the decisions by either the Court of Claims or the Supreme Court, Simon’s actions threatened the dollar amount of the per capita distribution, causing considerable consternation among many band members.

As mentioned earlier, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana could not pay a retainer to their first attorney, William Severance, nor could they even cover his expenses. The reason for this is that the Business Committee, the formal governing body for the band, had no corporate income of their own. As historian James Clifton noted, tribal members “who worked hardest and longest at serving the whole community went unrewarded at least in economic terms.” These members had to absorb the expenses for their public business from their personal income, which in some cases could create great hardship.115 Such was the case for Simon Pokagon. It was the method he used to cover his business and living expenses, coupled with his increasing celebrity, which incurred the ire of many within the community.

Simon Pokagon was elected chairman of the Business Committee shortly after it was formed in 1869. Simon advocated for the committee to hire Severance, and he continued to champion his cause, even as the remaining members of the committee sought out new legal representation. By the time John Critcher was hired to replace Severance in 1881, Simon had also been replaced as chairman of the Business Committee.

115 Clifton, The Pokagos, 93.
by Alexis Chenagar. In fact, this divide among the Catholic Potawatomi mirrored the fissure which resulted from Peter Pokagon’s botched handling of Pokagon land following the death of his father, Leopold. Those members who had left the Silver Creek community – moving to Rush Lake, Paw Paw and Brush Creek (near Hartford), supported Chenagar, and opposed the Silver Creek faction, led by Simon Pokagon. The Chenagar faction prevailed, and Critcher was selected to represent the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana.

Many reasons explain why Simon Pokagon fell out of favor within the Catholic Potawatomi community. By 1881, Simon began to gain fame, if not fortune, through speaking engagements to non-Native groups. His public appearances, in which he often appeared in “native” dress (less traditional Potawatomi attire and more an amalgamation of what Simon perceived white audiences saw as “Indian”) stirred resentment, both for his growing notoriety and the growing perception within the community that he was no more than the “white man’s Indian.”

What most irked the community, however, was Simon’s penchant for selling shares in future Potawatomi revenue. In order to finance his continued efforts on behalf of the Catholic Potawatomi, Simon issued receipts to many of his non-Native benefactors for their “donation,” and promise that they would be included in the distribution of future annuities. Additionally, Simon also submitted letters to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, requesting payment for his services to the committee during the annuity contest. On August 27, 1895, Simon wrote to the Commissioner requesting $3,000.00 from the
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fund, prior to distribution. Additionally, on October 30, 1895, he wrote to attorney Critcher, requesting an additional $1,000.00. Simon went so far as to form a rump Business Committee, which he had certify that those funds were, in fact, payable to him for his work. Alexis Chenagar quickly put a stop to Simon’s end run, sending a resolution signed by members of the legitimate Business Committee to the Commissioner, directing that he “not pay any additional sum of money out of the monies now due” to the tribe, save what he was due “as his legitimate share in the distribution about to be made.”

Twentieth-century historians have condemned Simon Pokagon for his actions within the Catholic Potawatomi and the non-Native community alike. James Clifton refers to him as a “small-time, would-be satrap,” who “failed in repeated attempts to obtain from his own community the respect…won by [his] father.” A local historian, Everett Claspy, quotes Michael Williams, long a leader in the Catholic Potawatomi community who knew Simon as a young man, as believing that “he was overrated.” This may be the root of Clifton’s disdain for Simon, as he used Williams’ personal archives as the source for much of the history he wrote for the Catholic Potawatomi in the twentieth century.

Shortly before his death, Simon Pokagon began a quest which was taken up by his son, Charles (and eventually the Business Committee) after his death. He sought to reclaim for the Potawatomi the land which was created by landfill along the Lake
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119 See Low, 7 note 11. Williams, a long-time leader in the community, was an avid record keeper. John Low references his collection, stating that it “filled nearly sixteen file cabinets.”
Michigan shoreline, after the Great Fire of 1871. Simon argued that since the land had not existed at the time of the 1833 land cession, it could not have been ceded, and thus remained Potawatomi territory. Simon was condemned for this action, as well, which has been judged as his last ditch effort to win his way back into the good graces of the tribe. However, recent scholarship on what has been dubbed the “Sandbar Case” takes a more sympathetic view, arguing that the Catholic Potawatomi land claim was “an act of resistance to assimilation,” in which the band “asserted a bold claim for their territory.”

While Simon Pokagon was once a pariah within his community, opinions have softened over the years. Where once he was viewed as an “overrated representative of the community,” his picture now hangs in the Tribal Council Chambers for the band. Claspy concluded that Simon’s life "seems to reflect the clash of two civilizations." This is certainly an astute observation. A further examination of Simon Pokagon’s life reveals much about the power dynamic in the nineteenth-century United States – who held power, and who was beholden to it. Simon’s life is a lens through which to view government efforts to assimilate the Indians – and Indian resistance to those efforts. A review of Simon’s representations of himself to the non-Native community illustrates the difficulties involved in defining an Indian identity in a rapidly changing environment, a problem which was faced, at least to some extent, by all of the Catholic Potawatomi.

---
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Simon Pokagon was certainly the best known of the Catholic Potawatomi. The reports of Simon’s accomplishments are legion, at least as reported by non-Native authors. So much had been written about him that by 1893 Simon Pokagon, and by association his band of Potawatomi, were viewed by white society as exemplary models of the level of ‘civilization’ which could be attained by Native Americans. Through the public persona created by Simon, the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana became poster children, if you will, for the success of the assimilationist policies of the United States government in their efforts to eradicate the ‘savage’ Indian. This notoriety, however, came with a cost.

While not involved in the official activities of opening day at the World's Columbian Exposition, Simon Pokagon was in attendance. He witnessed a mix of memory (which included Native Americans), and modernity (which decidedly excluded the same). Pokagon was frustrated with the dominance of displays of traditional Indian culture, which confined Indians to the past. Having long advocated for the transformative power of education, Pokagon’s disappointment at the delay in the opening of a planned model Indian school at the Exposition was genuine. His articulated belief was that “government schools were conceived by the Great Spirit.”

A product of Euro-American schooling himself (whatever its duration), his children and grandchildren had been enrolled in Indian boarding schools over the previous decades, as well. What Pokagon saw that day did nothing to alleviate his distress. On the Midway Plaisance, the war-whoops and battle-dances of the Sioux and the “rude…dwelling places” of the

---

Navajo and Zuni, without the mitigating influence of the Indian school, belied the progress that Native Americans had struggled to achieve.\textsuperscript{125} Public perception being easily swayed, Pokagon feared that in the wake of such dramatics, efforts to promote the successes of Indian advancement would fall on deaf ears. This was the frame of mind in which he wrote \textit{The Red Man’s Rebuke}; these were the emotions that inspired his fervent condemnation of the Chicago Fair.

At the time, Pokagon’s views on education were celebrated within the non-Native population. However, within Native communities – on the reservations and in the homes of Indian families where the harsh realities of government assimilation programs were felt - Simon’s message was not necessarily well received. While many Indians agreed with his assessment that only through education would the next generation of Indian children live successfully in the white man’s world, many more viewed these schools as re-education camps, stripping Native children as young as five years old of their language, their culture, and their very identity.\textsuperscript{126} Within his own community, Simon Pokagon came to be viewed as a pawn of wealthy white Americans.\textsuperscript{127} While he was unable to completely reconcile his opinions and actions with those of other tribal members, he nonetheless remained a passionate spokesperson for the preservation of Native cultural practices. And in spite of his perception of the necessity for change, Pokagon also remained a creative advocate for the rights of Indian people.

\textsuperscript{125} “Indians Will Be Here,” \textit{Chicago Daily Tribune}, June 3, 1891.
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As Pokagon saw it, Native American communities had evolved just as had white society. While maintaining their distinctive cultural identities, many indigenous people of American were successfully acculturating themselves to Euro-American agricultural practices, laws, and educational standards. It greatly disturbed Pokagon to see them excluded from the representations of ‘progress,’ or worse, depicted as somehow frozen in time; to see them depicted as anthropological specimens, as somehow less than human.

In *The Red Man's Rebuke* Pokagon voiced his resistance to the dominance of Western civilization over his Native culture. Understanding the need for education was one thing; wholesale abandonment of the rich cultural patrimony of his people was a decidedly different matter altogether. At the Exposition, and throughout his life, Pokagon attempted to make white Americans better understand his own people, and to appreciate and value in many traditional Indian cultural practices. In his later writings, Simon attempted to reconcile the common Euro-American belief that Native peoples would cease to exist with his fervent hopes for the survival; with his belief that Native practices must be abandoned with his conviction in the value of Native skills. In every case, his writings introduced, or prolonged, public debate on issues central to the future of Native Americans.

In “The Future of the Red Man,” Pokagon offers his dark assessment of the inevitability of Indian “amalgamation with the dominant race.” He reviews interactions between Natives and non-Natives – invaders, conquerors, warriors and priests – a brief history to counter defamatory charges of “Indian treachery and cruelty” which have “always been published to the world by the dominant race.” However, while concluding that, “the blood of our people…will be forever lost in the dominant race,” he insisted that
the dominant race acknowledge the historical exigencies which sometimes forced
“vindictive and cruel acts.” “Cruelty and revenge are the offspring of war, not of race,”
he insists, “and…nature has placed no impassable gulf between [Indians] and
civilization,” a conviction he elaborates in two articles written for *The Chautaquan*
following his appearance at the World’s Columbian Exposition.128

In both articles Pokagon trumpets the value of traditional Potawatomi material
culture. “Indian Native Skills” describes not only the artistic talents of Indian women, but
the craftsmanship of Indian men, as well. “Our Indian Women,” details the talents and
virtues of Native women in contrast to those of their “white sisters.” In each, Pokagon
extols the expertise of Native women in crafting utilitarian articles from birch bark, their
“fancy work” with porcupine quills, and especially their black ash splint basketry. His
motivation is not that of a “boastful heart,” but the realization that “unless the natural
ability of my people is recognized by the dominant race they cannot rise to that station for
which the God of Nature intends them.” In other words, without recognition of the
inherent abilities of the Indians, they could not achieve the ‘civilization’ demanded by
that same dominant race.129

Some scholars have speculated that Simon’s motivation in writing these articles
was the increasing demand by museums and tourists alike for Indian handicrafts, thereby
promoting the economic interests (and survival) of the Michigan Potawatomi. However,
at least one historian places Simon in the vanguard of the discussion of the “social

original.
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context of contemporary Indian art in America,” with material culture a source of ethnic pride and identity. His writings in the 1890s thus presaged discussions held by the Society of American Indians in the first quarter of the twentieth century, as well as regulations established “to promote the development of Indian arts and crafts” by passage of the Indian Arts and Crafts Act in 1935.130

In many of his writings, Pokagon interjects Potawatomi words and phrases into the English text, a technique known as ‘glossing.’ Although not used in The Red Man’s Rebuke, glossing is used more frequently in his articles “The Future of the Red Man” and “Indian Superstitions and Legends,” birch bark booklets such as Algonquin Legends of South Haven and the Pottawatamie Book of Genesis, and in the novel O-gî-mâw-kwë Mi-ti-gwâ-kî (Queen of the Woods) the title itself an example of the technique. In these writings, Pokagon’s deep affection for his cultural heritage is clear; he seeks not only to preserve the oral traditions of the tribe, but the language, as well. By glossing, Pokagon forces his readers to “reconsider stereotypical notions about Indian ‘gibberish,’” and to confront not only the “creative potential” of the Potawatomi language, but its simple beauty as well.131

Simon Pokagon found himself in the liminal position of being caught between two worlds, as did many of his Indian contemporaries. Because of his education, and his apparent support of acculturative practices, Pokagon was not fully accepted by his people as Indian; because of his Indian heritage, he often found himself excluded from the very


‘civilization’ he seemingly promoted. Perhaps his writings are best regarded as promoting reconciliation between the two races, rather than continued efforts to ‘civilize’ Indians out of existence. *The Red Man’s Rebuke*, the earliest of his published works, was dedicated to the memory of William Penn and others who promoted justice for Native Americans, recognized them as brothers, and defended the race. Written in a spirit of righteous indignation, Pokagon gave voice to the lamentations of his people, a powerful admonition, yet free of vindictiveness.

*The Red Man’s Rebuke* was printed on the bark of the white birch, the tree central to the lives of the Potawatomi. *Wigwes* (birch bark) was a gift to the people from the Creator. It was their writing material in lieu of paper; their hats, caps and dishes were all made from this “manifold bark,” as were their wigwams and canoes, light and fire for their council chambers, even the knots used to seal their marriage vows. Pokagon found great symbolism in using birch bark for *The Red Man’s Rebuke*, because of its centrality to traditional Potawatomi life, and because, “like the red man, the tree [itself] is vanishing from our forests.”

Pokagon’s motivation in writing *The Red Man’s Rebuke* was twofold. Not only did he genuinely resent the exclusion of his people from the opening ceremonies of the Exposition, but he recognized the danger to all Native Americans posed by the prominence of the ethnological exhibits and Indian villages. He knew that public perception was easily swayed, and the romantic image of the ‘savage’ Indian was already well established in the American psyche. Pokagon’s fear was that such displays might

---
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jeopardize the programs he believed were crucial to the very survival of the Indian, by 
overshadowing the very real progress Native Americans had made in their lives.

**Conclusion**

On the morning of Chicago Day, nearly 75,000 people crowded Terminal Plaza
on the fairgrounds to participate in the opening chorus, to hear the ringing of the
Columbian Bell of Liberty, and to witness the ceremonial reenactment of the 1833 treaty.
Mayor Carter Harrison accepted a parchment duplicate of the title deed for more than one
million acres from Simon Pokagon, standing in for his father, Leopold, who signed the
original treaty. Following the ceremonial presentation, Pokagon addressed the crowd.
Published accounts described him as “quiet, dignified and self-possessed,” with a “look
of sadness in his face, showing…the weight of years…pressed into a moment of time.”

His words urged both change and conciliation:

> What can be done for the best good of…our race? Our children must learn
that they owe allegiance to no clan or power on earth except these United
States…[they] must be educated and learn the…trades of the white
men…[then]they will be able to compete with the dominant race.

However, even as he called for Native Americans to give up many of their
traditional ways and adopt those of the “white man,” he continued to support his people’s
strategic resistance to the cruelty so often experienced at the hands of that “dominant
race,” reminding his audience that: “the red man is your brother, and God is the Father of
all.”

---
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I was pained to learn that some who should have been interested in our people discouraged our coming to the Fair, claiming openly that we are heartless, soulless, and Godless. Now let us all as one pray...that [the Great Spirit] will open the eyes of their understanding and teach them to know that we are human as well as they. \(^{137}\)

Simon Pokagon’s experiences at the World’s Columbian Exhibition inspired a late career as an author. Between 1893 and his death in 1899 he wrote nearly one dozen articles for some of the most prestigious magazines of his time, delivered numerous public addresses, and authored his autobiography. Near the end of his life, Pokagon wrote:

I have stood all my life between the white people and my own people. Without gun or bow I have stood between the two contending armies, receiving a thousand wounds from your people and my own. And I have said to my people, when they were bitterly wronged, and felt mortally offended, ‘Wait and pray for justice; the warpath will but lead you to the grave.’ \(^{138}\)

The wisdom and quiet dignity of Simon Pokagon at the Columbian Exposition made him seem a consummate example of the ‘civilized’ Indian. However, Pokagon’s was also an object lesson in the possibility of adaptation rather than total assimilation, of cultural persistence rather than extinction. Navigating the perilous road between two cultures, Pokagon’s was the voice that announced to the world that his people were not desiccated relics of a distant past, but remained very much in the present. His was a stance of courage and resistance in the face of a dominant culture determined to relegate the Potawatomi of Michigan and Indiana, and Native Americans generally, to the dustbin of history. Never doubting the validity and value of his own uniquely Indian identity,

\(^{137}\) Ibid.  
\(^{138}\) Hulst, 82.
until his death Pokagon fought to ensure that all Native peoples would be afforded that same dignity.

Despite their differences, the Catholic Potawatomi continued to exhibit this same courage and resistance into the twentieth century. They too felt the wounds experienced by Simon Pokagon at the hands of the dominant culture, particularly in the first half of the century. However, with the patience counseled by their former leader, the band eventually succeeded in recovering their annuities, reclaiming their sovereignty, and renewing their identity as the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians.
CHAPTER FIVE

A TIME OF DARKNESS

It was beginning to be difficult to be an Indian. We were not allowed to practice our own religion…we were told not to do it. The language was not spoken since our religion was not practiced. [It] was a time when The People didn’t respond. It was a time of darkness.

Rae Daugherty, Elder
Potawatomi Indian Nation, Inc.
Quoted in *Always a People*

For the Pokagon Potawatomi, the twentieth century began, if not exactly well, at least hopefully. Having succeeded in securing a portion of the annuities owed them by the United State government, the financial condition of members improved, if marginally. Tribal governance was once again united with the factionalism of the late nineteenth century beginning to dissipate with Simon’s death in 1899. The Pokagon looked forward to the new century with a renewed sense of trial unity and purpose. There was reason to hope that the darkest days were behind them, and that conditions, politically and economically, could only improve. What was anticipated to be a time of renewal, however, became instead “a time of darkness.”¹

Hoping to build upon their legal success with their annuity claim, the Pokagon would pursue another claim, this time against the City of Chicago. It was not their success or failure in this legal challenge, however, but a government program designed to

‘lift up’ the Indian which would inspire much hope within the community, but ultimately leave the band devastated: The Indian Reorganization Act.

**Simon Pokagon’s Sand Bar Case**

Originally championed by Simon Pokagon, what has come to be called the Sand Bar Case was taken up at his death by his son Charles. And although it had once been considered Simon's folly, the case was eventually taken up by the Pokagon Business Committee, as well.

The case hinged on the Pokagon claim that although the Potawatomi had ceded much of the land on which Chicago was built, at the time of the 1833 cession treaty the contested land was underwater lake bed, with the exception of a small island at the mouth of the Chicago River (the sandbar which became the colloquial name for the case). In the intervening years, through dredging and particularly through landfill, an additional 237 acres of land was added to Chicago's lakefront, land which could not have been included in the cession as it did not exist at the time. This land had become some of the most valuable real estate in the City, home to the Magnificent Mile, the Gold Coast, steel mills, railroads, and corporate headquarters.

Historian James Clifton claims that the origins of the land claim date back to the 1850s, when a young Abraham Lincoln briefly "minded the case-file" for the Illinois Central Railroad.\(^2\) Clifton also maintains that John Critcher, the attorney who argued the annuity case for the Catholic Potawatomi, was first tasked with pursuing the land claims

---

case and only reluctantly redirected his efforts towards recovering the back annuities.\(^3\) However, there is scant evidence to support these assertions.

The land claim first came to public attention in late 1897, when the *New York Times* announced that Simon Pokagon was traveling from Michigan to Chicago seeking legal representation for his claim to 130 acres of prime real estate along the City's Lake Michigan shoreline.\(^4\) Simon had little chance to promote the claim prior to his death in January 1899. However, his son, Charles, immediately stepped in for his father, announcing in April of that same year that he would pursue the case for his father to "get pay for my people for their lost birthright."\(^5\)

Charles had some initial success advancing the claim, persuading Representative Edward Hamilton of Michigan to introduce a bill in Congress which would enable the Pokagon to present their case in the Court of Claims.\(^6\) Arguments in the case were heard before the House Committee on Indian Affairs March 27 through 29, 1900. Appearing for the Pokagon was a Colonel Cook, with Charles Needham representing the State of Illinois. Representatives Mann and Boutell were also present, expressing their concern that the proceedings were intended "to put a cloud upon the title of the property along the lake shore," belonging to their wealthy constituents.\(^7\) The Committee, however, echoing the adverse report on the matter issued by the Secretary of the Interior, issued their own

\(^3\) Ibid., 4.


\(^5\) "Pokagon's Will-O'-The Wisp," *The InterOcean*, 2 April 1899, 45.


\(^7\) "Indians' Claim to Lake Front," *Chicago Daily Tribune*, 27 March 1900, 9.
report on May 31, 1900, stating their opinion that the Pokagon "had no [legal] interest in the land," effectively ending any chance the Catholic Potawatomi may have had to pursue their case in the Court of Claims.  

The Pokagon were not yet willing to abandon their claim. While temporarily stymied in the legal arena, representatives of the band organized a bit of political theater announced in May 1901. On that day, the Los Angeles Times reprinted a letter, addressed to the Graham & Morton Line, operators of steamships plying the waters of Lake Michigan:

Please state by return mail your best terms to convey to Chicago aboard one of your steamers, on or about June 1, the Pokagon Pottawatomie band of Northern Indiana and Michigan, one way only, to land them as near mouth of the Chicago River in the city as possible.

There will be about two hundred men and women, about one hundred children under sixteen years of age. There will be not far from forty ponies and about the same number of cats and dogs. There will be ten pet deer and a few other tame animals.  

The letter was signed by L. Mero, Secretary to Chief Pokagon.

The story was picked up by the Chicago Daily Tribune on June 8, 1901, detailing the plans for the "invasion," including the date the tribe would sail from St. Joseph, Michigan: June 22. The invasion was never realized, of course. The publicity was designed solely to keep the land claim in the public eye.

Although James Clifton argues that this "stunt" was orchestrated by Charles Pokagon, the Chicago Daily Tribune credits the scheme to "Chief" Isaac Quigno, "the
youngest and most daring full-blooded warrior in the tribe." The article lists the names of seven council members, who had "deposed" Charles and his council "because of lukewarmness toward the proposed invasion," indicative of yet another fracture within the Catholic Potawatomi community.

The publicity surrounding the planned invasion, while succeeding in elevating the anxiety of the owners of the lands along the Chicago lakefront did nothing to help the Pokagon cause. In January 1901 the Commissioner of Indian Affairs reiterated the government's position that any interest formerly held by the Potawatomi had been ceded to the United States with the 1833 Treaty of Chicago. This included any claim to the lake bed which, based on legal precedent, vested in the sovereign of the territory. The Commissioner elaborated that "as one sovereign withdraws from a territory this title vests in the succeeding sovereign without any special grant." In other words, although the Pottawatomi had not specifically ceded that territory which had only been lake bed in 1833, it is implied by established law that that had been included in the 1833 cession, as well.

This, again, should have been the end of the matter, however, short of a court ruling, the Pokagon were not willing to abandon their claim. Although Simon Pokagon, and later his son Charles, were the public figures most closely associated with the land claim, the Business Committee for the Pokagon community discussed the matter at their regular meetings as early as 1899. And while it is unclear from the Chicago Daily

11 Ibid.

12 Ibid. The topic of factionalism within the Pokagon community will be covered in more detail later in this chapter.

Tribune article, the new "Chief" mentioned, Isaac Quigno, and the seven new council members, may have been the duly-elected Business Committee for the tribe. While the Committee had periodically discussed the land claim at their meetings, their efforts to recover "their" lands did not begin in earnest until 1914, when the Chicago law firm of Burkhalter & Grossberg agreed to represent the Pokagon Potawatomi, filing suit in federal court on their behalf.14

The suit filed for the Pokagon closely resembled the case made before the House Committee on Indians Affairs. Appearing for the plaintiffs, J.G. Grossberg before the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Illinois built a sophisticated argument which belies contemporary notions of Indians as savages. It began with a careful examination of the origins of what was called "Indian Title," the right of indigenous inhabitants to occupy lands until ceded to a Euro-American government. This right to land cession passed from Great Britain to the fledgling United States following the American Revolutionary War. The body of the Pokagon's case, however, was rooted in their interpretation of two key treaties: the 1795 Treaty of Greenville and the 1833 Treaty of Chicago.15

Grossberg argued that the Treaty of Greenville gave the Indian tribes party to the treaty an absolute title to their lands which were not ceded to the United States as part of the treaty, not merely the "Indian Title" or right to possession:

In consideration of the peace now established and of the cessions and relinquishments of lands made in the preceding article by the said

14 John Low, "Chicago's First Urban Indians - the Potawatomi" (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2011), 143-44.

15 Ibid., 287-296.
tribes of Indians, and to manifest the liberality of the United States, as the great means of rendering this peace strong and perpetual; the United States relinquish their claims to all other Indian lands northward of the river Ohio, eastward of the Mississippi, and westward and southward of the Great Lakes and the waters uniting them.\textsuperscript{16}

Grossberg acknowledged that the Treaty of Greenville \textit{did} cede to the United States a parcel of land six miles square, at the mouth of the Chicago River. Significantly, the treaty used the then-shoreline of Lake Michigan to establish the cession boundary. None of the lakebed was included in that cession, nor was it included in any subsequent cessions. However, many other cessions in the Northwest Territory did specifically extend cession boundaries into adjacent bodies of water. Because the lakebed was never specifically ceded to the United States, as that lakebed became dry land, for whatever reason, "its ownership stays with the original owner of the submerged land, in this case, the Potawatomi."\textsuperscript{17}

While Grossberg made a considered and compelling argument, the Federal District Court was not convinced. They very quickly issued their decision, stating that the Michigan Potawatomi had not demonstrated a case "either under the rules of equity or evidence" which would merit further judicial consideration. The Pokagon appealed the decision, eventually taking their case to the United States Supreme Court. In a terse opinion, published January 8, 1917, the Court affirmed the findings of the lower court, ending the saga of Simon Pokagon's Sandbar. In addition to having their dreams of a

\textsuperscript{16} Treaty with the Wyandot, etc., August 3, 1795 (7 Stat. 49). Emphasis added.

\textsuperscript{17} Low, "Chicago's First Urban Indians," 190-93.
substantial windfall dashed by the Court's decision, the Pokagon were also obligated, by
the District Court's decision, to pay the costs of the trial.\(^{18}\)

As discussed previously, until recently history has roundly condemned the Sandbar Case as pure folly. It has be judged first as an effort by an old man to return to the good graces of his community and later as a foolish attempt by the Business Council blinded by the hope of another large settlement to benefit the community. While the Court's decision did impact the tribe financially (there were expenses to be covered) and had a negative influence on the tribe's morale, it did not decimate the Catholic Potawatomi. The Business Committee continued to meet regularly. Tribal members continued to scratch out what living they could in the region. Their next dealings with the government would have significantly greater, and much more enduring, effect upon the tribe. For the Indian Reorganization Act, which initially inspired hope within the Pokagon community of participating in an Indian New Deal, would ultimately strip them of their tribal status and deny their very identity as Indians.

**An Indian New Deal**

The Indian Reorganization Act began life as the Wheeler-Howard bill, and was inspired by the vision of John Collier. Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs during the Franklin D. Roosevelt administration, was an advocate for the preservation of Native American cultures, particularly the principle of community, as he perceived it, within Native societies.\(^{19}\)


Collier was born in Atlanta, Georgia in 1884. While he lost both parents while still in his teens, from both he would profess to have gleaned principles which would guide him throughout his life: from his mother “a passion for the wild [and] wrath at any form of cruelty;” from his father an “identification with public affairs,” which he would much later come to understand as the importance of community. \(^\text{20}\)

In 1908 Collier began work in New York City with The People’s Institute, a progressive-era organization dedicated to improving conditions for those marginalized by the socio-economic order of the industrialized world. \(^\text{21}\) It was during this period that Collier began to realize the power of community, what he described as “the *gemeinschaft* mode of life…the sufficing brotherhood, within innumerable local communities which are moved by shared purposes,” as the remedy to the woes of modern, industrial life, “the shattering, aggressive drive toward competitive utility.” \(^\text{22}\)

Collier could find no solution to the individualistic principles of modernity. Finding little financial and political support for his ideas in New York, Collier left the People’s Institute in 1919; moving to California, he was dissatisfied in his work there as Director of Americanization for the California State Housing and Immigration Commission. Still believing that “the primary social group,” community, “is hardly less essential for the realization of human life than…some essential organic structure,” he was at a loss as to how to affect the necessary changes he believed essential to the salvation of modern man – until his encounter with the Taos Pueblo, Christmas 1920. In his
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autobiography, Collier wrote that, through the Taos, he discovered that “deep community yet lived on in the embattled Red Indians,” leading him to vow “with absolute finality…this effort toward community must not fail; there can be no excuse or pardon if it fails.” It was his experiences with the Taos which gave birth to the “central commitment” of his life: the preservation of Indian culture and community.23

Following a decade of increasing notoriety as the Executive Secretary of the American Indian Defense Association, during which he also assisted in founding the All Pueblo Council, in 1933 Collier was appointed as Commissioner of Indian Affairs. It was in this capacity that Collier co-authored a bill (along with Assistant Commissioner William Zimmerman as well as Nathan Margold and Felix Cohen, both members of the legal staff of the Department of Interior) which articulated many of the reforms Collier believed necessary to preserve tribal life. Sponsored by Senator Burton K. Wheeler and Representative Edgar Howard, chairmen, respectively of the Senate and House Committees on Indian Affairs, the Wheeler-Howard Act would radically change the relationship between the United States government and the various Indian tribes.24

Initially introduced in February 1934, The Wheeler-Howard Act, commonly known as the Indian Reorganization Act, was a forty-eight page document described by one historian as “the most comprehensive and far-reaching legislative vision ever offered to Congress.”25 Its four titles addressed many of the problems faced by American Indians

23 Ibid., 120, 123.


by amending – or repealing – federal Indian policies which had been designed to “turn American Indians into Indian Americans,” with disastrous consequences detailed in the 1928 report *The Problem of Indian Administration*.26

United States Indian policy in the nineteenth century was designed to assimilate American Indians into the larger society. In so doing, the government hoped to remove itself from the ‘Indian business’ through a multi-faceted program of land reform, education and religious conversion, all designed to destroy tribal communities.

Viewed generously, these policies were intended to preserve a ‘race’ that was believed otherwise to be on the verge of extinction. By ‘civilizing’ the Indian, he would be integrated into white society and become another part of the (Euro-) American whole. However, the reality was that, rather than uplifting the standard of living for most Native Americans, living conditions continued to decline dramatically.

The Meriam Report, published in 1928 as *The Problem of Indian Administration*, detailed just how dramatically. Commissioned by Hubert Work, Secretary of the Interior, from the Institute for Government Research (later known as the Brookings Institution), the report was a sharp critique of the current policies of the Indian Service. It suggested the necessity of a complete paradigm shift, in fact concluding that the problem of Indian administration lay not with the Indian, but in the failure of the United States government to address the needs of their Indian charges. Through active enforcement of ill-conceived policies and failure to properly fund the agencies tasked with overseeing Indian affairs,

the Institute concluded, living conditions for an overwhelming majority of Indians were abysmal, whether at home or at the Indian boarding schools of the era.27

The report was a comprehensive look at Indian life, addressing such topics as Indian health (“bad” as compared to that of the general population), living conditions (“conducive to the development of the spread of disease”), and diet (bad [and] insufficient in quantity”). The Institute condemned practices at Indian board schools, stating “frankly and unequivocally that the provision for the care of the Indian children in boarding schools are grossly inadequate.”28 It also gave special attention to the problem of dwindling Indian lands, as well.

_The Problem of Indian Administration_ was released while John Collier was still the Executive Secretary of the American Indian Defense Association, where it was favorably received. In fact, Collier saw the report as setting the stage for a radical change in U.S. Indian policy. He aggressively pushed for a full-scale congressional investigation of the administration of Indian affairs, testifying to its urgency before the Senate. While a special sub-committee was appointed in 1928, the radical change Collier envisioned, including serious efforts to stop further losses of Indian land, would not come until 1934 with the Indian Reorganization Act.29

As the Executive Secretary of the American Indian Defense Association, Collier could only encourage Congressional action to address conditions faced by Native Americans. With his 1933 appointment as Commissioner of Indian Affairs in the
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Franklin D. Roosevelt administration, Collier took direct action. Working with his staff and that of the Interior Department’s solicitor’s office, he crafted legislation designed to restore tribal self-government and communal ownership of land. His hope was that the omnibus bill “would have a massive and dramatic nature, commanding the imagination of Indians and Congressmen alike.”  

The result was the Indian Reorganization Bill, which codified many of the remedial measures first suggested in the Meriam Report. The thirteen sections of Title I, Indian Self-Government, contained detailed provisions for local Indian political organization. The Secretary of the Interior was authorized to issue tribal charters granting powers of government and corporate organization. The charters would define the territorial limits of the community, as well as the powers granted, their qualification and limitations. Title I would have essentially created tribal communities with the powers of municipalities.

Title II, Special Education for Indians, addressed the deficiencies in Indian education described in the Meriam Report. Following the detailed provisions for Indian self-government, those for Indian education were vaguely drawn, extending to the Commission of Indian Affairs the authorization to “make suitable provision” to train Native Americans in the “various services now intrusted [sic]” to the Office of Indian Affairs. It also set out broad curricular guidelines, and authorized funds for Indian educational scholarships.
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Title III, Indian Lands, abolished the policy of allotment, overturning the Dawes Severalty Act. Any lands deemed to be ‘surplus’ under the Dawes Act were to be returned to communal ownership by the tribe within whose reservation boundaries they are located. It also authorized the Secretary of the Interior to acquire lands “for Indians for whom reservation…land is not now available,” or to acquire land to reverse the checkerboard effects of allotment on reservation land. Title III further authorized the appropriation of two million dollars annually to fund such acquisitions.33

Finally, Title IV, Court of Indian Affairs, established a federal court outside of the of the existing United States district court system, and in addition to the Court of Claims. It was given original jurisdiction over nearly all cases in which any Indian tribe was party, with few exceptions.34

As originally written, the Wheeler-Howard bill met with serious opposition, from members of Congress and from Indian tribal members alike. In both the House and Senate Indian Affairs Committees, members expressed fears that the bill would only serve to further segregate Indians from non-Native society. Representative Theodore Werner of South Dakota stated that the proposed bill would make it “impossible for him [the Indian] to ever become an assimilated part of the citizenship of the country.” Elmer Thomas, Senator from Oklahoma, argued that assimilation had worked in his state, and the Wheeler-Howard bill would reverse the “trend of one-hundred years,” creating an
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“Indian zoo.” Many members objected to the Communist overtones of the collectivization of Indian lands.  

Criticism from Indian communities was, perhaps ironically, similar to that from members of Congress, and no less harsh. To allay Indian fears of a bill that Collier believed was essential to their very survival, he called a series of ten Indian congresses across the country. Reception at those meetings was mixed. The Indian perspective was summed up best by Flathead tribal member Joe Buck, who stated that the Indian had learned to be “suspicious, but you can’t blame him.” In the end, however, Collier, or his representatives, were able to sway many of those initially opposed to the bill. Collier did not have such good fortune in Washington, where the bill continued to languish in committee. He called on Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes for support. Ickes in turn spoke with President Roosevelt, who had previously expressed support for the legislation. Only after President Roosevelt endorsed the bill in letters to the chairmen of both the House and Senate Committees on Indian Affairs did action on the bill commence in earnest.  

The Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) which passed into law June 18, 1934 bore little resemblance to that originally submitted by Collier. Gone were the sections giving
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Indian communities the power of municipalities and a separate Court of Indian Affairs. What remained, however, was revolutionary in terms of United States Indian policy.  

Many benefits accrued by organizing and incorporating under the Indian Reorganization Act. Tribes gained increased powers of self-government, except insofar as those had been extinguished by a Congressional statute or a treaty.  

The IRA ended the practice of allotment of Indian reservation lands, restored to tribal ownership any remaining ‘surplus’ lands, and extended the trust period for Indian lands indefinitely. It further authorized the Secretary of the Interior to purchase lands for Indians, whether to add to existing reservations or to establish new reservations for landless Indians. It authorized two million dollars each year for this purpose.  

In lieu of quasi-municipal political organization, the IRA authorized $250,000 annually to defray the costs associated with helping Indian tribes organize chartered corporations and adopt “appropriate” constitutions and bylaws. Granted to such chartered corporations was the power to conduct corporate business, employ legal counsel, and negotiate with federal, state and local governments. These chartered Indian corporations were also given access to a ten million dollar revolving fund from which they could borrow to promote economic development of the tribe.
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By the end of 1953, a total of ninety-six tribal constitutions were approved under the Indian Reorganization Act. An additional twenty constitutions were approved for tribes in Oklahoma and sixty-six in Alaska, under separate enabling legislation apart from the IRA. Of these tribal units organized under the IRA, seventy-three filed for incorporation. The Pokagon were not one of them.

**The Pokagon Press for Inclusion**

Pokagon efforts to participate in the Indian Reorganization Act began before the Act was even passed. In a letter from tribal member Michael Williams to President Franklin D. Roosevelt dated April 27, 1934, the Pokagon first expressed their desire to be included in the benefits to accrue from the bill when it became law. In a petition signed by twenty prominent tribal members attached with the letter, the Pokagon made their case for inclusion. Citing the Chicago Treaty of September 27, 1833, which allowed their band to remain in Michigan, the petition briefly recounted their history of landlessness from government failure to allot lands, “tribally or severally,” and of annuity payments and “moneys due from treaty pledges” that were “wrongfully shut-off.” The petition further requested that language in the bill be revised to include Indians “of their status,” not just “Indians living under Federal tutelage and control.” This phrase, cited from Section I of the original Collier proposal, but deleted from the final version of the Act, would eventually become the crux of the argument against Pokagon requests to reorganize.42

Williams’ letter and the accompanying petition was forwarded from the President’s office to the Office of Indian Affairs. Commissioner John Collier responded
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almost immediately. Given that the bill was still under review by both the Senate and House Committees on Indian Affairs and was being substantially overhauled, the Commissioner was understandably non-committal. As the final language of the bill had yet to be determined, Collier could not state whether the Pokagon would be able to “share in its benefits.” 43

In the interim between Williams’ letter and Collier’s response, one of the many conferences held across the country to discuss the Wheeler-Howard Bill directly with Native communities was held in Hayward, Wisconsin. Attending the conference representing the Office of Indian Affairs was Frank Christy, Superintendent of the Mount Pleasant, Michigan Field Office. Writing to Collier following the conference, Christy described concerns among the Indians regarding the words “Indians living under Federal tutelage” which might indeed preclude their benefiting from the provisions of the Act. Especially concerned were the Ottawa (Odawa) and Potawatomi “who have long since severed all connection with the Government.” Christy’s understanding, on which he requested (and received) clarification was that final participation in the benefits of the bill, should it pass into law, was based not only on the qualification of ‘Indian-ness,’ but also on available dollars, or “the amount of appropriations furnished by Congress for amelioration of conditions among Indians.” This information was relayed to both the Odawa at Grand Traverse, and the Potawatomi, with whom Christy had met two weeks prior to his letter to Collier.44
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What Christy did not mention in his letter was the division within the Pokagon band which he witnessed at his meeting with tribal members. In the months that followed, a series of letters between members of the Pokagon band and Commissioner Collier detailed the factionalism, and hinted at just how heated exchanges between the groups became.

The first indication of factionalism within the Pokagon community appears in a letter from Pete Wesaw to Collier dated May 16, 1934. Wesaw describes three factions, at odds over the Wheeler-Howard Bill and the proper Pokagon response. Additional details are contained in a letter from Wesaw to Collier written three weeks later, June 5, 1934. 45

Factionalism within the various tribes regarding the pending Wheeler-Howard legislation was not uncommon. Many members supported the bill, believing that its provision would ameliorate many financial woes experienced by the Indians as a result of government policies and worsened by the Great Depression. However, there was a strong current of resistance, as well. Many members expressed their concern that, as one questioner stated at the Hayward Conference, “how do we know that the Government will fulfill its promises? We have been deceived quite a few times!” 46

Within the Pokagon community, the first, and largest, faction was led by Pete Wesaw. His group, which would eventually number 84 tribal members, supported the band’s participation in any programs resulting from passage of the Wheeler-Howard bill.
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The second faction, led by Frank Hamilton, advised his group to ignore Wesaw’s group, as he (Hamilton) had been hired by the government “to be representative over these Indians.” The third faction was led by Andrew Rapp. Rapp was elected chief of the band in November 1929. While his term expired in 1931, Rapp continued to represent himself as chief. With fifteen members in his group, Rapp not only opposed the Wheeler-Howard bill, but also threatened arrest and prosecution of Wesaw for interfering in tribal business.47

Factions within the Pokagon community, and within the larger Potawatomi community, were not uncommon. After all, it was a factional split at the 1833 Treaty of Chicago which first differentiated Leopold Pokagon's Catholic Potawatomi from those he dubbed the "Prairie Indians."48 Pokagon's adamant refusal to remove from his band's ancestral homelands, breaking with the greater part of the tribe, illustrates the fallacy held by many government officials of tribes as a singular unit, traditionally living in a state of political harmony.49

Conflict within Native communities had always existed. However, prior to European colonization and American settlement of large swaths of Indian territory, internal disputes which could not be resolved through discussion were resolved through

47 Pete Wesaw, Dowagiac, MI to John Collier, Washington, D.C., 16 May 1934 and 5 June 1934, CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.


the use of "schismatic split." In this scenario, a group who disagreed with a particular tribal policy or decision would simply migrate out of a particular community, forming another village within the tribal estate. This became a less viable alternative in the nineteenth century, as more Indian lands were ceded to the United States.

Factionalism within Native communities first began to be studied by anthropologists and sociologists in the late 1940s. As one of the more significant consequences of the stresses of cross-cultural contact situations, or acculturative situations, scholars have identified many causes for these intra-tribal conflicts. The division between traditionalists and modernists (or assimilationists) is an often-cited cause for tribal factionalism. Other causes include conflict between religious groups (traditionalists vs. Christians or Protestants vs. Catholics); conflicts between competing family groups or clans; or even between those with property and those without.

The factionalism which resulted in Leopold Pokagon's band splitting from the rest of the Potawatomi is difficult to categorize. The split was not likely clan based, as clan affiliation spread across Potawatomi territory, serving to unite far-flung villages into a tribal whole. As such, the Bear Clan, for example, would have had members in both Pokagon's villages and those which migrated westward. While Leopold could be labeled a traditionalist, refusing to accede to the demands of the American government, his
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actions to acculturate to Western agricultural practices, his conversion to Roman Catholicism, and his emphasis on (Catholic) education could see him labeled as an early assimilationist. To Leopold Pokagon, however, the divide seems to have been cultural; between the "Prairie Indians" who might prosper in conditions west of the Mississippi, and his "Woods Indians," who he believed would not.

Factionalism divided the band following Leopold's death, as well. When community members migrated out of the Silver Creek community, rather than make payment to Peter Pokagon, they engaged in the traditional behavior of migration, moving to the already established Catholic Potawatomi villages of Paw Paw and Brush Creek, and establishing a new community at Rush Lake. The later factional divide involving Simon Pokagon and his actions, which centered around similar village divisions (Silver Creek vs. the other communities), was seemingly only resolved at his death.

In the case of the three factions that developed during the Pokagon efforts to participate in the Indian Reorganization Act, it is also difficult to discern their origins. They do not appear to be associated with particular village loyalties. While census records are markedly incomplete, correspondence from the leaders of at least two of the factions confirm they lived in the same town, Dowagiac.55 Without detailed genealogical charts, familial or clan affiliations cannot be determined. However, correspondence again confirms that members sharing the same surname supported different factions; for

55 For example, correspondence between Pete Wesaw and the Commissioner for Indian Affairs indicates that in 1934 Wesaw resided in the Cass County, Michigan town of Dowagiac. While there are numerous Wesaw's listed in the 1930 and 1940 federal census, there is no record of a Pete Wesaw. after 1920, when he is listed under the record of his father, Charles. At that time the family resided in Silver Creek and Pete was 21 years old. Census records accessed through Ancestry Library, www.ancestrylibrary.com (Accessed April 16, 2016). Note: Ancestry Library is a subscription database.
example, while Andrew Rapp led one faction, George Rapp lent his support to Pete Wesaw's group.

What Pete Wesaw identified as faction number one was led by Andrew Rapp. This fracture may well have been purely political. Rapp was a former chair of the Business Committee, who had recently lost his position in 1931 and who was apparently unwilling to give up his position of authority.\(^{56}\)

The division between the faction led by Frank Hamilton and the group identified with Pete Wesaw is more mysterious in its origins. Both men were originally from Silver Creek, home of Simon Pokagon. In fact, Frank Hamilton was the grandson of John Winchester, who had been a member of Simon Pokagon's rump Business Committee.\(^{57}\)

The divide might also have occurred over economics. Frank Hamilton was a mason by trade. In 1930, he was 52 years old and gainfully employed in construction. Two of his children could also be located on the 1930 census. Paul, age 27, was living in South Bend, employed as a metal finisher in the auto industry. Lewis, age 21, was a machine tender in a Kalamazoo paper mill. All of these are skilled trades, which, during the Great Depression, may have made it easier to find employment.\(^{58}\)

The only census record that could be found for Pete Wesaw was in 1920, when he was living with his father, Charles. At that time, Pete indicates no occupation. His father lists his occupation as a farm laborer. Two of the remaining members of the special sub-committee appointed by the Business Committee to investigate the IRA also made it onto

\(^{56}\) Pete Wesaw, Dowagiac, MI to John Collier, Washington, D.C., 16 May 1934 and 5 June 1934.

\(^{57}\) Ibid.

the federal census. Michael Williams, age 49, worked as a clerk in a clothing store in South Bend, Indiana. Henry Boziell, age 63, listed his occupation as a farm laborer. While both of these men were employed in 1930, as their positions were less skilled, it is likely that their continued employment was more tenuous. The difference in the prospect of continued employment between the Hamilton faction and the Wesaw faction may have contributed to their conflict. With so little evidence to evaluate, it is impossible to say conclusively what led to the divide.  

Whatever the origins of the factionalism, in his response, Collier assured Wesaw that his group could not be arrested or punished for expressing interest in the pending legislation, nor could they be prevented from writing to the Commissioner’s Office and receiving information in return. However, Collier strongly encouraged the Pokagon to unite in common cause, advising that “dealing with several small groups of fifteen Indians is unsatisfactory and makes the cost of administration exceedingly high,” no small admonition given budgetary realities in the midst of the Great Depression.  

With the June 18, 1934 passage of the Indian Reorganization Act, the Pokagon increased their efforts to be included in the benefits of the Act. On November 17, a committee was appointed from the Wesaw group to press Pokagon claims to be allowed

---


60 John Collier, Washington, D.C. to Pete Wesaw, Dowagiac, MI, 29 May 1934 and 23 June 1934, CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.

61 Collier, From Every Zenith, 440-41.
to participate in the Indian “New Deal.” Correspondence continued, with a flurry of letters exchanged in the final months of 1934.62

On November 24, 1934, letters were sent from committee chairperson Paul Knapp to Senator Arthur Vandenberg (R-MI), Senator Burton Wheeler (D-MT), requesting their help in securing the attention of the Office of Indian Affairs, and to the Secretary of the Interior directly. While the specifics of each letter varied, each carried the same essential message: that the Pokagon Potawatomi were legitimate candidates to participate in the Indian New Deal and wished, without question, to “share in the benefits of the act [sic].”63 All three letters were forwarded to the Office of Indian Affairs and responded to by Commissioner Collier or Assistant Commissioner, William Zimmerman, Jr.. The response to Wheeler, to Vandenberg and to Knapp was to suggest that the Pokagon send a list of tribal members, their financial status, and their “blood status” (blood quantum), so that the Office of Indian Affairs could make a determination of their eligibility under the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act. In short, the Pokagon needed to prove that they were Indian.64

The Pokagon immediately set about providing evidence of their ‘Indian-ness.’ On December 31, 1934, committee member Thomas Winchester forwarded a list of the adult
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62 Paul Knapp, Hartford, MI to Arthur Vandenberg, Washington, D.C., 24 November 1934, CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives. Note that while the group continued to refer to themselves as the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, they would continue to also refer to themselves as the Potawatomis of Michigan and Indiana.


members of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians to Zimmerman, after having the list approved by H.L. Cameron, the Administrator of Cass County, Michigan.

On January 5, 1935, a supporting petition was sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The petition, signed by all five of the committee members, affirmed the following:

1. That the Potawatomis of Michigan and Indiana were “in fact and in all truth Indians.”
2. That they were a band of Potawatomi Indians, numbering “two hundred-fifty to three hundred souls,” all of one-half to full-blooded Indian.
3. That they were descendants of Potawatomis given “the ‘extraordinary’ privilege” of remaining on their ancestral homelands by the Treaty of Chicago, September 27, 1833.
4. That they were assured in that treaty that their tribal rights and dues were guaranteed and that, as a band of Potawatomi Indians, had never abrogated these rights “nor [had they] forgotten the promises made.”

Included in the petition was a scathing rebuke of government efforts to exclude homeless and unemployed Indians, who had been “cast adrift for no reason [other] than that they long ago were stripped landless, cleaned and dispossessed of worthwhile properties,” a reference to the original language of the bill which would have extended its benefits only to “Indians living under Federal tutelage and control.”\(^{65}\) In response, Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, wrote that the status of the Michigan Indians was under consideration. He explained that Congress had failed to appropriate any of the funds authorized by the Indian Reorganization Act, and thus plans to implement provisions of the act had been “retarded.” Ickes stated that he was forwarding the correspondence to

\(^{65}\) Potawatomis of Michigan and Indiana, South Bend, IN to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C., n.d., CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.
Commissioner Collier for his consideration “in working out a program for the Michigan Indians.”

Monies to fund many of the provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act were appropriated by Congress in May 1935, including $1 million to purchase additional lands for approved groups. Several tribal bands in northern Michigan were given the opportunity to vote to accept the provisions of the IRA in June. However, although they had enlisted the support of their local government representatives, their U.S. Senator, and the Michigan Indian Affairs Committee of The American Legion, Pokagon efforts were again rebuffed. William Zimmerman confirmed in a letter to Frank Langdon, chairman of the Michigan Indian Affairs Committee, that Section 18 of the Act had been interpreted to mean that the Secretary of the Interior was instructed to call for a referendum vote only on existing Indian reservations. As the Pokagon were not living on reserved lands, they could not be extended the privilege of holding a referendum vote. They were again encouraged to provide a list of members, along with their blood quantum, and assured that “their rights” would be given due attention and such action “as may be practicable” would be extended to include the Pokagon in the benefits of the legislation.

The Pokagon continued to press their case for inclusion throughout the 1930s. However, despite their continued correspondence, their petitions, and their solicitation of support from local and U.S. representatives, their effort eventually failed, as on May 29,
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67 John Collier, Washington, D.C., to Pete Wesaw, Dowagiac, MI, 2 May 1935; William Zimmerman, Jr. to Maj. Frank Langdon, Detroit, MI, 26 June 1935; all CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.
1940 Commission John Collier issued a decisive memorandum which stated that “There be no further extension of Organization under the Indian Reorganization Act in Lower Michigan.”

The Basis for Administrative Termination

The Pokagon failed in their efforts to reorganization under the Indian Reorganization Act for a number of reasons. First, as discussed previously in this study, although the Pokagon Potawatomi were successful in claiming a portion of the annuities owed them through the Court of Claims, the decision contained language that now would be used against them. In rendering their decision, the Court declared that by remaining in Michigan the Pokagon Band had severed its connection with the United Potawatomi Tribe and had thereby lost its identity with the Tribe. The Court further declared “in ceasing to be a part of the United Nation, it did not retain any part of the political or corporate power of the tribe…still inherent in the body which emigrated beyond the Mississippi pursuant to the terms and requirements” of the Chicago Treaty of 1833. It went on to state that “the portion remaining [in Michigan] may have acquired a right to share in the annuities, but the corporate power of the tribe remained intact and incident to the larger body which emigrated.” In its decision, the Court effectively turned a territorial victory (the right to remain in Michigan) and an economic victory (payment of a portion of back annuities owed) into a political defeat.

Secondly, the Meriam Report, the foundational document for the Indian Reorganization Act, was written to address conditions for tribes with large populations.
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68 John Collier, Washington, D.C., to Cavill, et. al., 29 May 1940, CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.
Examples to contextualize report findings were cited from tribes of the southwest: Hopi, Zuni, Navajo; from Oklahoma; and from Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa. The tribes of Michigan were not mentioned by name in the report.

Further, the Wheeler-Howard Bill, passing into law as the Indian Reorganization Act, was John Collier’s vision of legislation necessary to ameliorate the problems cited in the Meriam Report. Collier’s two primary goals were to preserve and restore Indian lands, and to preserve Native American cultures, his ‘principle of community.’ His experience with Native communities, and thus, perhaps, his unacknowledged bias, targeted these same large tribal units, with some existing land base, however small or fractured. It was not written specifically to address the needs of a small, landless band, such as the Pokagon. Being perceived as having fully assimilated into white culture, Collier may well have perceived the Pokagon as having lost what he was attempting to preserve.

Additionally, Congress had already been soundly rebuked by the Meriam Report for failing to adequately fund the Office of Indian Affairs, but continued this pattern of neglect by failing to appropriate adequate funding for the initiatives contained within the Indian Reorganization Act. Addressing the Senate Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations on April 4, 1945, Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes told the assembled members that for fiscal year ending June 30, 1936, the Interior Department appropriation had been cut from $3,297,409, of which $2,997,675, over 90% of the appropriated funds, was taken from the Indian Service. The majority of cuts were from
appropriations authorized by Congress, and allowed by the budget, “for making the Indian Reorganization Act effective.”

Ickes went on to site specifics: Congress had authorized the $10 million revolving fund for loans to Indians. The budget allowed only $5 million; the House of Representatives cut that amount to $2.5 million. Congress authorized $2 million for land purchases for the Indians. The budget allowed $1 million; the House cut that amount to $500,000. Similar cuts were made to the appropriations for other provision of the Act. A shortage of available funding no doubt weighed heavily on Collier, as he sought to achieve the most good with the resources available to implement the provisions of the Act.

Further complicating the issue was the Pokagons’ lack of a tribal land base. The Office of Indian Affairs maintained that the Indians of lower Michigan, including the Pokagon, had not lived on a reservation since their lands were ceded to the United States in 1833, blithely ignoring the fact that the land in the northern part of the lower peninsula reserved for the Pokagon and to which they were to remove was taken by the government before the Pokagon could take possession of the reservation. No matter; as they did not live on a reservation, they could not be considered wards of the federal government. Further supporting his argument, Coordinator M.L. Burns of the Minneapolis Field Office argued that because Indians had been granted citizenship by the State of Michigan
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in the 1850 State Constitution, they were wards of the State, which was amply providing for their needs.\textsuperscript{71}

Most damning to the Pokagon cause was a report, “A Survey of Indian Groups in the State of Michigan, 1939: The Indians of Lower Michigan,” written by John H. Holst, Supervisor of Indian Schools, at the request of the Office of Indian Affairs. The report looked specifically at the Chippewa (Ojibwa), the Ottawa (Odawa), and the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi. In his opening paragraphs, Holst summarized his findings, arguing that after the War of 1812, the Great Lakes tribes saw “their tribal organizations [crumble], never to revive again.” Holst made the same tired argument that historians continued to make late into the twentieth century: that the Algonquin tribes had been shattered by the Iroquois hammer against the Siouxian anvil. To deny the persistence of the Great Lakes tribes justified not only the continued denial of rights and benefits, but the taking of, and refusal to return, Indian lands.\textsuperscript{72}

Holst relayed that fewer than 500 members remained of a band that once numbered over 3,000. Those remaining members had so effectively assimilated, he maintained, that they are “not distinguishable from their white neighbors,” culturally or economically. Holst contended that the economic status of the Indians of lower Michigan was generally comparable to their non-Native neighbors, as they “adjust[ed] to new occupations and [entered] various fields in competition with other skilled [non-Native] labor.” Culturally, Holst discounted the wearing of regalia at tribal events as “dressing for

\textsuperscript{71} M.L. Burns, Minneapolis, MN to John Collier, Washington, D.C., 6 April 1936, CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.

show in supposedly traditional costume.” Native arts, such as black ash basketry, were practiced not to maintain traditional tribal arts, but only “for the benefit of tourists.”

Unfortunately, Holst confused assimilation with acculturation. In the former, people of a minority culture are fully absorbed into the majority culture. There is a complete loss of the original culture, as the dominant culture comes to be perceived as more valuable. This is not what happened in the Pokagon community. Instead, the Pokagon acculturated with the majority culture. Through this process, some characteristics of the majority are adapted and absorbed into the minority culture, which maintains its viability, as is confirmed by the very activities Holst noted and tried to discount.

Holst’s take on Native governance within the tribes of lower Michigan is that “they recognize no native leadership because they recognize no common interests.” Ignoring documentary evidence that the Pokagon had had a Business Committee in place since the nineteenth century, with an elected leader, or chief, elected to a two-year term, his assessment of Pokagon tribal leaders such as John Williams and Pete Wesaw was that they simply “attempt[ed] to speak” for the band, and that any titles they assumed were “without political significance.”

In concluding his report, Holst argued that the Indians of lower Michigan had “entered into full citizenship” of the State, and “neither need nor ask help…from the Federal Government.” Holst’s conclusion was that “so far as lower Michigan is concerned trust-held land, with its implications of Federal wardship is a menace to Indian

73 Ibid., 2.
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welfare and progress,” recommending that “there be no further extension of organization under the Indian Reorganization Act in Michigan.”

There was resistance to Holst’s report from within the Office of Indian Affairs. Peru Farver, Superintendent of the Tomah Indian Agency argued that Holst’s estimation of the economic status of the Michigan Indians was vastly overstated. His experience was that “for the most part [the Indians are] a destitute people.” Farver also pointed out that most Native American groups in the northern peninsula had already been recognized, as had the Chippewa in the lower peninsula. Only the Ottawa and Potawatomi had been denied assistance under the Indian Reorganization Act. While fully agreeing that there should be no further extension of organization under the IRA, Farver argued that “there is a definite need of rehabilitation among some of these groups.” He further suggested this could be accomplished through State and Federal cooperation short of extending the benefits of the Indian Reorganization Act, a proposal also endorsed by Archie Phinney of the Minneapolis Field Office and J.C. Cavill, Superintendent of the Great Lakes Indian Agency.

Ignoring the evidence of Pokagon persistence as a tribal unit, governmentally and culturally, as well as the dire economic conditions stemming from the lack of a tribal land base, Commissioner Collier denied the Pokagon the benefits of participating in the Indian Reorganization Act, basing his decision largely on Holst’s report. In speaking with the Navajo Nation in July 1933, Collier warned that in turning away from their heritage, they
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would throw away that which made them powerful. Ironically, his decision to administratively terminate the tribal status of the Pokagon Potawatomi took away the tools that would have given the band the very power Collier feared the Navajo would lose.

**Opportunities Lost**

The effects Collier’s decision to exclude the Pokagon from participating in the benefits of the Indian Reorganization Act were far-reaching and universally negative. It is perhaps instructive at this point to investigate the political and economic benefits accrued by the four Michigan tribes that were allowed the reorganize: the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Lake Superior Band of Chippewa Indians, the Bay Mills Indian Community, the Hannahville Indian Community, and the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe.

The Saginaw Chippewa are the only one of the four tribes recognized during the IRA era to reside in the lower peninsula of Michigan. Historically occupying the northern reaches of the state, the tribe had been party to numerous treaties with the United States government, from the 1795 Treaty of Greenville to the 1864 Treaty of the Isabella Reservation, which established the Isabella Reservation on which the tribe continues to reside today. Actually established by the 1855 Treaty of Detroit, the borders of the 138,240 acre reservation were modified by the 1864 treaty to prevent incursion by non-Natives and preserve the Saginaw Chippewa land base. Sadly, the measures adopted in
the treaty were ineffective in achieving those goals; the Saginaw Chippewa would lose all but a tiny fraction of that land.\textsuperscript{77}

Recognition as a reorganized tribe provided the framework for self-government and political self-determination through an elected tribal council. As recorded in the minutes of that tribal council, the constitution and by-laws of the Saginaw Chippewa Tribe of Michigan were approval by the Secretary of the Interior on May 6, 1937. Between that date and February 19, 1938, the Federal government purchased 410 acres of land for the newly incorporated tribe. From that, landless families were to receive grants of ten acres each, subject to approval by the tribal council. An additional 588 acres was optioned for purchase in 1939.\textsuperscript{78} The Saginaw Chippewa were immediately awarded a grant of $6,000.00 to rehabilitate existing homes for tribal members and to build two new homes. The monies were also to be used to build a tribal community center. An additional $1,200.00 grant was received to insure cultural preservation, used to renew production of traditional tribal arts and crafts.\textsuperscript{79} Funds were also made available from the revolving credit fund to develop tribal and individual businesses, $6,000.00 and $7,500.00 respectively, allowing economic self-determinism, as well.\textsuperscript{80} Even with these
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grants and loans, the tribe struggled economically; they continued to rely heavily on federal loans throughout the twentieth century.\footnote{Ibid., 110.}

Results from such an infusion of resources compounded over the years. As a federally recognized tribe, the Saginaw Chippewa were eligible for benefits under the numerous programs authorized by Congress to benefit American Indians, such as the Housing Act of 1937; services from the Indian Health Service Division of the Department of Health and Human Services, established in 1956; and benefits under the Indian Education Act of 1972. As of 2015, the Isabella Reservation, home of the Saginaw Chippewa Tribe, totals 217.67 square miles, or 138,880 acres. Again, while much of that land is owned by non-Natives, having such a large area deemed a reservation gives the tribe broad local governmental power and influence. Tribal businesses have had varied success over the decades; however, as one of the few tribes organized in the lower peninsula of Michigan, the Saginaw Chippewa were uniquely positioned to exploit the Federal government decision legalizing tribal gaming. They opened their first bingo hall in 1980, adding Las Vegas-style card games in 1985. This was two years before the 1987 United States Supreme Court decision legalized Indian gaming, and before the first gaming compacts with the State of Michigan were signed in 1993. The Soaring Eagle Casino now generates an income for the tribe to provide additional housing, health care and educational services to their enrolled members. Because of the casino, the tribe has
also become the largest employer in Isabella County, Michigan, by extending employment opportunities to the non-Native community, as well.\textsuperscript{82}

The remaining three tribes were all located in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. The Keweenaw Bay and Bay Mills communities were descendants of the Ojibwa Indians who had historically inhabited the northern Great Lakes region. Both tribes had reservation lands dating from the nineteenth century, although the tribes had lost much of their reservation lands to allotment in the latter quarter of the century.\textsuperscript{83} The Hannahville Indian Community, the only Potawatomi community reorganized under the IRA, were descended from those of the tribe who refused to leave Michigan during the removal era. Fleeing from government forces, their ancestors initially took refuge with the Menominee in northern Wisconsin, and the Ojibwa and Odawa in Canada. Some of the people began to migrate back into the region in 1853, eventually settling along the Big Cedar River. Their first parcel of reservation land was purchased by a Methodist missionary, Peter Marksman in 1884, but the tribe was not acknowledged by Congress until 1913, when 3,400 acres was placed into trust for the Hannahville Indians at their current location near Wilson, Michigan.\textsuperscript{84} All three tribes had their constitutions approved by the Office of


\textsuperscript{83} The L'Anse Indian Reservation was created for the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community by the Treaty with the Chippewa, 4 October 1842. The reservation for the Bay Mills Indian Community was created by an act of Congress, June 19f 1860.

Indian Affairs in 1936; all three would have experienced benefits similar to those of the Saginaw Chippewa.\textsuperscript{85}

One additional reason why these four tribes may have been permitted to organize under the IRA is their location. All four of the Michigan IRA tribes lived in the northern part of the state: the Saginaw Chippewa in the far northern reaches of the southern peninsula, and the remaining three tribes in the upper peninsula. This area was, and is, sparsely populated, with minimal industry, based primarily on timber and mining. It is also cut-over land, formerly cool-climate forested area left devoid of its tree by intensive lumbering. While the southern part of Michigan was prime agricultural land, the cut over was not. The effort just to clear the land of tree stumps and rocks required intensive labor and/or massive amount of dynamite. The soil itself was not well suited for planting traditional commercial crops, such as corn or wheat. Certainly these tribes met the IRA requirements of having tribal lands and tribal governments. This additional financial hardship, however, may also have entered into the evaluation of their petitions by the Office of Indian Affairs.\textsuperscript{86}

Although the Pokagon business committee would persist, as a consequence of having their petition to reorganize under the Wheeler-Howard Act denied, the Pokagon were also denied access to any of the assistance available to the four recognized tribes, either federally purchased land or the grants and loans. Most tribal members continued to subsist on the margins of society economically. The Holst report reveals as much, stating

\textsuperscript{85} The University of Oklahoma College of Law, "Indian Reorganization Act Era Constitutions and Charters." The University of Oklahoma Law Center, http://thorpe.ou.edu/IRA.html (accessed April 1, 2016)

\textsuperscript{86} Robert Gough, Faming the Cutover: A Social History of Northern Wisconsin, 1900-1940 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1997).
that only three families in the Pokagon group had farms.\textsuperscript{87} On average, 52\% of the Indian population in the Pokagon service area in Michigan were on state relief rolls, as of 1930.\textsuperscript{88} While these numbers would improve as the Great Depression eased, the Pokagon would not achieve the same level of economic independence and self-determination as the Saginaw Chippewa for several decades.\textsuperscript{89} Looking back on the period, John Low, Pokagon band member and tribal council member, says:

“As an IRA tribe, they [the Federal government] would have provided us with funding, which the Indian Reorganization Act provided for. Low cost loans and other funding. Becoming an IRA government would have confirmed our access to…previous treaties. They owed us health care, they owed us education. And by denying us our continued existence they were absolving themselves of those obligations as well. They knew that we were the poorest of the poor.\textsuperscript{90}

Beyond the merely financial, denial of reorganization was a governmental denial of the Pokagon’s very identity. The cultural effects of this were devastating. Struggling to make a living in a wage-work economy, many members who came of age in the 1920s and 1930s, the IRA generation, simply lost connection with their tribal traditions. Rae Daugherty, Pokagon Band elder, explains:


\textsuperscript{88} Paul L. Stanchfield, Lansing, MI to U.S. Office of Indian Affairs, Lansing, MI, 22 April 1935, , CCF General Services, File 9634, RG 75, National Archives.. Allegan, Berrien, Cass and Van Buren counties are considered to be the Pokagon service area in Michigan, which also includes La Porte, St. Joseph, Elkhart, Stake, Marshall and Kosciusko counties in Indiana.

\textsuperscript{89} In fact, it would be 1994 before the Pokagon received federal recognition, providing access to land and funding, and restoring to the group the benefits of self-determination, politically and economically.

At that time it was beginning to be difficult to be an Indian. [It] was a time when the People didn’t respond. I think everybody deep down cared, but life was difficult just to have a job, raise your children. Many people went to schools…and they weren’t to speak the language. [And] the language was not spoken since our religion was not practiced [either]. It was just kind of erased out.  

The language and religion were nearly lost, as was the traditional art of black ash basketry. As the generation which had given birth to the children of the IRA generation died, so too did the many of the traditional skills. Says Philip Alexis, Pokagon Band member and Executive Director of the Confederated Historic Tribes, Inc, “A lot of The People forgot all those things. They forgot how to get black ash trees,” and how to make the baskets. It was a not a matter of the previous generation not teaching their children. Alexis recalls a conversation with his father, a member of the IRA generation: “I said, ‘Dad, how come you don’t know all these things? You know, your mother told you this. She had to, because she told me.’ He said, ‘Philip, it’s very simple. She told me but I didn’t listen.’”

Tribal enrollment began to drop as well. Says John Low, “Frankly, when there were no benefits, particularly to being a card-carrying Potawatomi member, people didn’t feel that necessity to [join the tribal roll].” He recalls asking his mother why she was not an enrolled member of the tribe, to which she responded, “What’s the point?”

---
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Conclusion

Such an attitude is not unusual in people who have been subjected to what can accurately be called colonial rule for over three centuries. Fortunately for the Pokagon, there remained a core group that continued to resist U.S. government attempts to erase their tribal identity, resisted continued colonialism.

As discussed in the introduction to this work, colonial and postcolonial theories were developed to analyze the social, cultural and economic vestiges of European colonization in Africa and Asia. The markers for colonialism, the means through which colonial rule was established and maintained, include the missionary, the military, the merchant, and the memorialist. It was the expansion of these ideas which led many scholars to explore the applicability of colonial and postcolonial theories to Native American tribal experiences.94

The concept of postcolonialism as applied to Africa and Asia differ markedly from its application to indigenous populations, especially those in the United States. There are two problems with the traditional definition of postcolonialism, geography and temporalism. If geography defines a struggle for postcolonial control of territory, or geographic sovereignty, then how to apply this theory to Native peoples, most of whom have been confined to reservations and have virtually no chance to regain absolute control of their territory? Similarly, if temporally postcolonialism is defined as a break from the colonial past and self-rule for a formerly subject people, how to apply the

94 DouDou Diene, “The Notion of Cultural Resistance” (adapted from keynote address at the annual meeting of the American Association of State and Local History, Birmingham, Alabama, 18-21 September 2013), AASLH History News 69, no. 1 (Winter 2014), 11-14.
concept to Native Americans who remain effectively under the control of their “colonial masters.”

The answers lie in broadening the definition of the terms colonialism and postcolonialism. In its classic form, colonialism describes the condition whereby “a small group of colonists occupy land far from the colonial metropolis and remain a minority, exercising control over a large native population,” conditions not applicable to indigenous populations in the United States. This contrasts with internal colonialism, in which “the native population is swamped by a large mass of colonial settlers who, after generations no longer have a [metropolis] to which to return,” or the “settler” colonies (such as Australia, Canada and the United States).

Additionally, regarding temporality, many scholars, including Bill Ashcroft, Gareth Giffiths and Hellen Tiffin, agree that postcolonialism does not simply designate a colonial pastness, an understanding that is “conceptually naïve.” Postcolonialism as applied to Native Americans, they argue, begins at the moment of colonization and continues to the present day. By this definition, both the colonial and postcolonial periods exist simultaneously.

A shift is also required in thinking geographically. If the characteristic feature of colonialism is subjugation, then that of postcolonialism is resistance. If, then, there is no

---


97 Tripathy, 42.

98 Weaver, 223.
land to fight for, the struggle becomes one of sovereignty and self-determination, both politically and economically. It includes, as well, a substantial element of cultural recovery.

The Pokagon experienced all four of the markers of colonialism. Their first contact with Europeans was with the French Jesuits in the seventeenth century, and continued with the Baptists, and finally a return to the Jesuits in the nineteenth century. Missionary efforts were centered on destroying traditional Pokagon religious practices in the name of civilization.

The military followed the missionary. Because of conditions specific to European colonization in North America, initial Potawatomi encounters with the military were mostly positive, as they were able to ally with the French against the British. This changed, however, when the British, and finally the Americans, gained superiority in numbers and military control of their territory. The relationship became one of territorial enforcement, as seen in the forced removal of the Indiana Potawatomi, which the Pokagon narrowly avoided.

Seventeenth century encounters with French fur traders began Potawatomi interactions with the merchant, who reshaped their subsistence economy through an increasing dependence on the fur trade and trade items. Dependence on the vagaries of the market economy only increased as first the British, and then the Americans, established economic domination over the tribe.

Finally, the memorialist, who was and is the most dangerous of the four. The memorialist’s role was to profoundly reshape memory as well as identity. The memorialist took many forms: the historian (to retell events of the past, rewriting
colonization as civilization); the sociologist and anthropologist (to make clear the primitive nature of Native societies); and the teacher (tasked with the mental transformation of their Native students). For the Pokagon, the memorialist can be seen in the shape of the French explorers who left their accounts of encounters with the Natives to the Jesuit reports to their superiors in France. The memorialist can also be seen in the teachers at Indian boarding schools, who took the indigenous clothing, language and culture away from their young Native charges, "killing the Indian to save the man."

The colonial encounters of the Pokagon Potawatomi with government efforts to erase their territorial holdings, their sovereignty, and their very existence, culminated in the removal of Pokagon tribal identity, articulated by the Court of Claims and implemented by the Office of Indian Affairs under John Collier. Fortunately, Pokagon resistance, begun under French colonization, continued through the treaty era under the leadership of Leopold Pokagon and into the twentieth century by men such as Pete Wesaw and John Williams, would not be deterred; the fire would not be extinguished.

It was a dark time for the Pokagon Potawatomi. But there was a new day on the horizon, and a new generation, a “comeback generation,” which would revitalize tribal culture and finally achieve Federal recognition, and with it the political and economic sovereignty the Pokagon had sought for decades. 99

---

CHAPTER SIX
ALWAYS A PEOPLE

After our sovereignty had been denied in the [19]30s, [we] continued to advocate. We just refused to give up, we refused to be assimilated, refused to forget who we were. And so we held onto that, and we continue.

John Low
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians¹

Although the Pokagon Potawatomi continued to appeal the 1940 decision by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) denying them permission to reorganize under the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), World War II shifted the attention of the country from New Deal programs (such as the IRA) to the programs and sacrifices necessary to defeat Hitler and the Axis powers. Correspondence sent to their field agent and to the BIA office in Washington, D.C. was routinely ignored. The worst possible outcome was realized in January 1941. William Zimmerman, Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, writing to Rep. Claire Hoffman (R-MI, 4th District) stated that the Pokagon had "not been recognized as a separate distinct band of Indians for over a century." With the

stroke of a pen, the Pokagon Potawatomi were expressly written out of existence as a tribal entity from the perspective of the federal government.  

However much the government wanted to deny their tribal status, the Pokagon continued to exist as a tribe. Their Business Committee continued to meet, as did the general membership of the tribe. After the war ended, the Pokagon renewed their efforts to assert their sovereignty and reclaim their tribal status. Their first victory came in 1978, through the Indian Claims Commission. While this claim was pending, however, the Pokagon mounted a more significant challenge: recognition as a tribal unit through an administrative process detailed by a new department within the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Branch of Acknowledgment and Recognition.

**The Indian Claims Commission**

In 1943, the United States Senate commissioned a survey of conditions on Indian reservations, similar to the Meriam Report of 1926. It concluded that conditions on reservations continued to be extremely poor. As in 1926, the blame was again placed at the feet of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the federal bureaucracy. The government's response to this survey, however, was markedly different than the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. The United States was emerging from World War II and making the difficult transition from a war-time to a peace-time economy. In this climate, federal Indian policy shifted once again, this time in a direction decidedly counterproductive to Indians. Rather than create a new set of administrative procedures to which tribes would be required to adhere in order to receive federal benefits, the new policy would terminate

---

the wardship relationship between the tribes and the government which was perceived to
be perpetuating dependency and poverty. House Concurrent Resolution 108, issued
August 1, 1953 announced the official federal policy of termination. Along with Public
Law 280, these acts of government would eventually terminate the tribal status of over
one hundred tribes, granting them instead all the "rights and prerogatives pertaining to
American citizenship."

In itself, this new policy did not apply to the Pokagon, who had seen their tribal
status administratively terminated years earlier. What is germane, however, is an
accompanying piece of legislation creating the Indian Claims Commission (ICC).
Created by the Act of August 13, 1946, the ICC established a tribunal separate from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to hear claims of "any Indian tribe, band, or other identifiable
group of American Indians" against the United States. Significantly for the Pokagon, the
Act did not require that claimants be federally recognized, nor did it require an enabling
act by Congress in order to bring suit. The Act provided broad grounds for claims,
including those based on "unconscionable consideration" for ceded tribal lands. Coming
as it did soon after the decision of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to exclude the Pokagon
from the Indian Reorganization Act, this new legislation had the effect of reenergizing

---


4 605 Stat. 1060, 25 USC 70a et seq.

5 The Act did require that the Pokagon prove that they were a legitimate, organized group of Potawatomi. That threshold for proof, however, was significantly lower than that of the Federal Acknowledgment Process.

6 605 Stat. 1060, 25 USC 70a et seq.
the tribe's political organization. Soon after hearing of the planned legislation, the band's leaders met to strategize their plan of action.

In late 1946, the Business Committee took the first step in their planned claim: hiring experienced legal counsel. After discussions with one attorney in Oregon, they contracted with an attorney from Cleveland, Ohio, who filed the claim on behalf of the Pokagon, as well as the other Potawatomi bands in Michigan and Wisconsin. After several years, however, the case was turned over to a firm in Washington, DC, which would handle the case through the initial ruling by the ICC and several appeals.7

This litigation was enormously complex, and to speak of one 'case' is extremely misleading. In reality, there were a number of distinct cases, or dockets, involved in the suit seeking monetary damages for 'unconscionable consideration' received for cessions of land in Michigan and Ohio in the 1807 Treaty of Detroit. What complicated the cases were the historical entanglements of the tribes involved, including the Potawatomi. As detailed earlier in this work, the Potawatomi had negotiated several land cession treaties with the United States, with the final 1833 Treaty of Chicago breaking the tribe into several constituent bands scattered across Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas and Oklahoma. Long separated from one another, the bands developed their own special, often competing, interests. Other tribes involved included the Miami, Kickapoo, Ojibwa and Odawa. With each band or tribe represented by different attorneys, their arguments before the ICC came to resemble, as one historian described them, "so many gladiators

desperately defending their sponsors," each competing for the same awards, with multiple millions of dollars at stake.\textsuperscript{8}

The claim proceeded over multiple decades, but the Potawatomi and their co-litigants finally won a ruling in their favor on May 11, 1978. Wading through mountains of evidence provided by legions of expert witnesses on topics encompassing Colonial History, American History, population numbers, public land policy, soil types, and the competing land valuations provided by plaintiffs and defendant, the Indian Claims Commission ruled that the fair market value of the lands ceded in the 1807 Treaty of Detroit was $6,400,000, for which the government paid $57,717.32. The Claims Commission ruled that the amount was "so grossly inadequate as to render the consideration unconscionable," and further ordered that the plaintiffs were entitled to recover from the government a total of $6,350,616.00, to be divided by the total acreage controlled by each tribe at the time of the treaty (further stipulated in the settlement). The Pokagon portion of the award amounted to almost $3,800,000.00.\textsuperscript{9}

While securing a much needed influx of cash for the band, more importantly the ICC decision further legitimized the Pokagon's tribal status. Energized and empowered

\textsuperscript{8} Ibid., 128.

\textsuperscript{9} Hannahville Indian Community et al v. United States, 41 Ind. Cl. Comm. 327 (1978).
by the decision, the Pokagon organized for their penultimate challenge, reclaiming federal recognition as a tribe.10

Creating the Federal Acknowledgment Process

"Recognition" is the legal term used to identify those Native American tribes with which the United States government acknowledges a formal government-to-government relationship.11 Prior to the 1970s, tribal recognition mirrored the ebb and flow of federal Indian policies. Between the founding of the United States in 1776 and 1871, the federal government routinely recognized Indian tribes through the treaty-making process. For the Pokagon, the Chicago treaty of 1833 brought just such government recognition, as Leopold Pokagon differentiated his band of Potawatomi (the Woodland Potawatomi) from those bands living further south and west (the Prairie Potawatomi), culturally, as well as spiritually. These differences resulted not only in Pokagon's band of Michigan Indians establishing their own unique identity within the larger Potawatomi Nation, but also resulted in their being mentioned specifically in an addendum to the Chicago treaty,

10 Although the case was decided in favor of the Pokagon and other plaintiffs in 1978, the tribe would not receive the final financial settlement until 1985. See: Congress, Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians Act and The Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians and the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Act: Hearing before the Committee on Indian Affairs. 103rd Cong., 2nd sess., 10 February 1994, 37. According to testimony at the Senate hearing, each Pokagon member received two checks, one in 1984 and one in 1985, totaling $1,900.00. At the time, there "was in the neighborhood of 2,000" tribal members. The total award is thus approximately $3,800,000.00.

giving the band de jure recognition as a tribal entity, with the sovereign rights imbued by that status. 12

Throughout the early history of the United States, the existence of independent Indian nations within the territorial boundaries of the country, and particularly within those of the states, was an especially contentious issue. In the landmark Cherokee Cases of the 1830s, John Marshall, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, attempted to codify the relationship between the tribes and the government once and for all. In *Cherokee Nation v. Georgia*, Marshall, while acknowledging that a government-to-government relationship existed between the tribes and the United States, doubted whether tribes could rightfully be considered "foreign nations." His definition, that tribes might "more correctly, perhaps, be denominated domestic dependent nations," whose "relationship with the United States resembles that of a ward to his guardian," established the parameters of federal responsibility over Indian affairs. While remaining independent from state laws and regulations and retaining the right to govern their internal affairs, American Indian tribes thereafter fell under the absolute power of Congress.13

Unfortunately, save Marshall's singular definition of the relationship between the United States and Indian tribes, there is very little else in either the foundational documents of the United States (the Articles of Confederation or the Constitution) or its statutes (for instance the six Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts) which clearly stipulates

---


how to define an Indian tribe. While reserving for itself plenary power in dealing with Indian tribes or nations, Congress maintained that these laws applied simply to "any Indian nation or tribe of Indians," leaving tribal recognition an arbitrary proposition, at best.\(^\text{14}\)

With the passage of the Indian Reorganization Act in 1934 (IRA), the government, in the form of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), again found itself struggling with the definition of what was a recognized tribe or band, eligible to organize under the IRA. Along with the criteria included within the text of the Act, it was during this period that lawyers for the BIA first articulated a legal principle which continues to affect current acknowledgment policy, stating that tribes had to have an unbroken existence in order to qualify for recognition, and thus be eligible for reorganization. In his landmark *Handbook of Federal Indian Law*, Felix Cohen wrote that "it is not enough that [a tribe] existed at some time in [the] remote past...A particular tribe or band may well pass out of existence as such in the course of time."\(^\text{15}\) It was this principle which the government used to strip the Pokagon of their tribal status, declaring that, by remaining in Michigan (as stipulated in the Chicago Treaty of 1833), they had separated themselves from the corporate body of the tribe and had "lost [their] identity with the [Potawatomi] tribe."\(^\text{16}\)
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\(^{14}\) Miller, *Forgotten Tribes*, 26-27.


\(^{16}\) Zimmerman to Hoffman, 10 January 1941. See Chapter Five of this dissertation for more information on the Pokagon Potawatomi and the Indian Reorganization Act.
The 1950s saw the termination of tribal status become federal Indian policy, with over 100 tribes losing their tribal status. Additionally, over 30,000 American Indians migrated from their reservations to urban areas, in part under the Relocation Act of 1954. Together, the unrecognized, terminated, and relocated created an underclass of Indians, unable to access benefits of federal Indian programs, benefits provided *de rigueur* to reservation Indians. Many of these groups began to band together in pan-Indian organizations, such as the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI).\(^{17}\)

Organizations such as the NCAI, as well as the Native American Rights Fund, the National Indian Youth Council, and particularly the American Indian Movement fueled a resurgence of Indian cultural identity in the 1960s and an increased activism and mobilization to reclaim federal acknowledgment and the political and economic sovereignty it promised. Federal Indian policy shifted once again, this time back to an acknowledgment of the 'wardship' status of Native peoples, and the government's responsibilities under that relationship first articulated by John Marshall. However, Congress would not move to address the status of unrecognized tribes until the 1970s.

Reclaiming federal acknowledgment as a tribal entity would guarantee access to numerous government programs for housing, health services and education, as well as grants for economic development. Nevertheless, renewing a wardship relationship within a patriarchal federal system to achieve the goals of political sovereignty and economic self-determination seems contradictory on its face. However, federal recognition would reestablish the government-to-government relationship between the United States and the newly acknowledged tribe, a matter of pride for indigenous peoples. Although members

\(^{17}\) Miller, *Forgotten Tribes*, 30-31.
of these tribes had always known they were Indians, reaffirmation of that identity at the federal level spoke deeply to Native Americans as a public, as well as legal, acknowledgment of their continued existence, which had been denied them, sometimes for centuries. It was a matter of respect, manifest in official government recognition.

Federal acknowledgment policy grew not only out of the activism of the 1960s, but from the fallout of several lawsuits brought by unrecognized tribes. Without a defined administrative process to achieve recognition through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the courts once again found themselves in the position of making Indian policy in opinions recognizing long-forgotten treaty obligations in issues ranging from fishing rights to land rights. However, despite the many claims decided in favor of an unrecognized tribe, there were many more claims denied by "skeptical white jurists" who, lacking an understanding of Native American history, felt they were dealing with groups "no more entitled to all the benefits the government has given them than the rest of the people." In the 1970s, petitions to the Bureau of Indian Affairs from unrecognized tribes mounted, as federal recognition would certainly bolster their standing in the courts. In 1976, the BIA and Department of the Interior, overwhelmed by these requests, issued a moratorium on any further acknowledgment cases.

During this time, Congress created the American Indian Policy Review Commission (AIPRC), which held hearings of its own to deal with the claims and status of unrecognized tribes. Antagonism towards commission members from unacknowledged
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18 Quinn, "Federal Acknowledgment of American Indian Tribes," 362.

19 Miller, Forgotten Tribes, 36.

20 Ibid., 34-37; Quinn, "Federal Acknowledgment of American Indian Tribes," 363.
tribes from those members belonging to tribes with federal recognition hobbled its effectiveness, but the commission still managed, through its final report issued in 1977 to spur congressional action.\textsuperscript{21}

South Dakota Senator James Abourezk sponsored several bills aimed at establishing congressional procedures for recognizing tribes. Under the proposed legislation, an independent Office of Acknowledgment would be established to examine claims from unrecognized groups. Petitioners would need to meet only three of seven criteria. If a group could show that they had once been party to a federal treaty, legislative act or executive order related to them, this would be considered \textit{prima facie} evidence of their tribal status. Significantly, the burden of proof fell to the Office of Acknowledgment to prove they had not continuously existed as a tribe after these acts. However, in the face of strong opposition from the BIA and Interior Department, as well as from reservation Indians, none of the proposed legislation was passed into law.\textsuperscript{22}

To prevent any further threat to its hegemony over tribal recognition, the Bureau of Indian Affairs immediately began formulating its own administrative procedure for federal acknowledgment. The new rules were first published in June 1977. The BIA was immediately flooded with objections to the proposed criteria from pan-tribal organizations and scholars alike. Many feared that the initial criteria were too liberal and would award recognition to spurious groups eager to "cash in" on federal benefits. Others feared an erosion of hard-won tribal sovereignty if the public came to view tribal

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 38-40.

\textsuperscript{22} Ibid., 39-40.
organizations as mere "social clubs," rather than "governments with inherent rights." Some worried that the recognition of a large number of small tribes "would invoke a very serious budgetary impact." Additionally, recognition cuts to the very core of Indian identity; leaders of many federally acknowledged tribes expressed their concerns over the dilution of the cultural significance of Indian status should the bar for recognition be set too low.

In the end, the regulations published on September 5, 1978, and originally promulgated as 25 C.F.R. 54, were considerably less liberal than those originally proposed by Congress. In establishing the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (BAR), the Federal Acknowledgment Process (FAP) required that petitioning tribes meet the following criteria in order to be federally recognized. These were the criteria the Pokagon were bound to meet in order to reclaim their tribal status:

a) The petitioner has been identified from historical times until the present on a substantially continuous basis as "American Indian," or "aboriginal."

b) A substantial portion of the petitioning group inhabits a specific area or lives in a community viewed as American Indian and distinct from other populations in the area, and that its members are descendants of an Indian tribe which historically inhabited a specific area.

c) The petitioner has maintained tribal political influence...over its members as an autonomous entity throughout history until the present.

d) Petitioner must provide a copy of the group's present governing document.
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23 Ibid., 42.

24 Sam Deloria, quoted in Miller, Forgotten Tribes, 42.

25 Miller, Forgotten Tribes, 41.

26 The Branch of Acknowledgment and Research was later renamed the Office of Federal Acknowledgment.
e) Petitioner must provide a list of all known current members of the group and a copy of each available former list of members.

f) Membership of the petitioning group [must be] composed principally of persons who are not members of any other North American Indian tribe.

g) The petitioner is not, nor are its members, the subject of congressional legislation which has expressly terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship.27

**Reclaiming Tribal Status**

Although losing their tribal status when they were denied permission to reorganize under the IRA was a heavy blow, it ultimately did nothing to disband the Pokagon. Unfortunately for the tribe, the climate in Washington, D.C. was such that their periodic correspondence was, for the most part, ignored. World War II was on the horizon in the 1930s, and required the country’s full attention in the 1940s. The 1950s saw United States Indian policy embrace legislative termination of many recognized tribes. Thus, according to John Low, formal tribal attorney for the Pokagon, the 1950s was not a time “that was an Indian sovereignty-friendly era.”28 Nevertheless, the Pokagon continued to press their claim to tribal status, in 1952 incorporating as a non-profit institution in the State of Michigan, as the Potawatomi Indians of Michigan and Indiana, Inc., to strengthen their position as an organized band. The Pokagon continued to meet regularly, voting on matters of importance to the community.

In 1964, this corporate body neglected to file the necessary annual report and fees with the State of Michigan. As a result, the corporate name became unprotected and was

---


adopted by a small dissident group within the band. At the time, the Pokagon governing body, the Business Committee, was dominated by men who had long been involved in tribal affairs, many having participated in efforts to organize under the Indian Reorganization Act. Some younger band members, chafing at what they saw as ineffectual leadership in prosecuting the land claim with the Indian Claims Commission, seized the name and appointed themselves as a new governing body. After several disruptive years, however, the general membership would no longer stand for what they saw as the dissident’s illegitimate tactics. At a meeting on July 12, 1969, the band overwhelmingly rejected this rump organization. The general membership elected a new Business Committee, to which only one member of the dissident group was elected. While this was a difficult transitional period for the Pokagon, the result was a new, younger, better-educated set of committee members. Reconstituted as the Potawatomi Indian Nation, Inc., this new group set to work on tribal business, including working to secure grants from the State of Michigan to assist with tribal programs addressing pressing needs related to housing, education and health care.29

With the creation within the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (BAR), the band began to research the viability of submitting a petition for recognition through the administrative process. Having made the

29 Clifton, *The Pokagons*, 129-130. Although continuing to be known informally as the Pokagon, the band would officially be known as the Potawatomi Indian Nation, Inc. until 1994, when they were awarded federal recognition as the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians.
decision to pursue acknowledgment through this process, the Pokagon submitted their letter of intent to file the petition to the BAR November 17, 1981.30

The federal acknowledgment process is an arduous undertaking, and is often viewed by the petitioning tribe as an adversarial process. The Pokagon disliked the process, which required tribes to prove their existence, something which they found very insulting. Because the Pokagon, as part of the Potawatomi Nation, had been party to eleven treaties from 1795 to 1833, and had continued to be recognized as a tribe through the payment of annuities due, the administrative process seemed to them to be a re-recognition of a relationship which already existed. Daniel Rapp, Chairman of the Potawatomi Indian Nation, Inc. at the time of their petition, was quite candid in an interview with Michiana Public Broadcasting, the Public Broadcasting Service affiliate in South Bend, Indiana. In the program, To Be Called A Nation, Rapp said the process "stinks," but "it is there and we're going to use it."31 Tom Topash, Vice-Chairman at the time of the petition, was somewhat more tactful. "We know we're a community," he stated in the same program, "it is the set of hoops that we must jump through" in order to secure federal recognition.32

The research and preparation of the full petition took the tribe an additional seven years. The Pokagon sought help from outside 'experts' to assist with the report, to insure

30 Philip V. Alexis, Dewitt, MI to Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, DC, 17 November 1981, Petition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians To the Secretary of the Interior for Acknowledgment of Tribal Status, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Bureau of Indian Affairs.


32 Ibid.
that there would be no question that they met all of the BAR criteria, that there would be no gaps in their history. During the administrative phase of their quest for federal acknowledgment, the Pokagon hired James A. Clifton, a "widely-respected expert on the Potawatomi Indians." Clifton, an anthropologist at the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, had studied the Kansas Potawatomi extensively, and worked with the Pokagon during their Indian Claims Commission suit in the 1960s. He was tasked with writing an ethnohistory of the Pokagon band. His work, published as *The Pokagons, 1683-1983: Catholic Potawatomi Indians of the St. Joseph River Valley*, was submitted as part of the petition, intended as 'scientific' proof of the band's continuous existence as a distinct, recognizable unit from historical times to the present, as required by the BAR criteria.

The body of the final petition filed by the Pokagon was a modest fifty-three pages long. However, it was supported by "voluminous appendices," bringing the page count for the entire petition to an astounding several thousand pages. The first three pages of the body includes a cover page, the official "Petition for Federal Acknowledgment of Tribal Status" document, and a "Certification" page, stating that the petition was duly adopted by the tribal council. The remaining fifty-two pages are narrative, containing the Pokagon response to all of the criteria outlined in the previous section. It begins by addressing Section 83.7 (a) of the criteria, defining the Pokagon as the "modern-day

---

33 Petition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians To the Secretary of the Interior for Acknowledgment of Tribal Status, 4, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Bureau of Indian Affairs.

34 R. Lee Fleming, Director, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Washington, D.C., to Lisa Cushing-Davis, Pleasant Prairie, WI, 6 November 2015, author's collection. Per Mr. Fleming, the entire petition of the Pokagon filled five archival boxes, or over two linear feet of documentation. Estimating 1,800 pages per linear foot, the total number of pages would be approximately 3,600. Carolina Records Center "How Much Paper Do I Have?" http://www.carolinadocuments.com/how-mucg-paper-do-i-have/ (accessed April 5, 2016).
political [successors] to the Indians, who were signatories to the treaty of September 26, 1833," the treaty which specifically allowed the Catholic Potawatomi to remain in Michigan. It goes on to briefly sketch the history of the Potawatomi Nation from the time of first contact through the time of the petition, detail the band's repeated identification by federal authorities (in the form of treaties and annuity receipts), and document their longstanding relationship as an Indian group with the State of Michigan. It continues to cite historical relationships with local units of government, local parishes of the Roman Catholic Church, and local schools. Additionally, it describes identification of the band as an Indian entity by anthropologists, historians, newspapers and books, as well as national Indian organizations and other, recognized tribes. The petition addresses each of the remaining criteria in turn.

The narrative is supported by twenty appendices, referenced in footnotes throughout the document. These range from copies of all treaties to which the Potawatomi generally, and the Pokagon specifically, were party (Appendix I), to annuity records and receipts (Appendix V); from historians accounts of the Pokagon Band (Appendix X) to its corporate bylaws and proposed constitution (Appendix XV and XVIII). Also included were numerous maps (Appendix XIX), as well as the band's current membership roll (Appendix XX).

---

35 Petition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians To the Secretary of the Interior for Acknowledgment of Tribal Status, 3, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Bureau of Indian Affairs.

36 These include not only the work commissioned by James R. Clifton, but those of Helen Hornbeck Tanner, Cornelia Steketee Hulst, Cecilia Bain Buechner, and Everett Claspy, all of whom are previously referenced in this work.
After a petition was submitted to the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, a team was appointed to evaluate its merit, consisting of an ethnohistorian, an anthropologist, and a genealogist. What should be a straightforward review of the documentation in a timely fashion can in reality take a considerable period of time, depending on the number of petitions that the BAR has under review at the time. After the initial review of the petition, "a limited review conducted over a period of several weeks" a letter of obvious deficiencies is issued. The petitioning group submits additional data, at which time the petition is placed on active consideration and is evaluated in depth by the BAR staff. A proposed finding is then issued, followed by a comment period, to allow any interested parties to remark upon the proposal. At the end of this period, the BAR would issue their final determination. The Department of Interior estimated that this entire process should take a relatively modest two to two and a half years (24 - 30 months). For the Pokagon, the initial review of their petition took just over fifteen months. They received their letter of deficiencies on February 22, 1990.

Despite having tendered a fifty-three page petition supported by thousands of pages of documentary evidence, the BAR found numerous 'deficiencies' in the Pokagon's submittal. Many of these stemmed from its heavy reliance on Clifton's book, which cited
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37 Hazel E. Elbert, Deputy to the Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs (Tribal Services), Washington, D.C. to Daniel Rapp, Dowagiac, MI, 22 February 1990, Petition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians To the Secretary of the Interior for Acknowledgment of Tribal Status, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Bureau of Indian Affairs.

38 While the review process should take place at all deliberate speed, some tribes have endured the process for up to nine years. As of 2001, the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research still processed, on average, two petitions per year. The Bureau of Indian Affairs argues that a lack of funding prevents hiring additional personnel to speed the process. As of November 2001, the BAR consisted of eleven staff member. See Jennifer P. Hughes, "Primer on Federal Recognition and Current Issues Affecting the Process," (NCAI Winter Session, February 2001), retrieved January 17, 2016 from the World Wide Web: http://www.msaj.com/papers/fedrecnov.htm.
a large number of sources not readily available to BAR staff. Copies of referenced
newspaper articles were requested, along with copies of the relevant pages from nine
separate archival sources and several books. The BAR also requested transcripts of the
oral histories quoted in Clifton's work (or other documentation to substantiate statements
made in the petition) and additional minutes from the Pokagon Business Committee.39

The Branch of Acknowledgment and Research also had questions regarding
Pokagon responses to specific criteria. The BAR staff needed a better description of the
social relations and communal activities of the Pokagon, in both their modern and historic
community, as well as an estimate of the number of community members who
participated in such activities. Not satisfied with the evidence submitted supporting the
narrative which stated that the Business Committee had been in continual existence under
both the 1952 corporate charter and the 1969 revision to the Articles of Incorporation,
BAR staff wanted more information on the rump organization to assist them "in
understanding the political process of this particular dispute." BAR staff also requested
additional samples of minutes from Business Committee meetings, not to substantiate
that the committee met monthly, or that the meetings were open to the general
membership, but for further "insight" into the kinds of other internal issues the committee
handled between 1899-1950.40

In their petition, the Pokagon submitted their corporate bylaws (Appendix XII), as
well as their current membership roster (Appendix XX). Additionally, their narrative

39 Elbert to Rapp, 22 February 1990.
40 Ibid.
statement clearly defines the membership criteria used to compile the current roster, explaining the genesis of the Cadman Roll of 1895 and the Shelby Roll of 1896, and their significance as foundational membership rolls for the Pokagon. However, BAR staff requested an additional statement describing membership criteria, as well as copies of the enrollment applications for all listed members. Detailed genealogical charts would then be requested by BAR staff from "selected" families.  

Much of the new information requested by the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research was not clearly necessary to support the Pokagon petition. However, since the creation of the BAR in 1978 and the time of their filing in 1988, a transition had occurred within the Branch. During its first ten years, the BAR processed eighteen petitions, recognizing seven tribes and declining to acknowledge eleven. Although the numbers might indicate a system slanted towards denial of tribal status, historians generally concur that, at least initially, the BAR made "common-sense judgments," in line with the spirit of the acknowledgment project.  

However, the process began to stall in the late 1980's, with only three additional tribes receiving federal recognition between 1988 and 1994. The slowdown can be blamed on a number of factors. Chief among these is the perceived conflict of interest within the Bureau of Indian Affairs as it related to increasing the number of federally recognized tribes, and thus the burden on an already limited budget. Chronic underfunding of the BAR program led to critical staffing issues. While the Branch was

---

41 Petition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians To the Secretary of the Interior for Acknowledgment of Tribal Status, 49, 51-53, Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Bureau of Indian Affair; Elbert to Rapp, 22 February 1990.

42 Miller, Forgotten Tribes, 52.
originally intended to operate with four full teams (each with an ethnohistorian, an
anthropologist, and a genealogist), it has consistently "hobbled along" with from one to
three teams.\textsuperscript{43}

Events outside the BAR also contributed to the diminishing pace at which it
reviewed petitions. Treaty rights claims over land, fishing and hunting contributed to
growing public opposition to the special status, and accruing 'special rights' of Indian
tribes. What created the most controversy, however, was Indian gaming. Although it
passed through both Houses of Congress with minimal opposition (passed by voice vote
in the Senate; yea-nay vote in the House, 323-84), the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of
1988 immediately saw wide-spread public hostility, as it was perceived as another
undeserved privilege granted to the Indians. Public resistance only grew as the number of
petitions to the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research increased dramatically. These
controversies led the BAR to increase their scrutiny of acknowledgment cases, requiring
rising levels of documentation from petitioning groups. This was the quagmire into which
the Pokagon application was introduced.\textsuperscript{44}

For the Pokagon, the letter of deficiencies required a decision: should the band
respond with the requested information and chose to pursue administrative
acknowledgment through the full, active consideration process, or should they proceed
with 'Plan B,' the legislative path to achieving federal recognition, which would bypass

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid., 50-53; Congress, House, Rep. Upton of Michigan speaking for the bill Restoration of
Federal Services to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians to the Committee of the Whole, 103rd Cong.,

\textsuperscript{44} Ibid., 53; Pub. L. 100-497, 25 U.S.C. 2701 et. seq.
the BAR entirely and petition Congress directly for acknowledgment. While this would require introduction of legislation into both Houses of Congress, and support from their congressmen and senators, the legislative path might ultimately prove to be less burdensome. Faced with an either/or decision, the Pokagon chose both.

The tribe began preparing their response to the BAR, a process that took over a year and a half. Many tribal members were involved in the preparation of the response; with so much documentary evidence required, the project was a massive undertaking for the small tribe. The documentation was received by the BAR on September 18, 1991, and a letter issued on December 4, 1991, acknowledging receipt of their response. The Pokagon were told that their petition would be placed on active consideration on November 18, 1991, and were advised that acknowledgment regulations require that a proposed finding be published within one year of the date the petition reaches active consideration status. In a 1991 interview, Carl Shaw, Director of Public Affairs for the Bureau of Indian Affairs stated that the Pokagon should have a final determination on their petition no later than fall 1992.

During this time, members of the Business Committee also began laying the ground work for the alternate, legislative path to acknowledgment. They first contacted Michigan Indian Legal Services, from whom they received advice and support. In 1991,

---

45 Daniel Rapp, quoted in *To Be Called A Nation*.

they also traveled to Washington, D.C., to meet with their congressional representatives. Members of the delegation which traveled to Washington included Tribal Chairman Daniel Rapp, Vice-Chairman Tom Topash, Tribal Historian Mike Daugherty, Rachel (Rae) Daugherty, Tribal Treasurer, and tribal council member Bob Moody.

The Pokagon delegation first met with Representative Dale Kildee (7th District, MI), who supported the Pokagon in their administrative efforts, but who felt that introducing legislation could work to speed the BAR process. The Pokagon received the same warm welcome from Representatives Tim Roemer (3rd District, IN) and Fred Upton (4th District, MI). Roemer understood that the Pokagon weren't "looking for a handout," but simply for access to the benefits that were due them as a federally recognized tribe, a status he thought they deserved. Upton told the group that should they make the decision to pursue the legislative process he would "be glad to sponsor" the legislation in the House of Representatives.47

Opposition to their legislative efforts was anticipated, but the Pokagon had spent decades building support, both within Congress, and within their community in Michigan and Indiana. On July 9, 1992, the Pokagon held a community forum to discuss establishing a substance abuse center for Native Americans in southwest Michigan. In the promotional materials for the forum, the need for such a center was clearly argued. Pokagon efforts to reclaim their tribal status were highlighted, as was the fact that the

---

47 Kildee, Roemer and Upton were all interviewed for, and their comments appear in To Be Called a Nation.
Pokagon could not qualify, at the time, for funding under the programs established for Native American health services.\textsuperscript{48}

The Pokagon also created promotional materials in the early 1990s that were distributed throughout their community. One eight-page pamphlet introduced the band to the community, and included a brief summary of their past. It went on to describe current tribal programs and activities, such as their jobs training program and educational programs. It included information on their basketry cooperative, noting that, to the Pokagon, basketry was not simply a craft but "a symbol of...cultural identity." It closed with their argument for federal recognition. "U.S. Recognition," it stated, "does not establish Tribal sovereignty. That exists in the heart and soul of the Pokagon community." However, the pamphlet argued that federal recognition \textit{would} improve the tribe's access to programs and services provided to recognized tribes, which in turn would "strengthen the Tribe's ability to protect, to promote and work on behalf of our values, our tradition and our people." It would "permit [the] Tribe to promote independence through economic development and...re-take charge of our own destiny." Although brief in nature, the pamphlet clearly delineates the contours of sovereignty, economic and political self-determinism, which would be vested in the tribe through federal acknowledgment.\textsuperscript{49}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{48} Pamphlet, "Establishing a Substance Abuse Center for Native American Indians in Southwest Michigan," Eastern Mission Group History of Association with Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, 64/06 [was 13/09], 1992-1995, Archives of the University of Notre Dame.
\item \textsuperscript{49} Pamphlet, "Potawatomi Indian Nation, Inc." p. 6, Eastern Mission Group History of Association with Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, 64/06 [was 13/09], 1992-1995, Archives of the University of Notre Dame.
\end{itemize}
During this time, Tribal Council members also gave interviews to newspaper and television reporters alike. Each individual stressed the importance of recognition to the economic development of the tribe. Rae Daugherty spoke with the *South Bend Tribune*, saying that "With federal recognition, more funds would be available to have programs to increase education among Native Americans."\(^{50}\) Tribal Chairman Daniel Rapp told the local PBS affiliate that the object was to be able to "set-up programs or...develop our own businesses and be self-sufficient and independent."\(^{51}\) Mike Daugherty, Tribal Historian, echoed Rapp's words. "We'd like to acquire land...a land base," to establish businesses. Daugherty stressed that this would not simply benefit the tribe, but would also bring people in from the community. He went on to say that "employment for our people" was a priority for the tribe, as was the means to "provide housing for tribal elders, and to provide an educational for the children."\(^{52}\)

As a result of their promotional campaign, articles of support began to appear in state and local newspapers, such as the *South Bend Tribune*, the *Herald-Palladium* (St. Joseph/Benton Harbor, MI), and the *Indianapolis Star*. Not surprisingly, given their long history with the Roman Catholic Church, the band received the endorsement of the local parish, as well as the sisters of the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ mission group in Donaldson, Indiana, who organized a letter writing campaign to the congressional

\(^{50}\) *South Bend Tribune*, 13 November 1988, B4.

\(^{51}\) Daniel Rapp quoted in *To Be Called a Nation*.

\(^{52}\) Mike Daugherty quoted in *To Be Called a Nation*. 
delegation for the Pokagon.\textsuperscript{53} This support translated into the assistance the Pokagon received from Reps. Upton and Roemer, and Senators Levin and Riegle.

Although both congressmen would continue to extol the "justice" inherent in restoring federal recognition to the Pokagon, a status which had been "arbitrarily" taken from them during the IRA era, there may have been deeper, fiscal motivations behind their support. In 1991, when the Pokagon first traveled to Washington, the nation was experiencing its largest recession since 1982.\textsuperscript{54} The early 1990s were particularly hard times for Michigan, where the unemployment rate peaked in 1992 at 9.2\%, 2.5\% above the national average. In the Pokagon service area of southwestern Michigan, St. Joseph, Berrien, and Cass Counties were experiencing below-average income growth, with a long-term forecast for "well-below-average" employment growth. \textsuperscript{55} While the unemployment rate in Indiana was only 7\%, this was still .3\% above the national average. The north central area around South Bend, Indiana, (in the Pokagon service area) continued to feel the full effects of the recession, but with a somewhat more positive outlook. \textsuperscript{56} At the time, the Pokagon, incorporated as the non-profit Potawatomi Nation, Inc., were receiving monies from the states for health, education and housing assistance.

\textsuperscript{53} Eastern Mission Group History of Association with Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians, 64/06 [was 13/09], 1992-1995, Archives of the University of Notre Dame.


for tribal members. Should the Pokagon Potawatomi have their tribal status restored, the burden to provide these benefits would shift from the states to the federal government, providing at least some small relief to the states. This fact would surely not have escaped Congressmen Upton and Roemer.

The Pokagon waited patiently for the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research to place their petition on active consideration and to render its decision. When no decision had been reached by the fall of 1992, their patience expired; on October 6, 1992, Rep. Upton and Rep. Roemer introduced H.R. 6205, a bill to restore federal services to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians in the House of Representatives, with Upton stating that the "bottom line is the tribe needs to be recognized." The wheels of government turn slowly, however; it would take nearly two additional years, and two Congresses, before the Pokagon would realize their goal.

Reps. Upton and Roemer first introduced a bill to restore federal services to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians to the House of Representatives during the second session of the 102nd Congress, October 6, 1992. As written, the bill would restore Pokagon tribal status, granting them access to federal services generally available to other Indian tribes. It would also define their service area to include most of their ancestral homelands: Allegan, Berrien, Van Buren, and Cass counties in Michigan and La Porte, St. Joseph, Elkhart, Starke, Marshall, and Kosciusko counties in Indiana. Additionally,

57 Rep. Fred Upton quoted in *To Be Called a Nation.*
the bill stipulated that the Bureau of Indian Affairs would acquire a land base for the tribe, to be held in trust by the United States.\textsuperscript{58}

The bill was referred to the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs for review the same day that it was introduced. Unfortunately for the Pokagon, time was not on their side, as the 102nd Congress would end January 3, 1993. With the usual recess in December for the holidays, that effectively left a short two month window for the bill to make its way through committee and both house of Congress. Such a rapid review was highly unlikely, and the bill died in committee.\textsuperscript{59}

The identical bill was reintroduced in the House of Representatives during the first session of the 103rd Congress on February 4, 1993, again co-sponsored by Reps. Upton and Roemer (H.R. 878). Again, the bill was immediately referred to committee, this time to the House Committee on Natural Resources. From there, it was referred to the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs on March 2, 1993. A hearing for the bill was scheduled to be held on September 17, 1993.\textsuperscript{60}

A companion bill was introduced in the Senate on May 28, 1993 (S. 1066), co-sponsored by Senators Donald Riegle (D-MI) and Carl Levin (D-MI). In the Senate, the bill was read twice and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs. A Senate hearing for the bill was scheduled for February 10, 1994.


\textsuperscript{59} Ibid.

The text for the House and Senate versions of the bill, as introduced, were identical. Each consisted of 9 Sections. Section 1, Findings, in ten paragraphs provides a brief history of the Pokagon band and justification for the bill: the treaties with the United States to which the Pokagon are political successors, the amendment to the 1833 Treaty of Chicago which allowed the Pokagon to remain in Michigan, their administrative termination in 1939, and their continuous dealings with various branches of government from 1795 to the present.

Section 2, Federal Recognition, in one brief paragraph states what the Pokagon had been working for nearly 60 years to achieve: "Federal recognition of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians is hereby affirmed." Sections 3 through 9 detail the services available to the Pokagon as a recognized tribe (including the establishment of a land base, to be held in trust by the United States), their service area, as well as the requirements of acknowledgment (membership, constitution, and governing body). The bill's eight pages would re-establish the government-to-government relationship between the Pokagon and the United States, and restore the tribal sovereignty taken from the Pokagon in 1939. No less important, it would recognize the band's identity as Indians, an affirmation whose significance to individual band members cannot be understated.

However, the bills each still had a long path to follow to passage. The first milestone along that path was the hearing of the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs for H.R. 878, held September 17, 1993. Although the bill did pass through the subcommittee and was passed for consideration to the full Committee on Natural Resources, it was never considered by the full committee.
Although held on different dates, and with different key players, both the hearing in the House and the hearing of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, held February 10, 1994, fundamentally covered the same ground. Both the House subcommittee and Senate committee held combined hearings on the bill to restore federal services to the Pokagon, as well as to reaffirm and clarify the federal recognition status of the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians and the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians, all three tribes located in Michigan, all three having been denied the opportunity to reorganize in the 1930s under the Indian Reorganization Act.\(^61\) Each hearing saw essentially the same witnesses, the same prepared statements, and the same documentary evidence submitted. \(^62\)

It is significant that both the Pokagon and the Odawa were both pursuing recognition at the same time, through the legislative process. Each of these groups had followed a similar historical journey, with each turning to Roman Catholic missions as a way to manage the nineteenth century assimilation programs of the United States, and to avoid removal. In fact, under the 1833 treaty, the Pokagon were to remove to the Little Traverse Odawa Reservation, as previous discussed. Each of the groups resided in the lower peninsula of Michigan, and had had their tribal status administrative terminated when they were not permitted to reorganize under the Indian Reorganization Act. Yet, each group maintained their tribal identity under challenging conditions. In the midst of an economic recession, it is perhaps not surprising that the Michigan congressional

\[^{61}\text{Only those portions of the reports which deal with the Pokagon Band will be discussed in this dissertation.}\]

\[^{62}\text{U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, }Pokagon \text{ Band of Potawatomi Indians Act and The Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians and the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Act: Hearing before the Committee on Indian Affairs. }103\text{rd Cong., 2nd sess., 10 February 1994.}\]
delegation would support their recognition efforts as a way to solve its own 'Indian Problem.'

Senator Daniel Inouye (D-HI) Chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs at the time of the Senate hearing, was not in attendance, his presence being required on the Senate floor for another piece of legislation. However, in a prepared statement included in the report, Inouye expressed the committee's deep concern regarding allegations of "inequitable historical treatment by the Federal Government" as well as "wide fluctuations in Federal Indian policy" as the root cause for the current unacknowledged status of the Michigan Indian tribes in question. He welcomed the testimony from the tribal government representatives, as well as those from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Inouye also expressed his hope that "when the committee takes action...the Bureau of Indian Affairs will put aside any procedural objections and work...to insure the proper exercise of the trust responsibility of the United States," a statement which gave some indication of the mood of the committee and its members.\(^63\) Vice-Chairman of the committee, John McCain (R-AZ), chaired the hearing, and after brief opening remarks in which he expressed frustration with the current acknowledgment processes, he welcomed each of the day's speakers in turn.\(^64\)

Sponsors of S. 1066, as well as H.R. 878, appeared before the committee. Sens. Levin and Riegle spoke in support of the legislation, as did Rep. Upton. Each gave brief oral testimony, with Rep. Upton submitting more extensive written remarks to be included in the record. All three men spoke of the long historical roots of the Pokagon, \(^63\)Ibid., 49.  

\(^64\)Ibid., 1-2.
with both Sen. Levin and Rep. Upton calling for Congress to bestow "recognition justice" which had been too long denied the Pokagon Potawatomi.\textsuperscript{65}

The proceedings became somewhat heated during the oral statement of Debra Maddox, Acting Director, Office of Tribal Services for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Maddox testified that the BIA had no objections to the legislation to restore tribal status to the Pokagon. However, she did recommend that the Pokagon complete the administrative process, stating that she believed the review of their petition would be completed by July 1994. Sen. McCain asked how long the Pokagon petition had been under active consideration, that period following preliminary review of the documented petition, which, by statute, is required to be completed within one year after the documented petition is completed to the petitioner's satisfaction. Maddox answered January 28. McCain asked if that was 1993, to which Maddox replied that it was actually January 28, 1994. McCain then asked how long the Pokagon petition had been pending, knowing from the documentation submitted to the Committee that the tribe had received notification from the BAR that active consideration was to have begun November 18, 1991. When Maddox could not immediately answer, McCain chastised her for not having the information readily available. He went on to "assure" Ms. Maddox that the committee prioritized getting "this whole process of Federal recognition into some kind of order."\textsuperscript{66}

Following testimony from Ms. Maddox, Senator McCain then recognized the panel representing the Pokagon. Appearing for the tribe before the committee were Tribal Chairman Joseph Winchester, Treasurer Rachel Daugherty, and Tribal Historian Mike

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid., 21-24; 28-29; 50-60.
\textsuperscript{66} Ibid., 26-27; 30.
Daugherty. Because of time constraints, the panel was given 30 minutes for their oral statements, but Sen. McCain was at pains to assure the panel that the committee was "very well aware" of their testimony from the written statements that were submitted as part of the record. He apologized for having to cut the hearing short, noting that he hoped that did not "offend" anyone. To say that the Pokagon received a cordial welcome before the committee would be to understate their reception.

Each member of the panel gave brief oral statements. Joseph Winchester gave very moving testimony, speaking of the benefits currently denied the Pokagon and the effects on tribal members. He talked of the effects of the lack of health care, because, as an unrecognized tribe, the Pokagon did not qualify for benefits from the Indian Health Service. He spoke about the poor educational opportunities for "the babies," the children of tribal members, because the Pokagon did not qualify for benefits under the Indian Education Act. And he spoke of not being able to provide adequate housing for tribal elders because, again, the Pokagon did not qualify for benefits under the Housing Act of 1937. These were the priorities for the Pokagon according to Winchester. Federal acknowledgment would provide the means to exercise not only political, but economic self-determination, would provide the tribe the means to take care of their members.

Equally moving were the statements from Mike Daugherty, under questioning from Sen. McCain. When asked how the Pokagon people survived in the twentieth century without benefits or services from the federal government, Daugherty described a resourceful people, but a people on the edge of subsistence. Those that were lucky

---

67 Ibid., 30.

68 Ibid., 31-32
enough - and educated enough - to find gainful employment worked in construction and in the factories of the area, before those jobs disappeared. Others practiced traditional handicrafts, making black ash baskets, traditional beadwork and appliqués, which they sold. Others trapped and sold the fur. They hunted and fished. In short, "if there was anything they could do" to eke out a living, “they did it.” Federal recognition would resolve many of these issues, stated Rachel (Rae) Daugherty. The tribe had been self-sufficient when it had a land base. "Today," she said, "we are seeking for the same self-sufficiency.”

Prepared statements for the record came from Winchester, Rachel Daugherty, and Mike Daugherty, but also from other individuals and organizations supporting Pokagon tribal restoration, such as James Keedy, representing the Michigan Indian Legal Services, Dr. James McClurken, Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Michigan State University, and Philip Alexis, Executive Director of the Confederated Historic Tribes of Michigan. Also included were numerous exhibits documenting the government-to-government relationship that historically existed between the Pokagon Potawatomi and the United States: treaties, Court of Claims documents, Senate and House Reports from the nineteenth century, and the Holst report on Indian Groups in the State of Michigan from the 1930s. Even a copy of James Clifton's book, The Pokagons, less than favorably received by the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, was included as part of the official Hearing record.

69 Ibid., 35-36.
70 Ibid., 33.
71 Ibid., 49-497.
It can be argued that shepherding the recognition bill through both Houses of Congress proved less a convoluted process that navigating a petition through the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research. After the September 17, 1993 hearing, H.R. 878 was considered by the House Subcommittee on Indian Affairs on November 8, 1993, and ordered reported without amendment to the House Natural Resources Committee, where it remained. After its favorable reception by the Committee on Indian Affairs, S. 1066 was ordered to be reported to the Senate, without amendment, by a majority vote of a quorum present on April 13, 1994. Senator Inouye reported to the Senate on May 24, 1994. In the accompanying eleven page report (Senate Report 103-266), the Committee explained the proposed legislation to the larger Senate, including its recommendation that the bill be enacted. The bill was consequently placed on the Senate legislative calendar, awaiting consideration.  

When the bill was laid before the Senate, June 10, 1994, Wendell Ford (D-KY), offered, for Sen. Inouye, an amendment to make technical changes to S. 1066, which would clarify language contained in the bill (such as adding "of 1978" to "Indian Child Welfare Act" in Section 8). The amendment was agreed to, and the bill, as amended, passed by voice vote the same day. On June 14, 1994, notice of the Senate action was sent to the House of Representatives, where it was received and considered at 10:31am. Later that same day, the House referred S. 1066 to the Committee on Natural Resources,  

---

where it was considered on June 29, 1994, and passed by voice vote. On July 25, the
Committee report, with dissenting views, was presented to the full House. 73

As with the Senate report, the House report explained the purpose of the proposed
legislation, together with a brief background statement regarding the Pokagon which
included a summary of early treaty and post-treaty relationships with the United States,
the band’s current organization, its culture, and a statement of its continuous existence as
a tribe. It also included a statement from the Congressional Budget Committee, which
reported that the bill would not result in significant costs. However, although the bill did
pass through Committee by a voice vote, indicating overwhelming approval, and the
House report includes the Committee recommendation that the bill be
enacted by the
House, there was also a statement of dissenting views included. 74

The expected opposition centered not on whether the Pokagon were a tribe, but
about the means employed to gain federal recognition. The Pokagon and their allies
claimed that they were justified in bypassing the Federal Acknowledge Process because it
was cumbersome and ineffective, "a dismal failure."75 In the dissent, it was pointed out
that, having twice been presented with bills to extend federal acknowledgment to the
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians during the previous two Congresses, the
Committee had declined to exercise its authority to do so. The dissenters, who go

73 103rd Cong. Rec. S6779-6780 (1994); Retrieved from the World Wide Web 15 December 2015:
www.congress.gov.

74 Congress, House, Report 103-620, Restoration of Federal Services to the Pokagon Band of

to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians to the Committee of the Whole, 103rd Cong., 2nd sess.,
Congressional Record (3 August 1994): H6725
unnamed in the Committee report, argued that the majority offered no compelling reason why they should do so now. Their argument, while against extending legislative acknowledgment to the Pokagon, does not preclude their reclaiming tribal acknowledgment through the administrative process of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The dissenters reminded the majority of the situation prior to the creation of the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, when recognition could only be secured through an Act of Congress. Prior to 1978, petitions were handled "so badly and so politically" that leaders from both parties, and from Indian Country, demanded a better way - the administrative process. The dissenters urged the committee, and the House, not to return to a time when "emotional arguments [and] influential sponsors...replace merit and fact." However, their arguments did not sway the majority; by voice vote, the bill was approved by the Committee, who recommended its enactment by the House.76

The opposition continued when S. 1066 was considered on the floor of the House. On August 1, 1994, House Resolution 502 was introduced from the House Committee on Rules to allow the Speaker to declare the House resolved into the Committee of the Whole to consider the bill. A parliamentary device, such a declaration essentially turns the whole of the House of Representatives into one large congressional committee. A member is nominated to act as Chairman of the Committee. Normally invoked to give initial consideration to important legislation, it can serve to expedite the consideration process, which is limited to one hour, and debate over amendments occurs under a special

five-minute rule. Resolution 502 passed the House; it was under these rules that S. 1066 was considered by the House of Representatives on August 3, 1994.77

The House resolved itself into the Committee of the Whole at 2:16pm. At the same time, the Speaker designated Rep. Robert Menendez (D-NJ) to act as Chairman of the Committee. General debate began at 2:17pm. Thirty minutes each was given to Sen. William Richardson (D-NM) and Sen. Craig Thomas (R-WY) for the opposition. Significantly, both senators represented states with large existing Indian reservations. As discussed earlier, leaders of many federally acknowledged tribes expressed concerns when the Federal Acknowledgment Process was initially being formulated, fearing a very serious budget impact which could mean a significant reduction in funding to programs for those tribes. Both men were apparently representing their Indian constituents, acting to limit the creation of new federal tribes to forestall this possibility. Mr. Richardson gave very brief introductory remarks, and then yielded to Mr. Thomas, who read, verbatim, the text of the dissent from H.R. 103-620. His argument remained that there was an administrative process in place for tribes to pursue acknowledgement, that the claims of bureaucratic ineptness were overstated, and that the solution to the perceived inefficiencies within the Federal Acknowledgment Process (FAP) was to reform the administrative process, not a return to the political process of legislative acknowledgment. To do anything else would be patently unfair to those tribes who, while

deserving of recognitions, did not have the powerful friends necessary to push a bill through Congress.\textsuperscript{78}

Debate continued with Mr. Upton rebutting Mr. Thomas's claims regarding the speed at which the BAR processed petitions, citing the number of petitions processed in the first ten years of the FAP versus the previous six year. He cited tribes who had been waiting over thirteen years for a final determination on their petitions. Mr. Upton also pointed out the fallacy of the Bureau of Indian Affairs' estimate of the time and cost involved in preparing a petition, calling the Bureau's estimate of eight months for a petitioner to complete a petition a "ludicrous attempt to avoid the provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act." \textsuperscript{79}

Mr. Thomas yielded time to Mr. Shays of Connecticut, who finally threw a spotlight on the elephant in the room - Indian gaming. Since its passage in 1988, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act had remained controversial at the federal, state, and particularly local level. Mr. Shay voiced the concerns of many non-Native citizens, faced with the prospect of a casino in their backyard. His argument was that "too many tribal applications around this country," were submitted in "the hope that they [the tribes] can


\textsuperscript{79} Congress, House, Rep. Upton of Michigan speaking for the bill Restoration of Federal Services to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians to the Committee of the Whole, 103rd Cong., 2nd sess., \textit{Congressional Record} (3 August 1994): H6725
in fact enjoy gambling revenues." He did, however, make a point to exclude the Pokagon from among those seeking recognition only for gaming's sake.  

Debate continued for approximately another twenty minutes. The arguments against passage of the bill, Mr. Shay's mention of gaming notwithstanding, were essentially that there was an administrative process in place that, while flawed, should be observed and not circumvented; that although the system was in dire need of repair, the BIA had recently finalized a number of significant new regulations designed to address many of the concerns expressed about the process. It was not the role of Congress to make decisions regarding tribal status; it was the role of Congress to fix the process so that it worked more efficiently. The statistics frequently cited by those supporting the legislative recognition progress, including Mr. Upton, were rebutted by Mr. Thomas, who provided evidence that those statistics were "patently spurious."  

Those arguing for passage of the bill contended that the process is badly flawed, that it is unfair and unworkable and unjust. During the final floor debate in the House, Mr. Upton quoted one of the principal authors of the current acknowledgment system:

The vague and subjective nature of the regulations has directly resulted in [the] need for massive amounts of time and money to prepare and evaluate a petition. The current process is impossibly slow. [At its current rate of reviewing petitions] it will take 110 years to complete [those petitions currently pending].

---


81 Ibid., H6724.

82 Ibid., H6726.
In ending his remarks, Mr. Upton stated that the Pokagon had kept their agreements with the United States, had "kept the faith" for two centuries. He asked that Congress now do the same. He concluded that restoring tribal status to the Pokagon was simply the just and right thing to do.  

Because the opposition was so strong, there was no possibility of passage by a voice vote; a roll call vote was required. Representatives cast their votes electronically. Despite the opposition, in the end S. 1066 did pass "by the Yeas and Nays," 248 - 174. The bill was presented to the President on September 14, 1994 and signed into law by President William Jefferson Clinton on Wednesday, September 21, 1994, becoming Public Law No: 103-323: An Act to Restore Federal Services to the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians.  

Conclusion  
For the Pokagon, September 21, 1994 brought jubilation. Clarence White, Keeper of the Drum for the White Thunder Singers remembered his grandfather and other tribal elders going to Washington to argue their case. "They fought the darn thing for so long," he said, "and never really seen [sic] anything become of it." Now, after nearly sixty years, their dreams to reclaim their rightful tribal status were realized. "It was an

---


85 Clarence White quoted in To Be Called a Nation.
occasion of great joy [and] emotion as well," said Tribal Council member Bob Moody. The date was celebrated as Sovereignty Day, a holiday that is celebrated each year by the tribe to this day.

What was overlooked in the arguments over fairness and justice and 'the process,' during the House debate, however, were the concerns voiced by Mr. Shays regarding the spread of Indian gaming across the country. Enacted by Congress on October 17, 1988, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) established the regulatory structure for Indian gaming, particularly casino gaming, in the United States. IGRA grew out of several legal cases in the 1970s and early 1980s, which limited state control over Indian trust lands (confirming the government-to-government relationship between recognized tribes and the United States government), and which ruled that any form of gambling that is legal in any state is also legal on Indian lands in the state - but without any governmental restrictions. Congress acted in 1988 to regulate what had become an explosive issue. The resulting legislation was seen as a compromise between state and non-Indian gaming interests to control gaming, and tribal interest (as well as federal interests) to promote economic development on Indian reservations. The "casino compromise," however, was a clear compromise of tribal sovereignty, imposing state regulatory power in civil regulatory laws onto Indian tribal lands which were heretofore exempt from those civil regulations. IGRA mandated that Indian tribes who wished to engage in Class III gaming

---

(casino gaming) were required to negotiate a compact with the state in which their operation would be located.\textsuperscript{87}

In 1981, when the Pokagon filed their letter of intent to petition with the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, gaming in Indian country consisted primarily of high-stakes bingo. Casino gaming would not explode on the scene until after passage of the IGRA in 1988, so would not have figured prominently in any plans the band initially held for economic development. However, gaming was almost certainly a consideration as the Pokagon pursued legislative recognition. By 1988, bingo alone brought in over $110 million in gross revenue for the small number of tribes operating high stakes games. In the first five years following passage of IGRA, casino revenue would top $1 billion annually. For a tribe sorely in need of an economic engine, one could hardly blame the Pokagon for entertaining the idea of Indian gaming.\textsuperscript{88}

However, throughout their legislative acknowledgment process, from the time they first reached out to their Congressmen in 1991 through passage of the legislation, the Pokagon maintained that their interest lie solely in gaining access to federal benefits and services available only to recognized tribes. While tribal leaders did not specifically say (in any published accounts) that they would definitely not pursue gaming, privately they consistently assured both Reps. Roemer and Upton that they had no interest in gaming.\textsuperscript{89}


\textsuperscript{89} \textit{The Indianapolis Star}, 15 November 1994, 21.
Following restoration of their tribal status, with their political and economic sovereignty confirmed, the tribe was faced with the question of how best to bring economic opportunity to their members. John Low, former tribal attorney, says the tribe considered many options, including mining and waste management. Ultimately, none of the alternatives they explored could match the employment opportunities and the potential revenue of Indian gaming. At a meeting held November 12, 1994, the 240 tribal members in attendance voted unanimously to pursue casino gaming.90

The economic practicality of casino gaming can be easily understood and the Pokagon claim to be uninterested seems disingenuous in retrospect. This was certainly the attitude of Mr. Roemer and Mr. Upton, who jointly sent a letter to the Pokagon to that effect. Mr. Roemer was particularly incensed by the Pokagon referendum. Having vehemently denied that the Pokagon intended to pursue gaming, he was embarrassed in front of his colleagues; Roemer vowed to work hard to insure the Pokagon did not succeed in their plans. Mr. Upton was dismayed by the Pokagon vote, however issued no such challenge. Rep. Roemer stymied Pokagon attempts to build a casino in Indiana. However, the Pokagon successfully negotiated a gaming compact with the State of Michigan in 1998, and opened their Four Winds Casino in New Buffalo, Michigan on August 2, 2007. 91

The Pokagon had come full circle in the twentieth century. Having seen their tribal status administratively terminated in 1939, tribal member battled for nearly 60


years to reclaim what was rightfully theirs - a sovereign home for their members. Says Tribal Historian Mike Daugherty, throughout the twentieth century, "the object was to integrate The People into the white society...and it didn't work. And we've learned a whole lot about how to fight." As they approached the new century, the Pokagon faced what could be the ultimate fight - how to exercise the political and economic sovereignty they worked so hard to achieve to the best advantage of their people.
CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

*Pokegnek pene ga edawat zhode, mine wi gage-edawat zhode.*

The Pokagons have always lived here. And will always live here.¹

The Pokagon Potawatomi had come, not to the end of their journey, but to a new beginning. The restoration of their tribal status brought with it the political sovereignty inherent in the government-to-government relationship with the United States. Having to prove their identity as Indians was a bitter experience for the band. However, the benefits reaped from their years of struggle have been substantial. These include a cultural renewal, “a huge awakening,” reversing years of loss of their cultural patrimony, as well as the formation of a robust tribal government, dedicated to giving its members a better quality of life, ensuring economic independence, and most importantly, allowing the band to exercise its sovereignty.²

Preservation of traditional cultural practices were of primary concern to the Pokagon. Of the cultural arts which have been practiced for centuries by the Potawatomi, black ash basketry is one of the most recognizable forms. Long before contact with


Europeans, the Anishinaabe people (the Odawa, Ojibwa, and Potawatomi) used the abundance of nature to supply their needs for food, and for food storage. Black ash trees supplied the bark for berry baskets, with the interior wood providing the supple splints of wood which are prized for their flexibility and durability. Woven into a variety of shapes and sizes, the baskets served an equally numerous variety of gathering and storage needs.

Black ash basket weaving was one of the traditional practices that went into decline in the 1950s, the “time of darkness” described by Rae Daugherty in the previous chapter.³ It was the younger generation, the self-described “come-back generation” of Tom Topash, Philip Alexis and others who were instrumental in reviving this practice.⁴ Alexis describes learning how to identify and prepare the black ash trees from his grandmother, however most tribal members had lost the skills. In conversation with Julia Wesaw, and other prominent tribal elders, he found that a small group had preserved the skills, but couldn’t find the wood, which Alexis could. He joined with Wesaw and others to form the Potawatomi Basketmakers Exchange in the 1970s.⁵ Today, black ash basketry classes are taught through the tribal Arts Council, preserving the tradition with the younger generation, and sharing their skills with interested non-Native community members, as well.⁶

---

³ Always a People, 66.


⁵ Always a People, 30.

The most recent threat to the tribal craft is not in its practice, but to the black ash tree itself. Since 2002, when the emerald ash borer was discovered in southeastern Michigan, the entire species has become endangered. The Pokagon Potawatomi have joined with other Anishinaabe people to preserve the black ash. They have treated over 500 trees, in hopes of preserving the seeds to replant once the ash borer threat has been eliminated. They have also documented the harvesting, preparation, and weaving of the baskets, to insure that should they lose the trees for a generation, the skills will not again be lost.

Language is a key element of any culture. It reflects mindset, way of thinking and values. According to PL 101-477, the Native American Language Act, American Indian languages are an integral part of the cultures and identities of Native peoples, and form the basic medium for the transmission, and thus survival, of not only Native American cultures, but their literatures, histories, religions, and political institutions, as well. Like many tribes, the Pokagon Potawatomi came perilously close to losing their language. Generations of education at Indian boarding schools and public schools, had "erased out" the Native language from the community.

Long before Congress moved to preserve Native languages, Mike Daugherty recognized the threat to the Potawatomi native tongue. He began by teaching a few

---


10 Always A People, 66.
members of the community how to speak the language "properly," in a grammatically correct fashion.\textsuperscript{11} Rae Daugherty spoke about Pokagon language restoration efforts at the Senate hearing for their tribal restoration.\textsuperscript{12} Today, the tribe has expanded well beyond the individual efforts by members such as the Daughertys. Although as of 2016 only nine Pokagon members speak the Potawatomi language fluently, they are dedicated to extending the language skills of other tribal members. Weekly language classes are offered in Dowagiac, South Bend, and Hartford for elders, adults and children. Monthly language workshops are held at various locations within the Pokagon service area, as well. Pokagon Head Start children now learn basic Potawatomi words as part of their early childhood education. The tribe has published coloring books for use in the program, also available online for parents to use at home.\textsuperscript{13}

Another cultural tradition, the Kee-Boon-Mein-Kaa Pow Wow, is held over Labor Day weekend each year. Kee-Boon-Mein-Kaa in Potawatomi means "we quit picking huckleberries." The end of the huckleberry harvest has always been a time for celebration for the Pokagon. Each family within the tribe had their own area for picking, but when the harvest was complete, all of the families came together, sharing food, song, dancing, and prayers. Philip Alexis remembers the gatherings from his childhood, but

\textsuperscript{11} Always A People, 67.

\textsuperscript{12} Ibid; U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Indian Affairs, Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians Act and The Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians and the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians Act: Hearing before the Committee on Indian Affairs. 103rd Cong., 2nd sess., 10 February 1994, 33.

acknowledged that the practiced died out "from maybe the 1950s or late ‘40s."\textsuperscript{14} The practice was renewed in 1985, when the first Kee-Boon-Mein-Kaa Pow Wow was held in South Bend. The gathering is now held on tribal lands in Dowagiac, where in 2015 the Pokagon hosted the thirtieth annual powwow.

Political sovereignty brought with it economic sovereignty, the ability to decide for themselves the best options for economic development on newly-designated tribal lands. While their choice to engage in casino gaming was controversial, the benefits to the tribe - and their non-Native neighbors - cannot be denied.

The infusion of cash brought by the 2009 opening of the Four Winds Casino in New Buffalo, Michigan, as well as the newer locations in Hartford and Dowagiac, have underwritten a host of programs sponsored by the tribe, allowing it to achieve its goals to provide for its members, particularly the children and the elderly. Led by an elected Tribal Council, the tribal government now oversees a host of departments, each tasked with a specific mission within the tribal community. Many of these programs are also at least partially funded through federal programs in which the Pokagon are now eligible to participate. However, gaming revenue has been the key economic resource allowing the tribe to accomplish their goals.

The Department of Language and Culture focuses on language, culture, spirituality, Potawatomi history, and education. In addition to overseeing the language programs previously described, they sponsor twice-monthly drumming workshops, as

\textsuperscript{14} Always A People, 33.
well as monthly cultural workshops where tribal members can "learn about Neshnabe'[Potawatomi] traditions and lifeways."\(^{15}\)

In line with their mission to better conditions for tribal members, particularly for the children and elders, the Pokagon organized the Departments of Education, Health Services, and Housing and Community Development, which together oversee countless programs dedicated to those most vulnerable members. Education programs are tailored to early childhood, K-12, and higher education students. The "Invest in You" program works to increase regular attendance for high school students, as well as to improve academic performance. The band offers scholarships to meet one hundred percent of the "unmet needs" of college students, including tuition, fees, room and board, books, and even travel costs to and from their chosen institution.\(^{16}\)

The Pokagon Health Services Clinic opened in 2014. The clinic provides services to tribal members in a wide range of disciplines, including dental, pharmaceutical, medical, and behavioral health. The clinic also includes space for traditional healing, where citizens can come for "healing with...traditional medicines like sage, cedar, and sweet grass."\(^{17}\)

The mission of the Department of Housing and Community Development is to assist tribal members in acquiring traditional mortgages, to repair or renovate citizen-owned homes, and to move tribal members from rental units into lease-to-own properties.


managed by the tribe. Numerous programs insure that tribal members have access to safe and affordable housing, providing: down payment and loan acquisition assistance for traditional mortgages; emergency intervention to prevent eviction and homelessness; and rental or lease-to-own units in two tribal-owned villages.

A self-described "milestone in our mission to assist elders, youth, and families with housing," are the Pokegnek Edawat communities in Dowagiac and Hartford. Each village offers duplexes, townhomes, and single family homes to tribal member who meet eligibility requirements. The Dowagiac village, begun in 2004, offers 66 homes: 20 for elders, 14 single family; 16 elders’ duplex units; and 16 townhomes. The Hartford village, which broke ground in 2015, currently offers six townhomes and two duplexes. Two additional phases are planned for the Hartford village, further expanding tribal housing resources. These homes are a far cry from the berry shanties and tents some Pokagon members were forced to occupy during the Great Depression.

The economic benefits of the Four Winds casinos extend beyond tribal members, to the State of Michigan, local government, and local businesses, as well. In order to open

---


19 Ibid.


22 Jones, "Work Starts in Hartford on Tribal Village."

each of their three casinos, the Pokagon were required by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 to negotiate a compact with the State of Michigan. In their compact, the Pokagon agreed to make semi-annual payments of eight percent of the net win from electronic gaming to the Michigan Strategic Fund. Since 2008, when the first Four Winds Casino opened in New Buffalo, the Pokagon have paid $149,134,804.20 to the Michigan Strategic Fund, providing the State with additional resources to "promote economic development and create jobs."\(^2^4\)

Although no law requires that they do so, the Pokagon also agreed to make semi-annual payments of two percent of the net win from electronic gaming to local government entities in which their casinos are located.\(^2^5\) These funds are paid to local revenue sharing boards to "cover increased operating costs associated with the operation of" the Pokagon casinos.\(^2^6\) Between 2008 and 2014 (the last year figures are available), the Pokagon have paid an additional $45,505,640 to Berrien, Cass, and Van Buren Counties.\(^2^7\)


\(^{2^5}\) As of 2016, Pokagon casinos are located in New Buffalo (Berrien County), Hartford (Van Buren County), and Dowagiac (Cass County). Negotiation are ongoing for an additional casino in South Bend, Indiana.


The Pokagon make significant contributions to the local economy beyond those made to state and local government revenue streams. Four Winds Casino New Buffalo created 2,500 new jobs, paying a "living wage, not minimum salary. The day [the casino] opened [it] became the second largest employer in Berrien County...next to Whirlpool.  

The tribe supports local businesses whenever possible, spending $74.3 million with 2,202 vendors in Michigan and Indiana in 2014. In addition, the Pokagon Band sponsors the Four Winds Invitational golf tournament for the Ladies Professional Golf Association, which enables donations to Memorial Children's Hospital in South Bend, Indiana and its Ronald McDonald Family Room. Between 2012 and 2015, the tournament generated $187,000 for those organizations.

In addition to the ten percent of electronic gaming revenue given to state and local government, the Pokagon give an additional 2% to The Pokagon Fund. This non-profit organization created in 2000 awards grants that support local governments, non-profits, charities, and other organizations. In 2014 (the last year for which figures are available), the largest single grant was awarded to the River Valley School District, $1,095,723 to support the district's technology improvement project. In 2014 alone, the Pokagon Fund

---


30 Ibid.

awarded $4,221,414 in grants to deserving organization in Cass, Berrien, and Van Buren counties.32

Although gaming continues to be opposed by some local residents on a moral basis, clearly Pokagon gaming has had a positive economic impact on the tribe, as well as on state and local economies. In recent years, however, the Pokagon have begun to diversify their holdings outside of the gaming industry. Chartered in 2007, the tribe's development arm, Mno-Bmadsen, "serves as the engine for the economic development efforts of the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi."33 Today, Mno-Bmadsen is the parent company to five wholly-owned subsidiaries, focused on construction, manufacturing, and architecture and engineering. The company "is the next step in sustaining the tribe through mergers, acquisitions and investments that will allow them to continue to thrive in the centuries to come."34 Says former Tribal Chairman John Miller, "Gaming is a flash in the pan. Five hundred years from now we will still be a community." Efforts such as those by Mno-Bmadsen will ensure the continued economic viability of that community in the long term.

As did their ancestor, Simon Pokagon, the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians have withstood "a thousand wounds" from Natives and non-Natives alike. Pushed from their ancestral homelands to avoid the so-called Iroquois hammer, the Potawatomi met the political and economic challenges posed by the fur trade. Overcoming Native


34 Ibid.
adversaries, the Potawatomi built a successful partnership with first the French, only to see those relationships crumble as first the British, and finally the Americans supplanted their European allies.

In the nineteenth century, faced with an ever-expanding American population, the Potawatomi found their power to negotiate drastically curtailed. Even so, Leopold Pokagon used a strategy of adaptive resistance to stymie United States efforts to remove the band from their ancestral homelands. Although his efforts to create a secure land base for his people were unsuccessful, the band that bears his name created a unique identity as the Catholic Potawatomi, an identity which bound them together through over 170 years of trials posed both from internal conflict and United States Indian policy.

The early twentieth-century loss of their tribal status in the eyes of the U.S. brought economic hardship, and continued social and cultural disruption. Deemed ineligible for the very programs designed to benefit American Indians, the Pokagon watched their Native neighbors to the North garner benefits from Congressional acts related to housing, health care, education, and child welfare. During this time, they struggled to survive as dispossessed citizens, finding what work they could in construction, as farm laborers, and in the factories - "when they were running."35

What could have finally broken tribal unity, however, became the catalyst for renewed efforts to regain their tribal status. After a decades-long struggle, the Pokagon finally proved to the United States Congress that they were, in fact, Indians, affirmation

---

of a truth long denied, but never doubted by community members. As Tom Topash, former Tribal Vice-Chairman, said, the Pokagon had known all along that they were a community. The Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians. The Keepers of the Fire - a fire they would not allow to be extinguished.
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